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ABSTRACT 
Against a backdrop of our world’s changing climate solar thermal power generation shows 

great potential to move global energy production away from fossil fuels to non-polluting 

sources. The Department of Energy Technology at the Royal Institute of Technology 

Stockholm is contributing to the development and research of solar thermal power by building 

a solar driven small scale polygeneration unit based on an externally fired micro gas turbine.  

This project focused on the design, analysis and verification of a high temperature solar 

receiver for integration into this planned solar polygeneration unit. Mean irradiance levels at 

the focal spot of the solar receiver of 5.5 MW/m² and peak levels of 14 MW/m² were 

identified as major design challenges. A preliminary heat transfer analysis found volumetric 

receivers to be the only applicable receiver type capable of withstanding these expected high 

irradiance levels. 

With volumetric receivers selected as the receiver type, a basic volumetric receiver model was 

evaluated using a multi-objective optimization tool based on advanced evolutionist algorithms 

and a numerical heat transfer model. The results were a set of Pareto-optimal solutions 

showing a tradeoff between a pressure drop in the receiver and material temperature 

especially at the window of the receiver. 

A parameter study was conducted based on the previous analysis to improve specific aspects 

of the initial design using a value of benefit analysis to evaluate the different designs. Of all 

the investigated receiver parameters, the absorber properties and shape had the biggest 

positive influence on material temperature and thermal stresses without significantly 

increasing the pressure drop. External cooling of the receiver window with ambient air was 

found to beneficial influence the window temperature without greatly decreasing the thermal 

efficiency. For non-uniform high irradiance levels ceramic absorber materials were found to 

be most suitable. Furthermore, mechanically decoupling the window and the absorber from 

their surrounding parts was found to be very important; enabling them to expand more or less 

independently with changing temperature minimizing thermal stresses. 

It can be concluded, when properly designed, volumetric solar receivers for small scale solar 

polygeneration units are feasible as designs with material temperature, thermal stresses and 

pressure drop below acceptable limit were found within this work. 
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NOMENCLATURE 

Abbreviations 
CCA Cross-Consistency Assessment 

CPC Compound Parabolic Concentrator 

CSP Concentrating Solar Power 

CSR Central Receiver System 

DIAPR Directly-Irradiated Annular Pressurized Receiver 

DLR German Aerospace Center 
(Deutschen Zentrums für Luft- und Raumfahrt) 

DNI Direct Nominal Irradiation 

DOE Department of Energy 

DOM Discrete Ordinate Method 

DSG Direct Steam Generation 

GDP Gross Domestic Product 

HRSG Heat Recovery Steam Generator 

HTF Heat Transfer Fluid 

HTM Heat Transfer Medium 

IEA International Energy Agency 

IPCC Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change 

KTH Royal Institute of Technology 
(Kungliga Tekniska Högskolan) 

LEC Levelized Electricity Costs 

LFR Linear Fresnel Reflector 

LTE Local Thermal Equilibrium 

LTNE Local Thermal Non-Equilibrium 

MOO Multi Objective Optimizer 

MU Monetary Unit 

NASA National Aeronautics and Space Administration 

NTU Number of Transfer Units 

PML Profiled Multi-Layer 

REFOS Receiver for Solar-Hybrid Gasturbine and CC Systems 

RTE Radiative Transfer Equation 

SE Systems Engineering 

SiC Silicon Carbide 

SiSiC Siliconized Silicon Carbide 

SOLGATE Solar hybrid gas turbine electric power system (EU-Project) 

SOLHYCO Solar hybrid cogeneration (EU-Project) 

SOLUGAS Solar Up-scale Gas Turbine System (EU-Project) 
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SPU Solar Polygeneration Unit 

STPP Solar Thermal Power Plant (not used yet) 

U.S. United States 

UDF User Defined Function 

UDS User Defined Scalar 

UNFCCC United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change 

VDI The Association of German Engineers 
(Verein Deutscher Ingenieure) 

WSTC Water-Splitting Thermo-Chemical 

Symbols 
Symbol Unit Description  Symbol Unit Description 

a m Cell size  α - Absorptivity 

A m² Area  α 1/m Absorption coefficient 

c0 m Speed of light in vacuum  αsf 1/m Specific surface area 

cp J/(kg·K) Specific heat capacity  β - Scattering albedo 

Cf - Inertial coefficient  δ - Light distribution factor 

C J/K Heat capacity rate  ε - Heat exchanger 
effectiveness 

d m Diameter  ε - Strain 

dh M Hydraulic diameter  εp - Porosity, emissivity 

E1, E2 - Ergun constant  ξ - Friction factor 

e J/kg Specific energy  ξ - Size parameter 

E MPa Young’s modulus  η - Efficiency 

f N/m³ Body force  λ m Wave length 

F N Force  μ Pa∙s Dynamic viscosity 

G MPa Shear modulus  ν m²/s Dynamic viscosity 

g m/s² Gravitational constant  ν - Poisson’s ratio 

h, hsf W/(m²·K) Heat transfer coefficient  Π - Pressure ratio 

hv W/(m³·K) Volumetric heat transfer 
coefficient 

 ρ kg/m³ Density 

h J/kg Specific Enthalpy  ρ - Reflectivity 

h Js Universal Planck constant  σ 1/m Scattering coefficient 

k J/K Boltzmann constant  σ W/(m²·K4) Stefan–Boltzmann 
constant 

k W/(m·K) Thermal conductivity  σ MPa Strength 

k - Extinction constant  σ MPa Stress 

K m Absolut roughness  τ - Transmissivity 

K 1/m Extinction coefficient  τ MPa Shear stress 

K m² Specific permeability  Φ m Cell diameter 
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Symbol Unit Description  Symbol Unit Description 

L m Length  Φ - Scattering phase 
function 

ṁ kg/s Mass flow  Ω sr Solid angle 

Ṁ kg/(m²·s) Mass flux     

Mw kg/kmol the molecular weight     

n - Refractive index     

Nu - Nusselt number     

p Pa Pressure     

P - Reflection factor     

Pr - Prandtl number     

q J/m² Heat flux     

Q J Heat     

r m Radius     

R J/(kg·K) Specific gas constant     

Re - Reynolds number     

s m Path length     

s′′ W/m³ Volumetric heat source     

S - Sutherland constant     

t m Wall thickness     

T °C, K Temperature     

u m/s Velocity     

u - Material utilization     

U W/(m²·K) Overall heat transfer 
coefficient 

    

x m Index variable     

Y m Index variable     

z m Index variable     

Subscripts 
0 Initial  o Outside 

abs Absorber  out Outlet 

amb Ambient  p Porous media 

b Blackbody  per Permissible 

c Cavity  ref Reference 

c Comparison  r Radiative 

conv Convection  s Solid 

cr Crushing  surf Surface 

el Electrical  t Transmitted 

e Effective  t Turbulent 
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f Fluid  T Tube 

f.d. Fully developed  th Thermal 

h Hydraulic  v Volumetric, void 

i Inside  v von Mises 

i Spatial index  w Window 

in Inlet  λ Spectrally 

j Spatial index  - Leaving system 

max Maximal  + Entering system 

min Minimal    

Radiometric definitions [1] 
Symbol Unit Name Description 

Φ W Radiant power or radiant 
flux 

Total power radiated by a source 

Q J Radiant Energy Total energy radiated by a source 

I W/sr Radiant intensity Power per unit solid angle 

E W/m² Irradiance or radiant flux 
density 

Radiation power received by the unit area of the 
illuminated surface 

M W/m² Radiant emittance or 
radiant exitance 

Radiation power emitted by the unit area 

J W/m² Radiosity All radiant flux leaving the surface. Accounts for 
reflection, irradiance and emittance. 

 

Reflectance, transmittance, absorptance, and emittance 

ance endings indicate a value associated with a particular sample 

Reflectivity, transmissivity, absorptivity, and emissivity 

 ivity endings indicate a generic value for a ‘‘pure’’ substance 

Reflection, transmission, absorption, and emission 

 ion endings indicate a process 
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1. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND 
Our world’s climate is changing. Increases in global average air and ocean temperatures, 
widespread melting of snow and ice, and rising global average sea level are evidence for the 
warming of the earth’s climate system [2]. Furthermore, the frequency and intensity of 
extreme events such as heat waves, droughts and floods are expected to increase as the earth’s 
climate continues to change [2]. Some of these changes are already evident with increases in 
the frequency and intensity of heat waves and heavy precipitation events. There are also 
economic costs of climate change although impacts will vary regionally global mean losses 
could be 1 to 5 percent of GDP for 4°C of warming [3]. 

The release of greenhouse gas carbon dioxide into the atmosphere through burning fossil fuels 
is the largest known human induced contribution to climate change. Human impact on the 
climate since the start of the industrial era (around 1750) exceed predicted natural impacts 
due to any know natural processes [2]. In response to mentioned implications of 
anthropogenic climate change, an agreement was made at the United Nations Framework 
Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) to keep the increase in global temperature below 
2°C [4]. This agreement, The Copenhagen Account, was noted by all conference participants 
but was not legally binding. 

To achieve the 2°C Copenhagen Account goal and avoid the potentially devastating and 
costly consequences of human-induced climate change it is necessary to stabilize greenhouse 
gases at a level of no higher than 450 ppm CO2 equivalents [5]. Therefore, the 
implementation of more ambitious goals than the ones agreed in the Copenhagen Account in 
would be necessary in the period to 2020 and much stronger action thereafter [5]. 

This is challenging given our world energy needs continue to increase. Emerging economies, 
led by China and India, are expected to drive the global energy demand even higher. 
Moreover, the International Energy Agency (IEA) expects that the global electricity demand 
continues to grow more strongly than other final forms of energy [5]. 

Solar thermal power generation shows great potential [6] and thus can be one system of many 
in the attempt to move the global energy production away from fossil fuels to non-polluting 
sources. 

1.1 Concentrating solar power 
As the name suggests, concentrating solar power (CSP) systems concentrate solar radiation to 
produce hot air or steam which can then be used to generate electricity in conventional power 
cycles. Today’s CSP systems usually generate electricity in the range of 10kW up to several 
100MW [6] [7] at levelized electricity costs (LEC) in the range of 10 to 20 cents€/kWh in 
Europe [8]. The United States Department of Energy suggest cost around 20 cents$/kWh [10]. 
In the conventional electricity generation market, CSP systems compete with LEC of 3 to 4 
cents€/kWh [8]. In the medium to long-term electricity generated using CSP technology is 
expected to become competitive at a slightly elevated price level as costs of fossil fuels and 
carbon emissions are expected to rise [8]. 

LEC is commonly used to compare different technologies for generating energy that might 
have different operating times, different investment costs, and/or different scales of operation. 
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Equation 1.1 shows the basic calculation of the LEC [9]. Total life cycle costs are based on a 
net present value calculation which includes initial investment costs, costs for operation and 
maintenance, as well as fuel costs. The total lifetime energy production includes all usable 
produced electricity. 

 LEC =
𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑙𝑖𝑓𝑒 𝑐𝑦𝑐𝑙𝑒 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑠

𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑙𝑖𝑓𝑒𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛
 �

𝑀𝑈
𝑘𝑊ℎ

� ( 1.1) 

From an environmental point of view replacing fossil fuel based electricity generation with a 
CSP power plant can reduce C02 emissions by 200 to 300 kg per year and installed square 
meter of reflector surface [11]. 

Trieb F. [12] of the German Aerospace Center conducted a survey finding that the global 
technical CSP potential amounts to almost 3,000,000 TWh/a vastly exceeding the present 
world electricity consumption of 18,000 TWh/a. Potential regions for CSP power plants are 
presented in Figure 1.1. The main suitability criteria considered was a direct nominal 
radiation (DNI) higher than 2,000 kWh/m²/a [12]. 

 
Figure 1.1: Potential regions for CSP [12] 

The main advantage of CSP compared to other renewable sources of energy is the possibility 
of thermal storage [11]. CSP power plants also offer the possibility to easily operate in a 
hybrid mode, allowing supplementary co-firing for example with natural gas. As a result, CSP 
power plants have the potential to generate electricity at night and during periods of low solar 
irradiation due to clouds and other factors. This makes the technology suitable to provide both 
base load as well as peak load electricity [11]. 

1.2 CSP systems 
In this section the four main working principles of CSP power production are described. 
These can be divided into two different types: line focusing and point focusing. 

Parabolic trough systems belong are of the line focusing type. The parabolic shaped solar 
reflector concentrates the incoming solar radiation on to the linear receiver placed in the 
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trough’s focal line. Today concentration ratios between 30 and 100 are realized [13] [14] [15]. 
In order to follow the sun over the course of the day the parabolic reflectors are equipped with 
a single-axis tracking system. 

The receiver is another key component of the system. It consists of a steel pipe that is placed 
inside an evacuated glass tube in order to reduce convective heat losses. Additionally, the 

steel tubes are coated with a solar 
selective coating to improve the 
absorptance of the concentrated solar 
radiation over a broad spectral range 
and furthermore reduce the thermal 
radiation heat losses to the 
environment. Typical selective 
coatings provide a thermal emittance 
lower than 7 percent and a solar 
absorptance higher than 96 percent 
[16]. 

Within the steel tube a heat transfer 
fluid (HTF), usually thermal synthetic 
oil, is heated up and then used to 
generate high-pressure superheated 
steam. The maximum operating 

temperature of the system is limited by the synthetic oil to around 400°C. Alternatively, the 
thermal synthetic oil can be replaced by water in a so called direct steam generation (DSG) 
system allowing higher operating temperatures. However, the direct evaporating system 
presents problems with heat transfer and density change in the two phase fluid flow. 
Independent of the steam generation the steam is subsequently converted to electricity in 
conventional power cycles. 

Parabolic trough systems are considered to be the most proven and mature of the CSP 
technologies [11] [18]. The first power plant based on parabolic trough system design was 
built in 1984 and continues to operate to the present day. A survey conducted by the German 
Aerospace Center described the technology as commercially available with high levels of 
experience and reliability [18]. 

Linear Fresnel reflector (LFR) systems are similar to parabolic trough systems but 
demonstrate numerous potential advantages [17]. LFR systems consist of an array of nearly-
flat reflectors that concentrate the incoming solar radiation on to an inverted linear receiver 
(Figure 1.3). A secondary concentrator or reconcentrator is placed on top of the receiver to 
compensate for inaccurate solar tracking and increase the effective absorber area. 

Additionally, the planar reflectors reduce wind loads significantly allowing the reflector width 
per absorber tube to be increased, leading to theoretically higher concentration ratios and 
higher possible fluid temperatures. LFR systems are also more economical as they use less 
expensive planar mirrors rather than parabolic trough reflectors. Furthermore, the absorber 
tubes are stationary which eliminates the need for flexible high pressure fluid joints. 

 

 

Figure 1.2: Parabolic through principle 
(on basis of [6]) 
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In contrast to parabolic trough systems LFR systems abandon the concept of evacuated glass 
tubes, a fact that should further decrease the investment cost. However, the convective heat 
losses which are almost eliminated in the parabolic trough system are become more 

significant. LFR systems are also more space 
efficient. As the reflectors are placed 
equidistant above the ground shading effects 
are minimized. These advantages of LFR 
systems result in a cost reduction of the solar 
field of 50 percent compared to parabolic 
trough systems [17]. 

Within the absorber tubes water is directly 
evaporated and subsequently converted to 
electricity in a conventional power cycle. 

From a maturity point of view this 
technology is quite new. The German 
Aerospace Center study rates the technology 
as pre-commercial, the experience as low and 
the reliability as unknown [18]. 

Dish systems are of the point focusing type. The dish-shaped solar reflector concentrates the 
incoming solar radiation on to the receiver placed in the dish’s focal point. Today 
concentration ratios are usually above 2000 [19] and reflector areas between 50 to 150 square 

meters [20] although reflector areas of 400 and 500 
square meters have also been proven to work 
effectively [21]. In order to follow the sun over the 
course of the day the dish system is equipped with a 
two-axis tracking system. The concentrated 
radiation is absorbed by a liquid or gaseous HTF at 
operating temperatures of around 750°C [11]. The 
HTF is then used to generate electricity in one of 
the following power cycles. 

• Conventional and Organic Rankine cycle  
• Open and closed Brayton cycle 
• Stirling cycle 

Solar dish systems are characterized by their 
modularity, autonomous operation and inherent 
hybrid capability. They can be used as small stand-

alone off-grid units, grouped together for small grid-connected power plants and clustered to 
large grid-connected dish parks. Additionally, solar dish systems demonstrated the highest 
solar-to-electric conversion efficiency of around 30 percent of all CSP technologies and 
therefore having the potential to become the least expensive source of renewable energy [19]. 

Current dish systems with a Stirling engine usually generate an electric output of about 
25kWe and systems using a Brayton cycle usually generate about 30kWe. Smaller dish 
systems with 5 to 10kWe have also been shown [19]. 

 
Figure 1.3: Linear Fresnel reflector  principle 

(on basis of [6]) 

 

Figure 1.4: Parabolic dish principle 
(on basis of [6]) 
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The German Aerospace Center [18] rates the experience with the technology as moderate and 
the reliability as high. 

Central receiver systems (CSR) are of the point focusing type. They consist of a circular array 
of hundreds to thousands of sun tracking mirrors called heliostats which concentrate the 
incoming solar radiation at the central receiver located on the top a centrally positioned tower 

(Figure 1.5). Concentration ratios for 
central receiver systems are usually 
lower than those measured for solar 
dish systems and are in the range of 
500 to 1500 [20] while reflector areas 
per heliostat commonly in the range of 
50 to 150 square meters [23]. The 
concentrated radiation is absorbed by a 
HTF that is then used to produce steam 
that subsequently generates electricity 
in conventional power cycles. 
Alternatively, air can be heated within 
the central receiver and fed directly 
into a gas turbine. 

The current state of today’s receiver seems to limit the operating temperature to about 1000°C 
[31] which subsequently imposes lower gas turbine efficiencies since these components are 
designed for higher turbine inlet temperatures. 

Current central receiver systems are suited to electrical power outputs of 30 to 400 MWe. 
Usually, these systems utilize thermal storage to increase the capacity factor from around 25 
percent without storage to around 65 percent with storage capabilities [22]. Today there 
appears to be a trend towards operating solar central receiver systems in a hybrid mode to 
reduce the financial risk. Fossil fuel based co-firing can be used to both enable the operation 
of the power plant during low insolation or at nights as well as increasing the operating 
temperatures. 

The German Aerospace Center rates the current level of experience with central receiver 
technology as moderate and the reliability as moderate [18] 

1.3 Objectives 
The solar power group within the Energy Department of the Royal Institute of Technology 
(KTH) Stockholm is currently working on the design and construction of a test rig for a solar 
driven small scale polygeneration unit. One of the main purposes of the test rig will be to test 
different solar receivers and their implementation into the polygeneration unit. 

The objective of this MSc Thesis work is to design, analyze and verify a solar receiver for the 
integration into the planned solar polygeneration unit (SPU). Besides generating relatively 
high receiver outlet temperatures the receiver must be designed to allow the testing of 
different absorber materials. 

 
Figure 1.5: Central receiver principle 

(on basis of [6]) 
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First, conceptual layouts of solar receivers for the test rig will be created. Computational fluid 
dynamics (CFD) and finite element analysis (FEA) tools will then be used to analyze the 
thermodynamics and mechanical integrity of the receiver designs.  

Finally, drawings will be made of a potential solar receiver for integration into the test rig.  

1.4 Methodology and report structure 
The methodology used in this thesis is based on the Systems Engineering (SE) concept [24] 
and the VDI-Richtlinie 2221 [25]. Figure 1.6 shows the SE action model which describes how 
to approach a complex project. 

 
 

Figure 1.6: Systems Engineering (SE) action model [24] 
Top down approach (left), project phases and problem solving cycle (right) 

A brief introduction and background of concentrated solar power has been given in this 
section. 

Section 2 presents a literature review of different receiver designs that have been discussed, 
tested and/or commercialized in the past.  

In section 3 a preliminary study is conducted discussing variants of solution principles based 
on the SE top down approach and the project solving cycle as shown in Figure 1.6. Moreover, 
the study includes a situation analysis of the planned solar polygeneration unit at KTH 
determining boundary conditions, limitations, and requirement. The main goal of the 
preliminary study is to find a solar receiver concept that is worth further investigations.  

Section 4 presents the main parameter study to find the most feasible receiver design for the 
solar polygeneration unit. A situation analysis using a relatively simple heat transfer model 
and a multi objective optimizer provides the initial design parameters for the parameter study. 
The main analysis is conducted using two dimension rotational symmetric models. 
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Section 5 presents a more detailed study of the chosen receiver design. Moreover, the 
previous models are verified using a more complex three dimensional model. 

Section 6 presents the main results of the detailed study and a conclusion. Furthermore, 
possible future work is discussed. 
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
As discussed in section 1, concentrated solar power plants are either of the line focusing or 
point focusing type. Since the planned solar polygeneration unit at KTH is a point focusing 
system this literature review will be limited to solar receivers suitable for this application. 

Figure 2.1 and Figure 2.2 give an overview of possible solar receivers and suggest a possible 
classification system based upon both a system and component view. 

 
Figure 2.1: Classification of solar receivers – system view 

When the CSP plant system is looked at as a whole a multitude of different system 
configurations are possible. The power cycle forms the basis for the whole system. A wide 
variety of heat transfer media (HTM) can be used to generate electricity directly or detoured 
to heat exchangers to heat up the working fluid of the power cycle. Moreover, different 
operation strategies and storage possibilities are available. 

From a component point of view multiple configurations are possible as well. Solar receiver 
can be distinguished by their type, their operating pressure and operating temperature. As 
already presented in the system view the way of heat transfer and HTM used can also be used 
for classification. Moreover, different absorbers can be used in solar receivers. 
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Figure 2.2: Classification of solar receivers – component view 

A more detailed classification of volumetric receivers is shown in Figure 2.3. 

 
Figure 2.3: Classification of volumetric solar receivers 

While the optimal configuration of the system is subject of current research, the component 
view has greater relevance for this work. Therefore, the following sections discuss receiver 
characteristics from the component point of view.  
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2.1 Type of point focusing receivers 
There are two main types of point focusing solar receiver: external and cavity, which are 
differentiated from one another by the location of the absorbing material. Figure 2.4 shows 
both types – on the left side the external type and on the right side the cavity type. 

  

Figure 2.4: Solar receiver types 
“Solar One” external solar receiver (left, on basis of [27]) and cavity receiver (right) 

While the external receiver type is characterized by the flux absorbing material (absorbers) 
being located on the exterior of the receiver, the cavity type is characterized by the flux 
absorbing material being located within a cavity. The heat losses of external receivers are 
mainly determined by its surface area. Attempts to reduce this area are limited by the 
maximum operating temperature of the absorber and thus by the heat removal capacity of the 
HTF. The better the heat removal capacity of the HTF, the lower the absorber temperature, 
which means receiver size and heat losses can be reduced.  For example, the absorber area 
can be cut in half if a HTF of water/steam is replaced by sodium due to its superior heat 
transfer capabilities [27]. 

The cavity receiver type on the other hand, reduces convective and radiative head losses to 
the environment by placing the absorber inside a cavity. In principle, the cavity design itself is 
enough to reduce the convective heat losses. However, the placement of the cavity receiver 
influences the efficiency significantly. 

 

Figure 2.5: Convective heat losses of a cavity receiver [28] 

Figure 2.5 shows convective heat losses for a cavity receiver type where blue represents low 
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minimizes convective heat losses although this configuration may make it difficult to mount 
the receiver. 

Concerning radiative losses the cavity has distinct advantages over the external receiver. 
Losses due to reflection of impinging concentrated solar radiation can be significantly 
reduced and in some cases they become so low that they are even negligible [29]. Thermal 
radiation losses in the infrared-band can also be greatly reduced. 

The advantage of the external receiver type with an absorber arrangement of 360° is that it 
allows concentrated solar radiation to impinge from all sides whereas the acceptance angle of 
the cavity type is limited to around 60 to 120° depending on the design [27]. In order to 
increase the acceptance angle multiple cavities can be placed adjacent to each other. 

2.2 Operating pressure 
Two different receiver operation modes can be distinguished depending on the system layout; 
operation under ambient pressure and pressurized operation. The pressure in the pressurized 
operation ranges from a few bar in a micro gas turbine cycle to around 20 to 25bar in a 
conventional gas turbine cycle. 

2.3 Operating temperature 
The operating temperature of the receiver is also determined by the system layout. Low 
temperature receivers operate at fluid outlet temperatures up to 550°C, medium temperature 
receivers operate up to 800°C, and high temperature receivers above 800°C [31]. 

The operating temperature highly influences the type of absorber and materials that can be 
used. This will be further discussed in section 2.5. 

2.4 Heat transfer and heat transfer media 
There are two different principles of heat transfer in a solar power plant. On the one hand 
there is the direct heat transfer shown in Figure 2.6 on the left. The energy of the concentrated 
solar radiation is transferred by the receiver directly to the working fluid of the power cycle. 
On the other hand there is the indirect heat transfer shown in Figure 2.6 on the right. In this 
case, the energy of the concentrated solar radiation is transferred to a HTM in the receiver. In 
a subsequent step the hot HTM fluid is used to heat up the working fluid of the power cycle. 

The most common used HTMs are fluids like air, water/steam, helium, molten salt/metal and 
liquid sodium [22]. Every HTF has its own advantages, e.g. liquid sodium offers better heat 
transfer capabilities compared to water/steam as discussed in section 2.1. Other systems use 
solid particle HTMs which are subsequently used to heat up the working fluid of the power 
cycle.  
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Figure 2.6: Heat transfer mode 

Direct heat transfer (left), indirect heat transfer (right) 

2.5 Absorber 
In CSP plants the absorber has the task to absorb the impinging concentrated solar radiation 
and transfer the absorbed heat to the HTF. Early days of receiver development and research 
the main focus was on tubular designs and later the development of volumetric receiver 
designs began [26]. 

2.5.1 Tubular receiver designs 
In tubular receiver designs concentrated solar radiation is absorbed by a bundle of tubes able 
of withstanding high temperatures. The energy is then transferred to the HTF flowing within 
the tube. Figure 2.7 shows the basic principle. It can be seen that the solid temperature of the 

tube is always greater than the fluid temperature 
limiting the maximum operating temperature. 
On the other hand tubular designs have the 
advantage that the HTF fluid can easily be 
pressurized and the only pressure limit is the 
yield strength of the tubes. 

Usually, tubular receiver designs have heat loss 
problems to the ambient due to reflection, 
thermal radiation and convection losses. In order 
to minimize reflection losses the tubes are 
commonly covered with solar selective coating 
to increase the solar absorptance. However, the 
solar flux remains limited to about 200 kW/m² 
[26]. Ambient heat losses can also be reduced by 
placing the tubular absorber within a cavity as 
described in section 2.1. 

Figure 2.8 shows already existing and tested 
tubular solar receivers. On the left, the 

 

Figure 2.7: Absorption and heat transfer of 
tubular receivers (on basis of [26] and [30]) 
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SOLGATE low temperature receiver is displayed. According to the SOLGATE report [31] 
tubular solar receivers for receiver fluid outlet temperatures below 550°C considerably reduce 
the overall cost compared to volumetric receivers (see also section 2.5.2). 

One of the first central receivers ever built, the Solar One external receiver, is presented on 
the right-hand side of Figure 2.8. Solar One was operated between 1982 and 1988 in Nevada 
in the USA with a nominal power output of 10MWe, direct evaporation of water within the 
receiver, and electricity generation in a conventional Rankine cycle [22]. For a long time it 
was the world’s largest solar power tower plant demonstrating the feasibility of large-scale 
power production of such systems until the PS10 plant was built 2007 in Spain. 

  
Figure 2.8: Existing tubular receiver designs 

SOLGATE low temp. tubular receiver (left, [31]), Solar One tubular receiver (right [32]) 

Figure 2.9 shows recent tubular receiver design develpments. On the left the SOLar HYbrid 
power and COgeneration plants (SOLHYCO) tubular cavity design is presented [33]. This 
system is based on a 100 kW micro turbine and the receiver works at a fluid outlet 
temperature of around 800°C with the possibility to operate on varying contributions of solar 
power input and fuel. 

 

 

Figure 2.9: Recent tubular receivers designs 
SOLHYCO tubular cavity receiver (left, [33]), SOLUGAS tubular cavity receiver (right, [34]) 
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layer of heat conductive copper. This causes the heat transfer from the irradiated absorber 
wall to the HTF to increase, reducing the circumferential temperature differences within the 
tubes and hence improving the durability. Due to manufacturing problems the PML tubes 
were not tested during the project period between 2006 and 2010. 

The right side of Figure 2.9 presents the Solar Up-scale Gas Turbine System (SOLUGAS) 
tubular cavity design based on a solar pre-heated Brayton topping cycle and a subsequent 
Rankine bottoming cycle [34]. The receiver consists of several tubular receiver panels and is 
used to pre-heat the pressurized HTF which is air up to 650°C before it enters the combustion 
chamber of a commercial 4.6MWe gas turbine. Due to the relatively low temperatures 
conventional material can be used for the absorber tubes. 

2.5.2 Volumetric design 
Volumetric receiver designs are based on absorber materials consisting of a multitude of 
porous interlocking shapes such as knit-wire packs, foam, honeycomb structures, packed beds 
and others with a specific porosity. The absorber material occupies a volume inside the 
receiver and is irradiated by concentrated solar radiation. The absorber material absorbs the 
energy in the depth of the structure thus heating up. This effect causes one of the biggest 
advantages of volumetric solar receivers namely the increase of the heat transfer area and the 
consequent reduction of local flux density at the absorber surface. The HTF, which commonly 
is air, passes through the volume at the same time the solar energy is transferred via forced 
convection from the absorber material to the HTF. 

Radiative heating of the HTF due to the effects of absorption and scattering of the impinging 
concentrated solar radiation inside the HTF are very small compared to the convective heat 
transfer and usually negligible according to Incropera et al. [35]. Figure 2.10 shows the basic 
principle including the volumetric effect that causes the temperature of the irradiated surface 

to be lower than the outlet temperature [26] 
causing decrease re-radiation losses. 

Concerning the choice of material for the 
absorber due to relatively high temperatures 
metals or ceramics seem to be appropriate. 
According to Ávila-Marín [26] volumetric 
receivers with metallic absorber are able to 
produce fluid outlet temperatures from 800°C 
to 1000°C, receivers with siliconized silicon 
carbide (SiSiC) ceramic absorbers 
temperatures of 1200°C, and receivers with 
silicon carbide (SiC) absorbers temperatures 
of 1500°C. 

The main advantage of volumetric receivers 
compared to tubular ones is the ability to 
absorb relatively high solar flux, operate at 
high temperatures while still being compact 
[29]. 
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2.5.2.a Flow stability 
An important issue of volumetric receivers is flow stability. Figure 2.11 shows the basic 
relationship between solar flux and flow speed according to Becker et al. [36]. It can be seen 
that local high solar flux leads to low mass flow and local low solar flux leads to high mass 
flow. The main reason for this behavior is the temperature dependency of the dynamic 
viscosity of the HTF, in the case of volumetric receivers mostly air. 

 
Figure 2.11: Flow instability issues (on basis of [36]) 

Becker et al. [36] state that theoretical approaches of Kribus et al. [37] and others as well as 
numerical simulations agree fairly well with experiments and general tendencies could be 
shown. Apparently, the pressure loss characteristics of the porous media have the most 
important influence on flow instability. If the pressure drop within the porous media 
dependents linearly on the flow velocity (Darcy flow) instabilities can occur, whereas if there 
is a solely quadratic dependency (Forchheimer flow) instabilities do not occur. 

Furthermore, Becker et al. [36] propose a simple mathematical model based on the Darcy-
Forchheimer equation that describes the pressure loss within a porous media as a function of 
the superficial fluid flow velocity. The pressure loss is described by 
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where p stands for pressure, x is the index variable in flow direction, K the specific 
permeability, Cf the inertial coefficient, μ the dynamic viscosity and, ρ the density of the HTF 
and u the superficial fluid velocity. The specific permeability and inertial coefficient are 
properties of the absorber material and will be discussed later in more detail. 

Generally, the way to increase the fluid outlet temperature of the receiver at a constant solar 
flux is to decrease the mass flow which also leads to a decreased pressure loss. If the flow is 
unstable more than one mass flow is possible for one specific pressure drop. Figure 2.12 on 
the left shows what happens to the quadratic pressure drop for different solar fluxes when 
there is a solely linear dependence on the flow velocity, that is when Cf=0. If for one and the 
same pressure drop more than one fluid outlet temperature and therefore connected mass 
flows are possible, instability occurs. That means that for one and the same solar flux parts of 
the absorber can have a low mass flow and others a high mass flow and thus different 
temperatures. This may lead to local overheating and to absorber failures such as melting or 
cracking. It can also be seen that instabilities only occur above a certain solar flux level.  

Solar radiation Air flow Porous Medium 
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Figure 2.12: Quadratic pressure drop versus HTF temperature (on basis of [36]) 

for different solar fluxes (left), for different inertial coefficients Cf (right) 
(material for graphs: SiC foam, porosity 0.9, cell diameter 2mm) 

Figure 2.12 on the right shows what happens to the quadratic pressure drop when there is also 
a quadratic dependence on the flow velocity, that is when Cf>0. Changing the pressure drop 
characteristic of the absorber causes significant changes. The higher the inertial coefficient Cf 
gets the more unlikely it is for instabilities to occur. Becker et al. [36] suggest a critical 
product of the inertial coefficient and the square root of specific permeability above which 
instabilities are not expected. 

 𝐶𝑓 ∙ √𝐾 = 1.94 ∙ 10−6 (𝑚) ( 2.2) 

2.5.2.b Open volumetric receiver 
As described in section 2.2 volumetric receivers can work either at ambient pressure or 
pressurized. Receivers operating at ambient pressure are usually called open volumetric 
receivers and ones operating at elevated pressure levels closed (or pressurized) volumetric 
receivers. 

Figure 2.13 on the left shows the operating principle of open volumetric receivers based on 
the High Temperature Receiver (HiTRec I) [26]. Concentrated solar radiation is absorbed by 
a ceramic honeycomb absorber heating it up.  Ambient air is sucked into the receivers acting 
as the HTF. In order to improve the receiver efficiency open volumetric receivers system 
often implement an air return system. The “cold” air leaving the system is first used for 
cooling the receiver structure and then fed into the system again in front of the absorber in 
order to reuse the enthalpy. The HiTRec I was not equipped with such an air return system 
but successor projects (HiTRec II, SOLAIR 200, SOLAIR 3000) were [26]. Air return ration 
of around 50 percent are commonly used [26]. 

On the right of Figure 2.13  the assembly of multiple open volumetric receivers on top of a 
solar power tower is shown. 
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Usually, the hot air is used to produce superheated steam and subsequently generate 
electricity in a conventional Rankine cycle. Right now the above mentioned technology is at a 
pre-commercial state. 2009 the first demonstration plant using SOLAIR 3000 technology 
started its operation in, Germany [26]. 

2.5.2.c Closed volumetric receiver 
The second type of volumetric receivers is the closed volumetric receiver that is usually 
pressurized. These receivers rely on a transparent window to enable high-pressure operation, 
minimize reflection losses, re-radiation and convection losses. Figure 2.14 shows the working 
principle of two closed volumetric receivers. On the left the Directly-Irradiated Annular 
Pressurized Receiver (DIAPR) that is based on porcupine absorbers made of high temperature 
ceramics is shown. On the right a Receiver for Solar-Hybrid Gasturbine and CC Systems 
(REFOS) with a metallic or ceramic absorber is shown. 

 

 
Figure 2.14: Closed (pressurized) volumetric receivers 

DIAPR receiver (left, [39]), REFOS receiver (right, [41]) 

The operating principle of the closed volumetric receivers is similar to open volumetric 
receivers. One difference is the use of secondary concentrators in order to focus the solar 
radiation on the absorber and shield the surrounding receiver structure. As mentioned before 
closed volumetric receivers are equipped with a transparent window through which the 

 

 

Figure 2.13: Open volumetric receivers 
HiTRec I (left, [26] on basis of [38]) and SOLAIR 3000 assembly (right, [26]) 
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concentrated solar radiation has to pass through before impinging on the absorber and heating 
it up. The HTF (air) is not ambient air but pressurized air entering the receiver at the “air 
inlet”. It is then heated up by the hot absorber and leaves the receiver at the “air outlet/exit”. It 
can then be used in a solar only cycle directly as fuel for a conventional gas turbine or in a 
hybrid cycle as preheated air entering the combustion chamber of a gas turbine cycle. 

According to Ávila-Marín [26] a lot of research has been done in the past 20 years that 
demonstrated that transparent windows pose difficult design problems. The main difficulties 
are related to “limitations in size and specific requirements in optical properties, mechanical 
strength, high variable working temperature, stress-free installation and sealing and cooling 
capability” [26]. 

The first mentioned volumetric receiver, the DIAPR receiver, was developed by the Israeli 
Weizmann Institute of Science. The main components are the secondary compound parabolic 
concentrator (CPC) to increase the solar flux even more and to protect the receiver structure, 
the frustum-like pressure window that could withstand a pressure of 50 bar, and the porcupine 
volumetric absorber. 

Karni et al. [29] already showed 1997 that experimentally their DIAPR was able to work at 
pressures of 10 to 30 bar and solar radiation flux of up to 10 MW/m², while producing HTF 
outlet temperature of up to 1300°C. Further testing proved that the design was able to operate 
at pressures of 17 to 20 bar and solar fluxes between 3.6 and 5.3 MW/ m² while creating HTF 
outlet temperatures of 1200°C for an extended time period of around 250 hours [39]. In these 
tests hundreds of heating and cooling cycles were passed through without noticeable local hot 
spots neither on the absorber nor on the window. The lack of hot spots and the fact the 
porcupines are mechanically independent allowing each element to expand as the temperature 
varies avoiding thermal stresses no failures appeared. The receiver efficiency was estimated 
to be between 70 and 90 percent during the tests. Worth mentioning are also the reflectivity 
losses of the glass window which were found to be less than one percent using ray tracing 
calculations [29]. Concluding, Kribus et al. [39] state that the DIAPR theoretically was able to 
produce HTF outlet temperatures of 1400°C without compromising the components’ thermal 
limits. 

Recently, an Israeli company called Aora built a solar tower power demonstration plant using 
the above mention DIAPR technology in the Arava desert in southern Israel. The plant is 
based on a single receiver module and generates 100 kWe and additionally 170 kWth [40]. 

The second mentioned volumetric receiver, the REFOS receiver, was developed in the 
REFOS project starting 1996 and was also used within the SOLGATE project starting 2001. 
The main components are the secondary compound parabolic concentrator (CPC) to increase 
the solar flux even more and to protect the receiver structure, the doomed quartz glass 
window that could withstand a pressure of 19.5 bar and additionally providing reduced 
reflectivity losses compared to a flat window, and the volumetric metallic wire mesh 
absorber. 

In the REFOS project the receiver was supposed to absorb 350 kWth of concentrated solar 
radiation at a solar flux of around 1000 kW/m² per module producing air outlet temperatures 
of 800°C at a pressure of 15 bar and an efficiency of 80 percent [41]. Tests showed that air 
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outlet temperatures of 815°C were possible even though the efficiency was not as high as 
expected due to poor performance of the secondary concentrator [41]. 

Although, the tests have been quite short compared to lifetime requirements first signs of 
degradation of the quartz window were revealed ([42] as cited in [26]). 

Within the SOLGATE project the REFOS receiver was used as a medium and high 
temperature receiver. For the medium temperature application the metallic wire mesh 
absorber was maintained while the absorber in the high temperature receiver was replaced by 
a highly porous ceramic foam absorber [31]. From the previous REFOS project problems 
with the quartz window were known and therefore an active multiple air jet window cooling 
was installed. In a test in spring 2003 air outlet temperatures of 960°C were reached before a 
problem in the gas turbine caused the test to stop. The active window cooling seemed to work 
keeping the window temperature well below the acceptable limit of 800°C [43]. 

Concluding, volumetric absorbers seem to have both major advantages and disadvantages 
which have to be considered for the specific application.  

2.5.3 Heat pipe design 
Another way of absorbing concentrated solar radiation and transferring it to the HTF is by 
using heat pipes. 

Figure 2.15 shows the basic working principle of a heat pipe. According to Bienert [49] the 
main components are a sealed container, a wick, and a suitable working fluid that is in 
equilibrium with its own vapor i.e. saturation condition. When heat is applied to the 
evaporator the local temperature raises slightly causing some of the fluid to evaporate. 
Furthermore, the temperature difference causes a change in vapor pressure due to the 
saturation condition. Consequently, vapor flows to the cooler part of the heat pipe namely the 
condenser where it releases its latent heat and liquefies again. The liquid is then pumped back 
through the wick because of capillarity effects. It is favorable to place the heat pipe vertically 
with the evaporator below the condenser in order to let gravity forces assist the pumping. 

 
Figure 2.15: Schematic representation of a heat pipe (on basis of [47]) 

The first use of heat pipe solar receivers was in the aerospace applications. Later in the 1970s 
the use of heat pipes receivers for concentrated solar power plant emerged. Bienert [49] 
presents the main advantages and disadvantages as well as examples of heat pipe solar 
receivers using pure liquid alkali metals. This working fluid is chosen as it appears to be the 
most suitable in the temperature range of interest of 400-1000°C. The main advantages are 
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• nearly loss free flux transformation from the high solar flux to the lower heat flux on 
the gas system side, 

• high temperature capabilities (500-1000°C), 
• low pressure stresses in high temperature component as the heat pipe works at nearly 

ambient pressure, 
• low pressure drop on the gas side due to large design flexibilities, 
• uniform circumferential temperature distribution due to extremely high heat transfer 

capabilities of the working fluid, as well as 
• redundancy due to multitude of heat pipes per receiver. 

The main disadvantages on the other hand are 

• limited receiver outlet temperatures of 900°C because of temperature limits of the 
metallic heat pipe material, 

• the lower operating limit of 400°C below which liquid metal heat pipes do not 
function, 

• an evaporator flux limit of around 1 MW/m², and 
• a slight orientation sensitivity. 

Figure 2.16 shows a heat pipe receiver configuration developed for the U.S. DOE used in a 
Brayton cycle with an electrical power output of 10 MWel. The heat pipes are mounted on 
panels inside a cavity. Concentrated solar power impinges on the heat pipes which transfer the 
energy nearly isothermal to the finned condenser section and subsequently to the HFT. 

 

 

Figure 2.16: Heat pipe receiver configuration [49] 
Cavity receiver configuration (left), panel configuration (right) 

A heat pipe receiver of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) for space 
applications is shown in Figure 2.17. The operating principle is similar to the above 
mentioned solar receiver. Solar radiation impinges on the heat pipes in the receiver portion 
which transfer the energy to the plate fin heat exchanger and subsequently to the working 
fluid. The main difference can be seen in the thermal storage device portion. There, a 
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multitude of canisters of phase change material (PCM) surround the heat pipe providing 
thermal energy storage. 

 
Figure 2.17: Heat pipe receiver for Brayton cycle [51] 

A few more applications of heat pipe solar receiver can be found in literature especially for 
parabolic dish concentrators working with Stirling engines [52]. As the objective of this thesis 
is to design a solar receiver using a Brayton cycle designs working with Stirling engines are 
not discussed further. 

2.5.4 Solid particle design 
The last way of absorbing concentrated solar radiation presented in this chapter is by using 
solid particles. Figure 2.18 shows the concept, a drawing and a picture of a solid particle 
receiver that is currently being tested by Sandia National Laboratories for the U.S. DOE [54]. 

  

 

Figure 2.18: Solid particle receiver 
Concept (left, [53]), drawing (middle, [54]), picture (right, [54]) 
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The concept is based on a curtain of falling solid ceramic particles that directly absorbs the 
concentrated solar radiation and are heated to temperatures in excess of 1000°C [55]. The 
differentiation between absorber and heat transfer medium is ambiguous. That is the reason 
why solid particles were also mentioned as a heat transfer medium previously.  

The main application of solid particle 
receivers is as a heat source for 
chemical processes especially for solar-
driven water-splitting thermo-chemical 
(WSTC) cycles for hydrogen 
producing rather than electricity 
generation [55] [56]. However, DLR is 
currently assessing a particle receiver 
system for electricity generation shown 
in Figure 2.19 [57]. Particles are 
pumped from the cold storage tank at 
360°C to the particle receiver where 
they are heated up to 1000°C and 

subsequently stored within the hot storage. The hot particles are used for preheating air up to 
950°C before entering the burner of an open Brayton cycle. The heat transfer between the 
particles and the pressurized air happens in special direct contact heat exchanger that is 
equipped with an internal lock system for pressure balance and filters. The heat exchanger is 
not described in more detail. After the leaving the turbine the exhaust gases are used in a 
HRSG to produce steam for a subsequent Rankine cycle. 

The main problems of solid particle receivers are losses due convection and wind effects. 
Several studies have been conducted trying to prevent these losses by an aerowindow right 
outside the aperture (i.a. [58], [59]). Figure 2.20 shows improvement on the air velocity 
vectors of a solid particle receiver when an aerowindow protects the cavity. 

  
Figure 2.20: Solid particle receiver velocity vectors [58] 

Without aerowindow (left), with aerowindow (right) 

 
Figure 2.19: Solid particle receiver layout for 

electricity generation (on basis of [57]) 
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3. PRELIMINARY STUDY 
The goal of this preliminary study is to find a solar receiver concept for further investigation 
in the main study. 

The approach to this study is based on the problem solving cycle of the systems engineering 
concept as described in the methodology. It recommends searching for objectives first, then 
searching for different variants of solution principles and finally selecting a promising 
principle for further analysis. 

3.1 Situational analysis and boundary conditions 
In order to formulate objectives a clear picture of the prevailing situation is necessary. 
Therefore, this section is dedicated to discuss the boundary conditions, limitations, and 
requirements for the solar receiver for KTH’s SPU. 

3.1.1 System layout 
Basis of the SPU is an externally fired micro gas turbine system. Figure 3.1 shows a picture of 
the micro gas turbine as well as its current system layout. Air at ambient conditions (pamb ≈ 
1bar, Tamb ≈ 20°C) is compressed in a radial compressor (C) with a pressure ratio πC of about 
3, heated up in the recuperator (heat exchanger) and expanded in the micro gas turbine (T). 
Right now the only energy source is natural gas that is combusted within the burner (B). The 
air needed for combustion is provided by a small blower delivering a mass flow of around 
0.01 kg/s. The hot gases are subsequently mixed with the exhaust air of the micro gas turbine 
to reduce the temperature to acceptable limits and fed into the recuperator to heat up the 
incoming air. The recuperator is currently limited to a maximum operating temperature of 
650°C but will be replaced within this year to sustain temperatures of 780°C. 

  
Figure 3.1: Micro gas turbine (COMPOWER) 

The main reason to heat up the incoming air in a recuperator and not as usual in a combustion 
chamber between compressor and turbine is the fact that the unit is intended for testing 
polygeneration applications. Thus, allowing the combustion of a variety of different fuels 
without the risk of turbine fouling because the turbine always operates with pure air 
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Tests have been performed showing that the system currently works at a fuel-to-electricity 
efficiency of 18.46 percent generating 4.615 kWel. 

The basic schema of KTH’s SPU at its first development stage is shown in Figure 3.2. The 
main source of energy is light radiation provided by high power lamps substituting solar 
radiation. The radiation is then concentrated by the parabolic dish reflector onto the solar 
receiver. 

 
Figure 3.2: KTH SPU schema 

For solar receiver testing two different configurations have been proposed which are shown in 
Figure 3.3. In the first configuration shown on the left the receiver is placed in front of the 
turbine. The solar receiver operates at inlet temperatures of around 500°C and a pressure of 3 
bar while allowing receiver outlet temperatures up to the maximum turbine inlet temperatures 
of 900°C. 

 

 

Figure 3.3: KTH SPU configurations 
Configuration 1: solar receiver before turbine (left), configuration 2: solar receiver after turbine (right) 
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In the second configuration shown on the right the receiver is placed after of the turbine. The 
solar receiver operates at inlet temperatures of around 400°C which corresponds to the turbine 
outlet temperature and a pressure of 1 bar. The main difference to configuration one is that the 
maximum receiver outlet temperature is limited to the material limits of the recuperator of 
650°C respectively 780°C. By using a mixer a temperature decrease is possible even though it 
might not be much as the air mass flow of the burner is limited to about 0.01 kg/s by the 
blower. 

Theoretically, both configurations can be operated in a solar only as well as in a hybrid mode 
where the burner and mixer are used to increase the air temperature before the recuperator. 

Because configuration one is unfavorable due to integration problems of the solar receiver 
into the system first tests will be very likely performed using configuration two. 

3.1.2 Fluid boundaries 
Based on the two different SPU configurations Table 3.1 outlines the fluid boundary 
conditions of the solar receiver. 

Table 3.1: Fluid boundary conditions 

Configuration 1 2 

Working fluid Air 

Inlet pressure (bar) 3 1 

Inlet temperature (°C) 500 400 

Outlet temperature (°C) 900 800 

HTF mass flow (kg/s) 0.1 
 

3.1.3 Radiation boundaries 
Another crucial boundary condition is the irradiance level to which the solar receiver is 
exposed. Since the design and construction of the unit is still in progress the real irradiance 
level cannot be determined experimentally but can only be estimated. 

With the assumption that all radiant losses can be described by a parabolic dish reflector 
efficiency the radiant power in the focal spot can be calculated by 

 Φ� = n ∙ Pel ∙ ηel−light ∙ ηdish (𝑊) ( 3.1) 

where Φ�  stands for the mean radiant power, n is the number of lamps used, Pel the electrical 
power demand of one lamp,  ηel-light the electricity-to-light efficiency of the lamps, and ηdish the 
efficiency of the parabolic dish reflector. The parabolic dish reflector efficiency accounts for 
losses to due inaccurate concentration of the radiation besides the intended focal point and 
losses due to heating of the reflector itself and consequently causing radiative and convective 
heat losses. Losses due to blocking of the radiation because of objects in the path between the 
lamps and the reflector, in that case the absorber are not considered. Moreover, for further 
calculations the focal spot is considered to be perfectly circular and the radiant power outside 
the focal point of the reflector is considered to be zero. 
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Thus, the mean irradiance E�0 in the focal point can be calculated by 

 𝐸�0 =
𝛷�
𝐴

=
4 ∙ 𝛷�

𝑑𝑓𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑙_𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑡2 ∙ 𝜋
 �

𝑊
𝑚²
� ( 3.2) 

where Φ�  is the above mentioned mean radiant power, and A and d the area and the diameter 
of the focal spot respectively. 

The lamps used in the rig are based on short arc xenon lamps purchased from the Chinese 
company NOYE. Their nominal electrical power consumption is 7 kW and an electricity-to-
light efficiency 90 percent [45]. Based on consultations with KTH personnel and preliminary 
calculations of them the reflector efficiency is estimated to be 85%. Furthermore, the focal 
spot is considered to be circular with a diameter of 10 cm. 

Figure 3.4 shows the mean irradiance as a function of the number of lamps based on the 
above mentioned parameter. 

 
Figure 3.4: Mean irradiance for different number of lamps 

Preliminary calculations considering losses of the receiver with an overall receiver efficiency 
of 90 percent indicate that an air mass flow of 0.1 kg/s and a temperature rise from 400°C to 
800°C seven lamps are required. Due to rather huge uncertainties in the assumptions the rig is 
designed to be equipped with 8 lamps resulting in a mean irradiance of 5.455 MW/m². 

In reality, the radial distribution of the irradiance will not be uniform. Experiments at the solar 
laboratory of the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology (ETH) Zürich whose laboratory is 
similar the one KTH is building have shown that the irradiation at the focal plane will be 
highly non uniform [44]. Figure 3.5 on the left shows the idealized two dimensional 
irradiance map at the focal plane and on the right an idealized one dimensional irradiance 
graph. The dashed line represents the experiments at ETH whereas the solid line represents an 
exponential approximation with the same mean irradiance. 

The reason why the test data has been idealized concerning the circumferential dependence of 
the irradiance is the fact that the test rig at KTH is not built yet and nobody knows exactly 
how the irradiance distribution will look like in reality and calculations are simplified a lot. 
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Figure 3.5: Irradiance at focal plane in MW/m² (on basis of [44]) 
Idealized irradiance map (left), idealized radial irradiance (right) 

An exponential approximation of the test data was chosen due to simplicity considerations for 
following calculations compared to a polynomial approximation. The following correlation to 
describes the radial irradiance distribution at the focal plane 

 𝐸0(𝑟) = 𝐸�0 ∙ 𝑒
�ln(𝛿)∙�𝑟𝑅�

2
� = 𝐸�0 ∙ 𝛿�

𝑟
𝑅�

2
 �

𝑊
𝑚²
� ( 3.3) 

where E0 stands for the irradiance, E�0 is the peak irradiance in the middle of the focal point 
(r=0), δ a new defined irradiance distribution factor, r the radial index variable, and R the 
diameter of the focal spot. The irradiance distribution factor is defined as the ratio of the 
irradiance at the outer border of the focal spot (r=R) and the irradiance at the middle of the 
focal spot (r=0). 

 𝛿 =
𝐸0(𝑟 = 𝑅)
𝐸0(𝑟 = 0) (−) ( 3.4) 

Since the irradiance distribution is rotationally symmetric the mean irradiance E�0 can be 
calculated by 

 𝐸�0 =
1
𝐴
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𝑊
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Inserting equation 3.3 in equation 3.5 the peak irradiance for a given mean irradiance follows. 

 𝐸�0 =
𝐸�0 ∙ ln(𝛿)
(𝛿 − 1)

 �
𝑊
𝑚²
� ( 3.6) 

Using the method of least squares the irradiance distribution factor for a best approximation 
can be found to be 0.04. Unfortunately, this factor leads to extremely high peak values in the 
middle of the focal spot especially at higher mean irradiances. Therefore, one of the 
objectives in the design and construction of the KTH test laboratory has to be a reduction of 
the radial difference in irradiance. This suggestion has already been passed on and will be 
considered and therefore for further calculations an irradiance distribution factor of 0.1 will 
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be used. In Figure 3.5 on the right the exponential approximation using the before mentioned 
distribution factor can be seen as the solid line. 

For future assessments spectral irradiance distribution is of interest as well. The spectral 
distribution of a single lamp is shown in Figure 3.6. 

 
Figure 3.6: Spectral radiant intensity of a single lamp [45] 

Assuming that the spectral distribution does not change from the lamps to the receiver, every 
lamp produces the same spectral distribution and the superposition is perfect the receiver is 
exposed to the same spectral distribution. 

In order to make qualitative predictions of the feasibility of tested solar receivers the test 
results inside the solar laboratory using artificial sun light need to be related to real solar 
irradiance. Figure 3.7 shows the solar spectral irradiance at the top of Earth’s atmosphere and 
the surface. Comparing it to the previous figure it can clearly be seen that there is a difference 
especially in the infrared range between 800 and 1100 nm. 

 
Figure 3.7: Solar spectral irradiance on top of the atmosphere and Earth’s surface [46] 

Nonetheless, these comparisons exceed the scope of this thesis. It is just important to keep in 
mind that all the following calculations are based on the conditions only found in the 
laboratory. 
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3.1.4 Summary of boundary conditions 
Table 3.2 shows a summary of the expected boundary conditions of solar receiver for both 
SPU configurations. 

Table 3.2: Boundary conditions 

Configuration 1 2 

Working fluid Air 

Fluid inlet pressure pin (bar) 3 1 

Fluid inlet temperature Tf,in  (°C) 500 400 

Fluid outlet temperature Tf,out (°C) 900 800 

HTF mass flow ṁ (kg/s) 0.1 

Mean irradiance E�0 (MW/m²) 5.455 

Peak irradiance E�0 (MW/m²) 13.956 

Irradiance distribution       𝐸0(𝑟) = 𝐸�0 ∙ 𝛿�
𝑟
𝑅�

2
 ( 3.7) 

Irradiance distribution factor δ 0.1 

Focal spot diameter R (mm) 50 

3.2 Detailed objectives 
After finishing the situational analysis the next step is to determine detailed objectives for the 
preliminary study. The objectives are based on the overall objectives presented in section 1 
but aligned with the findings of the situational analysis and therefore more specific. 

In order to reduce the complexity of this preliminary study the main focus is on the absorber 
and not the whole receiver. The following objectives have to be met within this preliminary 
study. 

• For the two different layout configurations presented before the receiver must be able 
to heat the working fluid to the required outlet temperature. Table 3.1 outlined the 
heating requirements for both configurations. 

• The pressure drop of the receiver especially in the absorber must be kept as low as 
possible as the receiver operates within a Brayton cycle that is very sensitive to 
pressure drops. Preliminary economic calculations at the Energy Department suggest 
that a pressure drop of less than 4 percent within the receiver is required for a 
reasonable operation of a solar power plant with a Brayton cycle. Nevertheless, 
consultation with Anders Malmquist who is responsible for the micro gas turbine 
system showed that the pressure drop should not exceed 10 percent of the inlet 
pressure.  

• The solar receiver and especially the absorber must be able to withstand mean 
irradiance levels up to 5.5 MW/m² and peak radiation levels in excess of that. 
Furthermore, the receiver must be designed to work with a circular focal spot as small 
as 10 cm in diameter  

• Material temperatures and stresses within the absorber must not exceed limits of 
commercially available materials. 
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• The receiver should be designed in a way that allows testing of different absorber 
materials and the design should not add unnecessary complexity to the system. 

3.3 Synthesis of solutions 
The task of the synthesis section is to find different variants of solution principles that are 
able to meet the previous defined objectives. The main reason for trying to find different 
variants is to avoid the trap of choosing the first variant that comes to one’s mind although it 
might not be the best or most suitable variant for the particular problem. 

According to Wohinz [60] one way to structure the search for different variants of solutions is 
the morphological analysis that was created by Zwicky F. Based on the literature review done 
before Table 3.3 shows the parameters and their relevant “values” or appearances creating the 
morphological box. This morphological box contains 1728 possible configurations which can 
be calculated as the product of the number of appearances of each parameter 
(2*2*3*2*6*3*4). 

Table 3.3: Morphological box for receiver design 

Parameter Appearance of the parameters 

Type External Cavity     

Pressure of 
HTM 

Atmos-
pheric 

Pressur-
ized     

Operating 
temperature Low Medium High    

Heat transfer Direct Indirect     

Heat transfer 
medium Air Water/ 

steam Helium Molten 
salt/metal 

Liquid 
sodium 

Solid 
particles 

Working fluid Air Water/ 
steam Helium    

Absorber Tubular Volumetric Heat pipe Solid 
particles   

Before thinking of different solution variants it is wise to apply the objectives and boundary 
conditions to the morphological box to reduce the complexity. Wohinz [60] mentions that one 
should keep in mind that even non-optimal appearances of parameters can yield to excellent 
overall solutions due to particular advantages of combinations. Nevertheless, it does not make 
any sense to consider solutions that are not within the scope of this thesis. 

Due to the requirement of receiver outlet temperatures of 800 and 900°C respectively the 
operating temperature can be considered to be high. Thus, the values low and medium from 
the parameter operating temperature can be eliminated. 

Considering the objective that the receiver system should not add unnecessary complexity to 
the overall system an indirect heat transfer does not seem very suitable. At the moment the 
system already relies on one gas to gas heat exchanger. Having a receiver system with an 
indirect heat transfer would impose another heat exchanger. When pursuing this thought it is 
obvious that a solid particle receiver system is not suitable either. The only way to transfer the 
energy stored within the solid particles is with the help of a heat exchanger. Hence, the 
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application of a solid particle receiver will be abandoned as well. A heat pipe receiver in the 
narrow sense works with an indirect heat transfer as well although it does not require an extra 
heat exchanger in the system. Therefore, a heat pipe receiver is considered as a possible 
solution. 

Concerning the working medium of the power cycle the circumstances are clear. The system 
is an open Brayton cycle operating with air. Therefore, the only appearance of the parameter 
working fluid that remains is air. 

All this considerations simplify the upper morphological box and reduce the possible 
configuration from 1728 to 144. The result can be seen in Table 3.4. 

Table 3.4: Simplified morphological box 

Parameter Appearance of the parameters 

Type External Cavity     

Pressure of 
HTM 

Atmos-
pheric 

Pressur-
ized     

Operating 
temperature High      

Heat transfer Direct Indirect     

Heat transfer 
medium Air Water/ 

steam Helium Molten 
salt/metal 

Liquid 
sodium 

Solid 
particles 

Working fluid Air      

Absorber Tubular Volumetric Heat pipe    

According to Ritchey [61] the next step in the morphological analysis process is the reduction 
of the formally possible configurations to a smaller set of internally consistent configurations. 
Zwicky called this process the principle of contradiction and reduction whereas Ritchey [61] 
calls it cross-consistency assessment (CCA). The reason why the CCA is applied to reduce 
the numbers of configurations is simple. “While the number of configurations in a 
morphological field grows exponentially with each new parameter, the number of pair-wise 
relationships between conditions grows only as a quadratic polynomial - or, more 
specifically, proportional to the triangular number series.” [61] 
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Table 3.5: Cross-consistency assessment matrix 

  Type Pressure Temp. HT HTM Working 
fluid Absorber 
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Type 
External 0                 
Internal - 0                

Pressure 
Atmospheric + + 0               
Pressurized + + - 0              

Temperature High + + + + 0             

HT 
Direct + + / + + 0            
Indirect + + + +  - 0           

HTM 

Air + + + + + + + 0          
Water/steam + + / + + + + - 0         
Helium + + + + + + + - - 0        
Molten 
salt/metal + + + / / / + - - - 0       

Liquid 
sodium + + + / / / + - - - - 0      

Solid 
particles + + + / + / + - - - - - 0     

Working 
fluid Air + + + + + +  + / / + + + 0    

Absorber 
Tubular + + + + / +  + + + + + / + 0   
Volumetric + + + + + +  + + + / / / + - 0  
Heat pipe + + + + / +  / / / + + / + - - 0 

  + Relation possible  
  - Logical contradiction 
  / Empirical constraint (relationship highly improbable) 
  0 Relation with itself 

Based on the morphological analysis Table 3.6 shows the most promising solution principles 
for both SPU configuration described in section 3.1. 

The first set of solution principles is based on a tubular receiver design. The only difference 
between the two configurations is that pressure level of the HTM.  Since both configurations 
are based on a direct heat transfer the HTM and the working fluid are the same. In one 
configuration the receiver works at a pressure level close to the atmospheric pressure and the 
other configuration the HTM is pressurized within the receiver. 

The second set of solution principles is based on a volumetric receiver design. Again, the only 
difference between the configurations lies in the pressure levels. The configuration where the 
pressure level of the HTM (= working fluid) is close to the atmospheric pressure is similar to 
an open volumetric receiver design. Whereas, the configuration where the HTM (= working 
fluid) is pressurized the design is similar to a closed volumetric receiver. 
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Table 3.6: Solution principles 

Tubular Volumetric Heat pipe 

Parameter Appearance of the parameters 

Type External Cavity  

Pressure of 
HTM Atmospheric Pressurized  

Operating 
temperature High   

Heat transfer Direct Indirect  

Heat transfer 
medium Air Molten 

salt/metal Etc. 

Working 
fluid Air   

Absorber Tubular Volumetric Heat 
pipe 

 

Parameter Appearance of the parameters 

Type External Cavity  

Pressure of 
HTM Atmospheric Pressurized  

Operating 
temperature High   

Heat transfer Direct Indirect  

Heat transfer 
medium Air Molten 

salt/metal Etc. 

Working 
fluid Air   

Absorber Tubular Volumetric Heat 
pipe 

 

Parameter Appearance of the parameters 

Type External Cavity  

Pressure of 
HTM Atmospheric Pressurized  

Operating 
temperature High   

Heat transfer Direct Indirect  

Heat transfer 
medium Air Molten 

salt/metal Etc. 

Working  
fluid Air   

Absorber Tubular Volumetric Heat 
pipe 

 

  Solar polygeneration unit configuration 1 pin = 3 bar Tout = 900°C 
  Solar polygeneration unit configuration 2 pin = 1 bar Tout = 800°C 
  Solar polygeneration unit configuration 1 & 2   

 

The final set of solution principles is based on a heat pipe receiver design with an inherited 
indirect heat transfer. Since the pressure is related to the HTM only one configuration exists. 
Although, the working fluid is pressurized in one SPU configuration the HTM within the heat 
pipe is not affected. 

Figure 3.8 shows a graphic summary of the four different solution principles of this 
preliminary study. 

 
Figure 3.8: Graphical summary of solution principles 

(on basis of  [27], [26], [41], and [51]) 

 

  

Solution principles 

 
 
 
 

Heat pipe 

 
 
 
 

Open volumetric 

 
 
 
 

Closed volumetric 

 
Tubular 

(atmospheric, 
pressurized) 
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3.4 Analysis of solutions 
The goal of this section is to analyze the different solution principles and provide a sound 
basis for the subsequent evaluation and decision. 

3.4.1 Tubular design 
In this first analysis the material temperatures of the absorber as well as the pressure drop 
within the absorber are investigated. The reason therefore is that if the absorber cannot 
withstand the solar radiation while providing an acceptable pressure drop the whole concept is 
not worth further studies. 

To simplify the analysis a one dimensional heat transfer model for a tube of the length L=1m 
is chosen and shown in Figure 3.9. Furthermore, this analysis investigates an ideal scenario 
based on the hypothesis that if the tubular absorber cannot withstand this ideal scenario 
conditions there is no way that is able to withstand real world conditions. 

First and foremost, the irradiance distribution is considered to be uniform around the 
perimeter assuming that the surrounding structure distributes the incoming solar radiation 
perfectly. In a real world scenario the irradiance distribution will be highly non-uniform. 

Second, the temperature of the fluid inside the tube is considered to remain constant over the 
whole length of the tube. This leads to the best heat removal possible. Along with the 
temperature all fluid properties are considered to be constant. 

Concerning the thermal properties of the 
tube simplifications are made as well. The 
thermal conductivity of the tube is 
assumed to be infinitely high which means 
that the tube does not oppose any 
resistance to the heat transfer. Moreover, 
the wall thickness of the tube is assumed to 
be very small compared to the inner 
diameter so it can be neglected. Thus, the 
irradiance absorbing surface on the outside 
equals the convective heat transfer surface 
on the inside yielding to the best heat 
transfer from radiation to fluid possible. 

Assumptions for the radiative properties of 
the tube have to be made as well. It is 
assumed that the tube is covered with solar 

selective coating mentioned in section 1.2 and therefore the absorptivity and emissivity are 96 
percent and 7 percent respectively. 

For further simplifications all fluid properties except the density and kinematic viscosity are 
considered to be independent of the pressure. The density is calculated according to the ideal 
gas law based on the density at the corresponding temperature and a pressure of one bar. The 
kinematic viscosity is calculated as the ratio of the dynamic viscosity and the density. 

 

 
Figure 3.9: One dimensional heat transfer model 

for tubular receiver design 
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The wall temperature of the tube can be calculated using a thermal resistance network model 
as 

 
0 = E0 ∙ 𝐴𝑜 ∙ (1 − 𝜌𝑡) − ℎ𝑜 ∙ 𝐴𝑜 − 𝑈𝐴 ∙ �𝑇𝑜 − 𝑇𝑓� 
 −𝜀𝑡 ∙ 𝛿 ∙ 𝐴𝑜 ∙ �𝑇𝑜4 − 𝑇𝑎𝑚𝑏4 � 

(𝑊) ( 3.8) 

where E�0 is the mean irradiance impinging on the tube, Ao the outer wall surface, ρt the 
radiative reflectivity, ho is the outer convective heat transfer coefficient, UA the overall heat 
transfer coefficient between the outer wall and the fluid, To, Tf and Tamb the outer wall, the 
fluid and ambient temperature respectively, εt the radiative emissivity, and δ the Stefan–
Boltzmann constant. Since the influence of natural convection on the outside of the tube is 
small in comparison to the forced convection inside the tube and natural convection is 
neglected. Thus, the heat transfer coefficient on the outside ho becomes zero. 

The correlation between reflectivity and absorptivity on the outside of the tube is given by  

 𝜌 + 𝛼 + 𝜏 = 1 (−) ( 3.9) 

where ρ is the reflectivity, α the absorptivity and τ the transmissivity which is equals to zero 
for opaque materials. 

The previous mentioned overall heat transfer coefficient can be calculated by 

 
1
𝑈𝐴

=
1

ℎ𝑖 ∙ 𝐴𝑖
+

ln (𝑟𝑜/𝑟𝑖)
2 ∙ 𝜋 ∙ 𝑘 ∙ 𝐿

 �
𝐾
𝑊
� ( 3.10) 

where hi is the internal convective heat transfer coefficient, Ai the inner wall surface, ro and ri 
the outer and inner diameter respectively, k the thermal conductivity of the tube, and L the 
length of the tube. 

The internal convective heat transfer coefficient can be calculated as  

 ℎ =
𝑁𝑢 ∙ 𝑑
𝑘𝑓

 �
𝑊

𝑚² ∙ 𝐾
� ( 3.11) 

where kf is the thermal conductivity of the fluid, Nu the Nusselt number, and d the 
characteristic length, in the case of an internal flow in a circular tube the inner diameter. 

With the assumption that the flow inside the tube is both hydrodynamically and thermally 
developed Table 3.7 outlines how the Nusselt number can be calculated. The correlation 
depends on both the flow condition and the boundary conditions. 

Table 3.7: Nusselt number (on basis of [35]) 

Flow condition Boundary condition 

 Constant wall temperature Uniform surface heat flux 

Laminar flow (Re<2300) 𝑁𝑢 = 3.66 ( 3.12) 𝑁𝑢 = 4.36 ( 3.13) 

Turbulent flow (Re≥2300) 𝑁𝑢 = 0.023 ∙ 𝑅𝑒𝐷
4/5 ∙ 𝑃𝑟1/3 ( 3.14) 

In this analysis for laminar flow conditions the Nusselt number is calculated according to 
equation 3.13 as the irradiance and therefore the heat flux are uniform. 
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The pressure drop within the absorber tubes is defined by 

 ∆𝑝 = ξ ∙
𝐿
𝑑𝑖
∙
𝜌 ∙ 𝑢𝑖2

2
 (𝑃𝑎) ( 3.15) 

where ξ is the friction factor, L and di the length and inner diameter of the tube respectively, ρ 
and ui the density and mean velocity inside the tube. According to the Association of German 
Engineers [47] all fluid properties and velocity should be obtained with the mean temperature 
and mean pressure. 

For laminar flows (Re<2300) the friction factor is defined by 

 𝜉 =
64
Re

 (−) ( 3.16) 

where Re the Reynolds number is calculated by 

 𝑅𝑒 =
𝑢𝑖 ∙ 𝑑𝑖
𝜈

=
𝑢𝑖 ∙ 𝜌 ∙ 𝑑𝑖

𝜇
 (−) ( 3.17) 

where 𝜈 and μ are the kinematic and dynamic viscosity respectively. 

For turbulent flows (Re≥2300) the friction factor is also depended on the roughness of the 
inner wall. According to Nikuradse, Prandtl, v. Kármán, Moddy, Colebrook et al. (as cited in 
[47]) the friction factor can be calculated by  

 
1
�𝜉

= −2 ∙ lg �
2.51
𝑅𝑒 ∙ �𝜉

+
𝐾/𝑑𝑖
3.71

� (−) ( 3.18) 

where K is the absolute roughness. For an ideal scenario the absolute roughness is assumed to 
be zero. 

Table 3.8 outlines the boundary conditions for the configurations presented in section 3.1, the 
first with an inlet pressure of 1 bar and the second with an inlet pressure of 3 bar. 

Table 3.8: Boundary conditions for tubular receiver design 

Configuration 1 2 

Inlet pressure (bar) 3 1 

Inlet temperature (°C) 500 400 

Mean radiation (MW/m²) 5.5 

Mass flow (kg/s) 0.1 

The results of the calculation for inner tube diameters from 1 to 100 mm can be seen in Figure 
3.10. For both inlet configurations (1and 3 bar) the wall temperature of the tube for the 
corresponding radii is the same. This is due to the fact that the Reynolds number did not 
change due to the simplifications made and the heat transfer coefficient did not alter because 
the flow condition remained constant within the considered range of tube diameters. 
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Figure 3.10: Pressure drop and wall temperature for tubular receiver design 

For each radius the pressure drop was calculated for a tube that’s outer wall surface is 
equivalent to the area of the focal spot. Thus, the length of the tube increases for smaller radii 
explaining the exponential growth of the pressure drop. 

As discussed in the objectives the maximal tolerable pressure drop within the whole receiver 
is limited to 10 percent of the inlet pressure. With the assumption that the entire pressure drop 
occurs in the absorber the maximal pressure drop corresponds to 0.1 and 0.3 bar respectively. 

The maximum material temperature was chosen to be 1150°C. This corresponds to the 
maximum service temperature of Outokumpu’s high temperature austenitic stainless steel 
alloy 353 MA in dry air [62]. This steel alloy matches the high temperature requirements very 
good. Additionally, it is very good weldable which is very valuable for the design of a 
prototype. 

Concluding it can be said that for the given boundary conditions no tubular receiver designs 
was found where both the pressure drop and the maximum material temperature are below 
acceptable limits. 

3.4.2 Volumetric design 
According to the literature review the most common materials for volumetric receivers are 
foams and honeycomb structures both out of metal and ceramic. Therefore, this analysis of 
volumetric receiver focuses on these two absorber materials. 

The goal of this analysis is the same as the previous. The material temperatures of the 
absorber as well as the pressure drop within the absorber have to be below the maximum 
allowable values for the concept to be worth further investigations. 

A one dimensional heat transfer model for a cylindrical volumetric absorber is chosen and 
shown in Figure 3.11. A uniform solar radiation impinges on the absorber surface and is fully 
absorbed by the absorber in its depth heating up the material. At the same time a uniform 
fluid flow with the inlet temperature Tf,i passes through the absorber and is heated up to the 
outlet temperature Tf,o. 
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Figure 3.11: Volumetric receiver design model 
Layout (left), heat transfer model (right) 

In order to make a first assessment of this concept a couple of simplification and assumptions 
are made. 

First and foremost, the absorber temperature is considered to be constant over the length. This 
is due to the fact that the actual absorption of the solar radiation within the absorber is 
unknown. Becker [36] states that when looking at long absorbers the temperature of the 
material along the length can be well approximated by the outlet temperature, which implies a 
constant absorber temperature. Although, this analysis is not only focused on long absorbers 
the assumption of constant absorber temperature seems to be more appropriate than the 
assumption of constant heat flux. This hypothesis is backed up by the Figure 2.10 which 
shows a quantitative temperature distribution along the length of an absorber. 

Second, material properties are assumed to be spatially constant. Furthermore, radiative heat 
transfer is neglected except, the absorption of solar radiation by the absorber material. 
Radiative heat transfer is neglected at the boundaries the ambient. Thus, both the reflectivity 
and the emissivity at the boundaries are considered to be zero. 

To calculate the solid and fluid temperatures the local thermal nonequilibrium (LTNE) has to 
be applied. In contrast to the local thermal equilibrium the difference between the volume-
averaged fluid and solid temperature is not negligible. According to Ghafir and Lauriat [48] 
the LTNE has to be used because among the condition for the LTE are relatively slow motion 
and the absence of volumetric heating of one material but not the other. For a high 
temperature solar receiver these two conditions are clearly not fulfilled. It has to be mentioned 
that although the LTNE is considered at the pore level, the LTE is considered at the 
macroscopic scale. The solid and fluid temperatures can be calculated using the energy 
equation for the solid and fluid respectively. 

 𝑘𝑠𝑒
𝑑2𝑇𝑠
𝑑𝑥²

− ℎ𝑣�𝑇𝑠 − 𝑇𝑓� + 𝑠𝑠′′(𝑥) = 𝜌𝑠𝑐𝑝𝑠�1 − 𝜀𝑝�
𝑑𝑇𝑠
𝑑𝜏

 �
𝑊
𝑚³
� ( 3.19) 

 
𝑘𝑓𝑒

𝑑2𝑇𝑓
𝑑𝑥²

+ ℎ𝑣�𝑇𝑠 − 𝑇𝑓� + 𝑠𝑓′′(𝑥)

= 𝜌𝑓𝑐𝑝𝑓𝑢𝑓
𝑑𝑇𝑓
𝑑𝑥

+ 𝜌𝑓𝑐𝑝𝑓𝜀𝑝
𝑑𝑇𝑓
𝑑𝜏

 
�
𝑊
𝑚³
� ( 3.20) 
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Here, kse and kfe are the effective thermal conductivity of the solid and fluid respectively, Ts 
and Tf the solid and fluid temperature respectively, x the index variable in flow direction, hv 
the volumetric heat transfer coefficient, ss′′ and s𝑓′′ the heat source in the solid and fluid per 
unit total volume respectively, εp the porosity, ρs and ρf the density of the solid and fluid 
respectively, cps and cpf the specific heat capacity of the solid and fluid respectively, uf the 
superficial fluid velocity, and τ the time. 

Taking into account radiation losses from the front of the absorber and assuming zero flux at 
the end of the absorber, the boundary conditions for the solid phase can be written 

 𝑘𝑠𝑒
𝑑𝑇𝑠
𝜕𝑥 �𝑥=0

=  −𝜀𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓 ∙ 𝜎 ∙ �𝑇𝑠4(0) − 𝑇𝑎𝑚𝑏4 � �
𝑊
𝑚²
� ( 3.21) 

 𝑘𝑠𝑒
𝑑𝑇𝑠
𝜕𝑥 �𝑥=𝐿

= 0 �
𝑊
𝑚²
� ( 3.22) 

where εsurf is the radiative emissivity at the surface, σ the Stefan–Boltzmann constant, Ts, Tf 
and Tamb the solid, fluid and ambient temperature respectively. 

According to Ghafir and Lauriat [48] the effective conductivities can be calculated as  

 𝑘𝑠𝑒 = (1 − εp) ∙ 𝑘𝑠 �
𝑊
𝑚𝐾

� ( 3.23) 

 𝑘𝑓𝑒 = 𝜀𝑝 ∙ 𝑘𝑓 �
𝑊
𝑚𝐾

� ( 3.24) 

where ks and kf are the solid and fluid thermal conductivity, respectively. 

With the assumption of total absorption of the impinging solar radiation within the absorber, 
no reflection of the impinging solar radiation at the surface and no radiation losses at the 
surface to the ambient the fluid outlet temperature can be calculated by a heat balance. 

 E�0 ∙ 𝐴0 = �̇� ∙ �ℎ�𝑇𝑓,𝑜𝑢𝑡� − ℎ�𝑇𝑓,𝑖𝑛�� (𝑊) ( 3.25) 

Here, E�0 is the mean irradiance impinging on the surface, A0 the front absorber surface, and h 
the enthalpy of the fluid at the inlet and outlet temperature Tf,in and Tf,out respectively. 

Using the energy equation for the solid with the assumptions of steady state conditions, 
negligible conductivity of the solid, that the entire solar radiation is absorbed by the solid and 
none by the fluid, and constant wall (absorber) temperature the solid temperature Ts can be 
calculates by 

 E�0 ∙ 𝐴0 + ℎ�𝑣 ∙ 𝑉 ∙
�𝑇𝑓,𝑜𝑢𝑡 − 𝑇𝑓,𝑖𝑛�

𝑙𝑛 �
𝑇𝑠 − 𝑇𝑓,𝑖𝑛
𝑇𝑠 − 𝑇𝑓,𝑜𝑢𝑡

�
= 0 (𝑊) ( 3.26) 

where h�v is the mean volumetric heat transfer coefficient, V the total volume of the receiver, 
and Tf the fluid temperature. 
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Using the energy equation for the fluid with the assumptions of steady state conditions, 
negligible conductivity of the fluid, and no absorption of solar radiation by the fluid as stated 
before the fluid temperature Tf(x) along the length of the absorber can be calculated by  

 
𝑇𝑠 − 𝑇𝑓(𝑥)
𝑇𝑠 − 𝑇𝑓,𝑖𝑛

= 𝑒𝑥𝑝�−
𝐴 ∙ 𝑥
�̇� ∙ 𝑐𝑝𝑓

∙ �1𝑥�ℎ𝑣(𝑥) ∙ 𝑑𝑥
𝑥

0

�� (−) ( 3.27) 

where x is the index variable along the absorber, Tf,in the fluid inlet temperature to the 
absorber, and A the cross sectional area. For a constant volumetric heat transfer coefficient 
the square bracket reduces to said constant volumetric heat transfer coefficient hv. 

In order to calculate the volumetric heat transfer coefficient the absorber material has to be 
specified. For foam materials one way to define the structure was presented by Lacroix et al. 
[63]. They state that a structure of a foam material is defined its porosity εp which is the ratio 
of the volume of the void space and the total volume, and the cell diameter Φ. Figure 3.12 on 
the left shows a model of the foam cell and on the right an optical picture a SiC foam. The 
white dotted circle indicates the (dodecahedral) cell diameter Φ. 

 
 

Figure 3.12: Foam parameters [63] 
Model of foam cell (left), picture of SiC foam (right) 

For this first analysis a foam that Lacroix et al. [63] used in their experiments is chosen. It has 
a porosity of 90 percent and a cell diameter of 2mm. 

Another important parameter of foam matarials is the mean particle diameter. It is also 
required to calculate the volumetric heat transfer coefficient. According to Lacroix et al. [63] 
it can be calculatd by 

 𝑑𝑝 = 1.5
2.3
∙
𝛷 ∙ � 43𝜋∙�1−𝜀𝑝��

1/2

1 − �1 − 𝜀𝑝�
1/2  (𝑚) ( 3.28) 

where dp stands for the mean particle diameter, Φ is the cell diameter, and εp the porosity. 

Accoring to Xu et al. [64] and Alazmi and Vafai [65] the volumetric heat transfer coefficient 
is constant over the length of the porous medium and can be calculated using four different 
models. Table 3.9 gives an overview of the different models. 
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Table 3.9: Different models for the volumetric heat transfer coefficient 

 hsf = �̅�𝐬𝐟 αsf Source 

1 
𝑘𝑓 ∙ �2 + 1.1 ∙ 𝑃𝑟1/3 ∙ 𝑅𝑒𝑑0.6�

𝑑𝑝
 ( 3.29) 

6 ∙ (1 − 𝜀𝑝)
𝑑𝑝

 ( 3.30) 
Vafai and 
Amiri see 
[65] 

2 
0.004 ∙ �𝑑𝑣

𝑑𝑝
� ∙ �𝑘𝑓

𝑑𝑝
� ∙ 𝑃𝑟0.33 ∙ 𝑅𝑒𝑑1.35, Red<75 ( 3.31) 20.346�1 − 𝜀𝑝� ∙ ε𝑝2

𝑑𝑝
 ( 3.32) Hwang et al. 

[66] 
1.064 ∙ �𝑘𝑓

𝑑𝑝
� ∙ 𝑃𝑟0.33 ∙ 𝑅𝑒𝑑0.59,  Red>350 ( 3.33) 

3 �
𝑑𝑝 ∙ 𝜀𝑝

0.25555 ∙ 𝑃𝑟1/3 ∙ 𝑅𝑒𝑑
2/3 ∙ 𝑘𝑓

+
𝑑𝑝

10 ∙ 𝑘𝑠
�
−1

 ( 3.34) 
6 ∙ (1 − 𝜀𝑝)

𝑑𝑝
 ( 3.35) Dixon and 

Creswell [67] 

4 [(1.18𝑅𝑒𝑑0.58)4 +  (0.23𝑅𝑒ℎ0.75)4]1/4/(𝑑𝑝𝑘𝑓) ( 3.36) 
6 ∙ (1 − 𝜀𝑝)

𝑑𝑝
 ( 3.37) Achenbach  

[68] 

Here, hsf is the interfacial convective heat transfer coefficient, αsf the specific surface area per 
unit volume, Red the Reynolds number, Pr the Prandlt number, dp the mean particle diameter, 
dv the average void diameter defined as 𝑑𝑣 = 4𝜀𝑝

𝛼𝑠𝑓
, kf and ks the thermal conductivity of the 

fluid and the solid respectively, and Reh another definition of the Reynolds number as 
Reh = Red

1−εp
.  

The Reynolds number is defined by 

 Red =
u0 ∙ dp
ν

 (−) ( 3.38) 

where u0 is the superficial or Darcian velocity, and ν the kinematic viscosity. 

The volumetric heat transfer can then be calculated as 

 ℎ𝑣 = ℎ𝑠𝑓 ∙ 𝛼𝑠𝑓 �
𝑊

𝑚³ ∙ 𝐾
� ( 3.39) 

Xu et al. [64] compared these models for the convective heat transfer with experimental data 
from Fend et al. [69] and came to the conclusion that model number 1 from Hwang et al. [66] 
matches the experimental data best. Thus, this model is used for further analysis. 

Honeycomb structures on the other hand are defined by their cell size and wall thickness 
shown in Figure 3.17. Usually, the cell size is not denoted but the cells per square inch 
(CPSI). The following equations present the correlations for the main honeycomb parameters; 
the cell size a, the specific surface area per unit volume αsf, and the porosity εp. 
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Figure 3.13: Honeycomb structure 

For this analysis a ceramic honeycomb structure form the Chinajinti [70] was chosen. The 
main parameters are 600 CPSI, a wall thickness of 0.15mm and a maximum operating 
temperature greater than 1370°C. 

 𝑎 = �
2

√3 ∙ 𝐶𝑃𝑆𝐼
∙ 2.54 ∙ 10−2 𝑚

𝑖𝑛𝑐ℎ
  (𝑚) ( 3.40) 

 𝛼𝑠𝑓 = 4 ∙
𝑎 − 𝑡
𝑎²

 �
1
𝑚
� ( 3.41) 

 𝜀𝑝 =
(𝑎 − 𝑡)²
𝑎²

 (−) ( 3.42) 

For the assumption of constant wall temperature and laminar flow the Nusselt number for the 
honeycomb structure can be gathered form Figure 3.14. The assumption of laminar flow is 
very often true for honeycomb structures [72]. For a best case scenario it is assumed that the 
absorber is small enough that the entire heat transfer happens in the entrance region where the 
flow is not yet thermally developed. Thus, a mean Nusselt number of 9 is chosen. 

 
Figure 3.14: Nusselt number for honeycomb structures [72] 
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Concerning the pressure loss at least two different models for foam structures exist. 
Nevertheless, both of them are based on the Darcy-Forchheimer equation described in section 
2.5.2. Table 3.10 outlines the pressure drop models of Bai [71] and Becker et al. [36]. 

Table 3.10: Pressure drop models for foam absorber 

Quadratic pressure drop   Source 

𝑝𝑖𝑛2 − 𝑝𝑜𝑢𝑡2

2
= �𝑎1�̇� + 𝑎2�̇�2� ∙ 𝐿 ( 3.43) 

Bai [71]  

𝑎1 =
𝑅
𝐾

2𝜇𝑟𝑒𝑓(𝑇𝑟 + 𝑆)
𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑓1.5 �𝑇𝑓,𝑜 − 𝑇𝑓,𝑖�

�
1
5
�𝑇𝑓,𝑜

2.5 − 𝑇𝑓,𝑖
2.5�

−
𝑆
3
�𝑇𝑓,𝑜

1.5 − 𝑇𝑓,𝑖
1.5� + 𝐵2��𝑇𝑓,𝑜 − �𝑇𝑓,𝑖�

− 𝑆2.5 arctan�
√𝑆��𝑇𝑓,𝑜 − �𝑇𝑓,𝑖�
𝑆 + �𝑇𝑓,𝑜𝑇𝑓,𝑖

�� 

( 3.44) 

 𝑎2 =
𝐶𝑓𝑅
√𝐾

(𝑇𝑓𝑜 − 𝑇𝑓𝑖)
2

 ( 3.45) 

𝑝𝑖𝑛2 − 𝑝𝑜𝑢𝑡2

2
= �𝑅 ∙

𝜇𝑟
𝐾 ∙ 𝑇𝑟0.7 𝑇𝑓,𝑜

1.7 ∙ �̇� +
𝑅 ∙ 𝑇𝑓,𝑜

𝐶𝑓
∙ �̇�2� ∙ 𝐿 ( 3.46) Becker et al. [36] 

Here, p denotes pressure, L the length of the absorber, Ṁ the mass flux (mass flow per unit 
area), R the specific gas constant (for air R=287 J/(kg K)), K the specific permeability, Cf the 
inertia coefficient, μ and μref the dynamic viscosity of the fluid at the fluid temperature and the 
reference temperature respectively, Tf and Tref the fluid temperature and the fluid reference 
temperature respectively, and S the Sutherland constant (for air S=110.4). Both models show 
similar results. Since the model of Bai [71] is the more recent one it is chosen for further 
investigations. 

According to Kaviany [75] the specific permeability and the inertia coefficient can be 
calculated using the modified Ergun equation. 

 𝐾 =
𝑑𝑝2

𝐸1
𝜀𝑝3

�1 − 𝜀𝑝�
2  (m²) ( 3.47) 

 𝐶𝑓 =
𝐸2

√𝐸1 ∙ 𝜀𝑝
3/2  (−) ( 3.48) 

Here, E1 and E2 are the Ergun constants, dp the particle diameter, and εp the porosity. For 
packed beds the standard Ergun constants are 150 and 1.75.  Concening ceramic foam 
Lacroix et al. [63] conducted an investigation with these standard constants and found good 
agreement with experimental data. Therefore, for this analysis the standard Ergun constants 
are used as well. 

According to Asako et al. [72] the pressure drop within the honeycomb structure can be 
calculated by 

 
𝑝𝑖𝑛 − 𝑝(𝑥)
(𝜌 ∙ 𝑢�²)/2 

= (𝑓𝑅𝑒)𝑓.𝑑. ∙ �
4𝑥

𝐷ℎ ∙ 𝑅𝑒
� + 𝐾(𝑥) (−) ( 3.49) 
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where x is the index variable along the absorber, ρ the fluid density, u� the physical fluid 
velocity which is the ratio of the superficial fluid velocity and the porosity, (f Re)f.d. the 
friction factor for the hydrodynamically fully developed region, Dh the hydraulic diameter, Re 
the Reynolds number, and K(x) the incremental pressure drop due to entrance effects. 

Table 3.11 shows the parameters for the pressure drop calculation for polygonal ducts. For 
honeycomb structures the row with 6 vertices is important. 

Table 3.11: Pressure drop parameters for polygonal ducts 

n (f Re)f.d. K(∞) 

4 14.167 1.445 

6 15.065 1.324 

8 15.381 1.292 

∞ 15.925 1.253 

Here, n is the number of vertices, (f Re)f.d. friction factor for the hydrodynamically fully 
developed region, K(∞) the total incremental pressure drop due to the entrance effects for 
large x. Since no values for incremental pressure drop due to the entrance where found in this 
analysis the values for the total pressure drop are used. 

The boundary conditions as well as the pressure drop limits are the same as in the previous 
analysis. The maximum material temperature for both the foam and honeycomb structure was 
chosen to be 1500°C [80]. 

Figure 3.15 and Figure 3.16 show the absorber temperature as well as the pressure drop 
within the absorber as a function of the absorber length L for the foam and honeycomb 
structure respectively. 

 

 
Figure 3.15:  Pressure drop and temperature for foam absorber 
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It can be seen that for both foam and honeycomb absorbers designs are possible where both 
the pressure drop and the maximum material temperature are below acceptable limits. The 
pressurized configuration provides slightly higher material temperatures than the atmospheric 
configuration due to a smaller heat transfer coefficient because of smaller fluid flow 
velocities. In turn lower fluid flow velocities result in a lower pressure drop of the pressurized 
configuration. 

For long absorber lengths the solid temperatures of foam and honeycomb absorbers reach the 
same values. The pressure drop on the other hand is different. Honeycomb absorbers are 
clearly favorable from a pressure drop point of view.  

Finally, Figure 3.17 shows the fluid and absorber temperature over the length of the absorber 
for a specific length L of 10mm. 

 

Figure 3.17:  Fluid and absorber temperature 
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Figure 3.16:  Pressure drop and temperature for honeycomb absorber 
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3.4.3 Heat pipe design 
In this section the heat pipe receiver design is analyzed to see whether this concept is worth 
further investigations. The analysis is based on the literature review presented in section 2. 

Bienert [49] claims that theoretically heat pipe receivers can withstand irradiance levels up to 
10 MW/m² but a practical limit seems to be around 1 MW/m². Furthermore, heat pipe designs 
that are able of providing fluid outlet temperatures up to 900°C use liquid alkali metals as 
HTFs which have a lower operating limit of 400°C. 

Both the practical irradiance limit of 1 MW/m² and the lower operating limit of 400°C make 
the heat pipe design unattractive for the use in the SPU. 

3.5 Evaluation and decision 
The evaluation and decision are based on the performance of the receiver designs at an 
irradiance level of 5.5 MW/m² analyzed in the previous section. The designs must be able to 
withstand this irradiance level i.e. the material temperature must not exceed the maximum 
material temperature. At the same time the pressure drop within the receiver must not exceed 
the previous defined limits. 

In order to structure the evaluation a balance of arguments is made and presented in Table 
3.12. 

Table 3.12: Balance of arguments 

Design Advantages Disadvantages 

Tubular Simple design Material temperatures too high for 
acceptable pressure drop and vice versa 

Volumetric 
 ↳ foam 

Acceptable material temperatures and 
pressure drop at the same time 
Quadratic pressure drop 

Higher pressure drop than honeycomb 
structures 

Volumetric 
 ↳ honeycomb 

Acceptable material temperatures and 
pressure drop at the same time 

Linear pressure drop 

Heat pipe Theoretically low pressure drop Unsuitable for given irradiance 

The balance of arguments suggests that the volumetric receiver design is the most suitable for 
the application within the SPU. Tubular designs are not suitable because no design was found 
where both the pressure drop and the maximum material temperature were below acceptable 
limits. Foam absorbers have the advantage of a quadratic pressure drop which makes it less 
vulnerable for flow instabilities than the honeycomb absorber with its linear pressure drop 
characteristic. On the other hand honeycomb structures yields a significant lower pressure 
drop compared to foam absorbers. Heat pipe receiver designs are not able to withstand the 
high expected irradiance levels. 

Fend et al. [73] present a possibility to improve the pressure loss characteristic of cellular 
absorbers such as honeycomb structures. 
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Figure 3.18: Enhanced cellular silicon carbide absorber [73] 

Sample manufactured by Bauer R&D (left), detailed drawing of a single channel 
(right) 

Figure 3.18 shows the enhanced cellular silicon carbide absorber. In each channel a plane of 
270 µm thickness perpendicular to the channel direction is placed with a small hole of 250 
µm diameter. This additional plane leads to a more quadratic pressure drop characteristic. The 
problem is that this structure cannot be manufactured by common extrusion techniques but 
has to be manufactured using rapid prototyping processes. Thus, it is not commercially 
available. 

Therefore, the main study will be performed on a volumetric receiver design with a ceramic 
or metallic foam absorber. 
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4. MAIN STUDY 
In this section a more detailed analysis of the previously chosen volumetric receiver design 
with a foam absorber is conducted. The approach to this analysis is similar to the approach in 
the preliminary study. 

First, the current situation is analyzed and objectives are formulated. On that basis a variety of 
solutions is searched for and analyzed. Finally, the results are evaluated and the most 
promising design is chosen for a detailed analysis. 

4.1 Situation analysis 
In this situational analysis a basic closed volumetric receiver design shown in Figure 4.1 is 
analyzed. The goal is to get an idea of the temperatures, pressure losses and thermal stresses 
of the design. Based on these findings re-design objectives for the main study are formulated. 

First, the physical modeling of the main receiver components is described. On that basis a 
numerical model is created. This is then used in a multi objective optimization process to 
obtain specifications for the basic design instead of guessing them. Based on these 
specifications the design is analyzed in more detail to obtain temperatures, pressure losses and 
thermal stresses of the design. 

 
Figure 4.1: Basic volumetric receiver design 

The working principle of the desing is fairly easy. The cold HTF enters the receiver in the 
outer tube. On its way to the the absorber it is heated slighty by the hot HTF leaving the 
receiver. Simultaneously, concentrated solar radiation passes trough the window and 
impinges on the absorber. The irradiation is absorbered by the absorber in its depth heating it 
up. The HTF that passes through the hot absorber is heated up and leaves the reciever at the 
outlet. 

4.1.1 Physical modeling 
In this section the physical modeling of the main receiver components is described. Although, 
it would be favorable to consider the physics in its full complexity it would exceed the scope 
of this thesis. Therefore, a couple of simplifications and assumptions have to be made. 
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4.1.1.a Heat transfer 
For the convective heat transfer between the fluid and the window and the convective heat 

transfer between the fluid and the 
absorber simplifications 
concerning the fluid flow and 
heat transfer need to be made. 
Figure 4.2 illustrates said 
simplifications concerning the 
fluid flow. It is assumed that the 
flow entering the cavity between 
the absorber and the window has 
a uniform velocity distribution. 
The convective heat transfer 
between the fluid and the window 
is considered according the 

model of forced convection across a flat plate with the same area and the characteristic length 
of the window radius. Furthermore, the flow is considered to enter the cavity with a uniform 
temperature distribution T1 and after the convective heat transfer with the window it is 
considered to have a uniform equivalent temperature T2. Then the fluid enters the absorber 
with said equivalent temperature T2 and a uniform velocity distribution. The convective heat 
transfer on the outside of the window is considered according the model of free convection 
across a vertical flat plate. The heat transfer in the first part of the receiver is modeled 
according to heat exchanger theory and is described later in section 4.1.1.f. Other heat losses 
to the ambient than from the window are neglected. That means the outer tube is considered 
to be perfectly insulated.  

As far as the temperature distribution within the window and absorber is concerned a more 
detailed model is chosen. In the preliminary study the temperature was considered to be 
spatially constant. In order to increase the accuracy the temperatures are calculated by a 2 
dimensional rotationsymmetric model.  

For this 2 dimensional rotationsymmetric model the energy equations for the window, and for 
the solid and fluid within the absorber and can be written as  

 𝑘𝑤 �
𝑑2𝑇𝑤
𝑑𝑥²

+
𝑑2𝑇𝑤
𝑑𝑟²

+
𝑑𝑇𝑤
𝑟 ∙ 𝑑𝑟

 � + 𝑠𝑤′′(𝑥, 𝑟) = 𝜌𝑤𝑐𝑝𝑤
𝑑𝑇𝑤
𝑑𝜏

 �
𝑊
𝑚³
� ( 4.1) 
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𝑑𝑇𝑠
𝑑𝜏

 
�
𝑊
𝑚³
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where, kw is the thermal conductivity of the window, kse and kfe the effective thermal 
conductivity of the solid and fluid respectively, kr the radiative conductivity within the solid, 
Tw, Ts and Tf the window, solid and fluid temperature respectively, x the axial index variable 

 
Figure 4.2: Fluid flow simplifications 
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in flow direction, r the radial index variable perpendicular to the flow direction, hv the 
volumetric heat transfer coefficient, s𝑤′′ , ss′′ and s𝑓′′ the heat source in the window, the solid 
and fluid per unit total volume respectively, εp the porosity, ρw, ρs and ρf the density of the 
window, the solid and fluid respectively, cpw, cps and cpf the specific heat capacity of the 
window, the solid and fluid respectively, uf the superficial fluid velocity, and τ the time. 

For the reason of simplicity a few assumptions are made. First, the conductivity of the fluid is 
considered to be negligible for both the radial and axial direction. Secondly, the fluid flow is 
considered to be solely axial i.e. no mass transfer in the radial direction. 

The volumetric heat transfer coefficient used to couple the fluid and solid energy equation has 
already been discussed in the preliminary study in section 3. An analysis conducted by Xu et 
al. [64] showed that the model form Hwang et al. [66] matches experimental data best. The 
volumetric heat transfer can therefore be calculated as  

 ℎ𝑣 = ℎ𝑠𝑓 ∙ 𝛼𝑠𝑓 �
𝑊

𝑚³ ∙ 𝐾
� ( 4.4) 

where hsf is the interfacial convective heat transfer coefficient and αsf the specific surface area 
per unit volume. For Reynolds numbers below 75 the interfacial convective heat transfer 
coefficient is defined as 

 ℎ𝑠𝑓 = 0.004 ∙ �
𝑑𝑣
𝑑𝑝
� ∙ �

𝑘𝑓
𝑑𝑝
� ∙ 𝑃𝑟0.33 ∙ 𝑅𝑒𝑑1.35 �

𝑊
𝑚²
� ( 4.5) 

whereas for Reynolds numbers above 350 it is defined as 

 ℎ𝑠𝑓 = 1.064 ∙ �
𝑘𝑓
𝑑𝑝
� ∙ 𝑃𝑟0.33 ∙ 𝑅𝑒𝑑0.59 �

𝑊
𝑚²
� ( 4.6) 

where Red is the Reynolds number, Pr the Prandlt number, dp the mean particle diameter, dv 
the average void diameter defined as 𝑑𝑣 = 4𝜀𝑝

𝛼𝑠𝑓
, kf and ks the thermal conductivity of the fluid 

and the solid respectively. Between these Reynolds numbers the interfacial convective heat 
transfer coefficient needs to be linearly interpolated. The specific surface area per unit volume 
for this model can be calculated by the following equation. 

 𝛼𝑠𝑓 =
20.346�1− 𝜀𝑝� ∙ ε𝑝2

𝑑𝑝
 �

1
𝑚
� ( 4.7) 

The Reynolds number is defined as 

 Red =
u0 ∙ dp
ν

 (−) ( 4.8) 

where u0 is the superficial or Darcian velocity, and ν the kinematic viscosity. 

For the window and the solid in the axial direction the following boundary conditions can be 
written that are similar to the ones of the preliminary study. 
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Here, h and hf are the convective heat transfer coefficient on the inside and outside of the 
window respectively, Tf,c the fluid temperature inside the cavity that is far enough away for 
not being influenced by the convective heat transfer, Tw(0) and Tw(L) the window temperature 
at the inside and outside respectively, and Tamb the ambient temperature. The term q̇s−w 
accounts for the radiation exchange between the front of the absorber and the glass window 
whereas the term q̇t accounts for the thermal radiation transmitted through the window. 

The boundary conditions for the radial direction are simple. Since the model is 
rotationsymmetric the radial temperature gradient in in the center is zero. With the 
assumption of perfect insulation at the outer boundary (r=R) that gradient becomes zero as 
well. 
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4.1.1.b Radiation treatment absorber 
Radiation treatment within the porous absorber is essential for the modeling as it influences 
the absorption of light radiation and thus the temperature distribution. 

Howell [74] states that there are two common approaches to treat radiative transfer in porous 
media. Furthermore, he claims that for most applications the fluid within the porous media 
can be assumed to be transparent to radiation especially if the fluid is a gas. Kaviany [75] 
calls the two approaches direct simulation and continuum treatment. 

In the direct simulation approach the radiative heat transfer is modeled among discrete 
structural elements. For this approach the structure of the medium needs to be well defined. 
Moreover, additional information about the radiative properties of the solid elements is 
required. Often this information is not available. If the effects of dependent scattering become 
significant the problem gets even more difficult. Dependent scattering appears if the elements 
of the porous media are so closely spaced that the radiation from one element is affected by 
the radiation of neighboring elements. 

In the second approach, the continuum treatment, the porous medium is treated as a 
continuum as the name suggests. According to Howell [74] the decision whether the 
continuum treatment can be used depends on two factors. The first factor is the dimensionless 
bed size (L/d) where L is the minimum bed dimension and d the particle diameter dp. 
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The second factor is the size parameter defined as 

 𝜉 =
𝜋𝑑𝑝
𝜆

 (−) ( 4.15) 

where dp is the particle diameter and λ the important wavelength in the radiative transfer. 

For most applications the continuum treatment can be used if the dimensionless bed size 
exceeds (L/d)≥~10 and the size parameter ξ≥~5 [74]. If these criteria are fulfilled the effective 
radiative properties can be measured by averaging over the pore structures.  

For this analysis the important wavelengths for solar radiation and thermal radiation of solids 
around 1000°C are below 100µm. For expected absorber materials with porosities around 90 
percent and a cell diameter around 2mm both criteria are fulfilled. 

Furthermore, Howell [74] mentions that if the continuum treatment is applicable the 
propagation of radiative intensity through the medium can be described by the standard 
radiative transfer equation (RTE). 

 
𝑑𝐼𝜆(𝛺)
𝑘𝜆 ∙ 𝑑𝑠

= 𝐼𝑠,𝜆(𝛺) − 𝐼𝜆(𝛺) �
𝑊

𝑠𝑟 ∙ 𝑚
� ( 4.16) 

Here, Iλ denotes the spectral intensity, Ω the solid angle, kλ the spectral attenuation or 
extinction coefficient, s the path length, and Is,λ the source function. 

The spectral extinction coefficient can be calculated as  

 𝐾𝜆 = (𝛼𝜆 + 𝜎𝑠𝜆)  �
1
𝑚²
� ( 4.17) 

where αλ and σsλ are the spectral absorption and spectral scattering coefficient. 

The source function consists of two terms. The first accounts for contribution to the intensity 
by emission of the medium. The second accounts for contribution to the intensity by intensity 
traveling other directions and then scattered into directions within the solid angle Ω. 

 𝐼𝑠,𝜆(𝛺) = (1 − 𝛽𝜆) ∙ 𝐼𝜆𝑏 + 𝛽𝜆 � 𝐼𝜆(𝛺𝑖) ∙ 𝜙(𝛺𝑖,𝛺) ∙ 𝑑𝛺𝑖
4𝜋

𝛺𝑖=0
 �

𝑊
𝑠𝑟 ∙ 𝑚

� ( 4.18) 

Here, βλ is the single scattering albedo of the medium defined as βλ = σλ/kλ. It is a measure 
for the fraction of extinction that is due to scattering. ϕ is the scattering phase function that 
describes the intensity scattered from the solid angle Ω into the solid angle Ωi. 

Because the radiative heat exchange distance within the porous medium is relatively short the 
assumption can be made that scattering effects are not significant. This means that radiation 
scattered from one element is absorber within a short distance from another element. Thus, 
the source function becomes zero and the RTE simplifies. Moreover, the spectral dependence 
is neglected as it the model would become too complex otherwise. 
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With these two assumptions the source function becomes zero and the RTE simplifies. The 
intensity distribution can then be calculated as 

 𝐼(𝑠) = 𝐼0 ∙ 𝑒−𝐾𝑠  �
𝑊
𝑠𝑟
� ( 4.19) 

where I0 is the initial intensity, K the total extinction coefficient and s path length. With the 
further assumption of parallel irradiance the irradiance distribution within the porous medium 
becomes 

 𝐸(𝑥) = 𝐸0 ∙ 𝑒−𝐾𝑥  �
𝑊
𝑚²
� ( 4.20) 

where E denotes irradiance, E0 is the initial irradiance impinging at the front surface, ρsurf the 
reflectivity of the front surface, K the total extinction coefficient, and x the index variable 
along the porous medium. Figure 4.3 shows qualitatively the attenuation within the porous 
medium. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

With the assumption that any reduction in the irradiance is due to absorption by the solid 
absorber the following equation shows the local heat source per unit volume. 

 𝑠′′(𝑥) = −
𝑑𝐸
𝑑𝑥

= 𝐸0 ∙ 𝐾 ∙ 𝑒−𝐾𝑥  �
𝑊
𝑚³
� ( 4.21) 

Taking into account the radial distribution of the irradiation the local heat source per unit 
volume can be expressed as 

 𝑠′′(𝑥, 𝑟) = −
𝑑𝐸
𝑑𝑥

= 𝐸�00 ∙ τw ∙ 𝐾 ∙ 𝑒�ln (𝛿)�𝑟𝑅�
2
−𝐾𝑥�  �

𝑊
𝑚³
� ( 4.22) 

where E�00 is the peak irradiance in the middle of the focal point (r=0) impinging on the  
window front surface (x=0), τw the transmissivity of the window, δ a previously defined 
irradiance distribution factor, r and x the radial and axial index variable respectively, R the 
outer diameter of the absorber, and K the extinction coefficient of the absorber. 

 
Figure 4.3: Irradiance attenuation 
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Howell [74] claims that open cell materials such as foams can be treated according to the 
continuum approach and that independent scattering should not be an issue. Furthermore, he 
presents a literature review of contemporary models describing the extinction coefficient in 
open cell materials. In Table 4.1 the different models are summarized. 

Table 4.1: Different models for the extinction coefficient in open cell materials 

 K (1/m) Materials Condition Wave 
length 

Source 

1 𝐾 =
3
𝜙

(1 − 𝜀) ( 4.23) PSZ ϕ>0.6 mm  
Hsu and 
Howell 
[76] 

2 

𝐾 =
𝜑
𝜙

(1 − 𝜀) ( 4.24) 

PS ZrO2: φ=4.4 
SiC: φ=4.8  400 - 

5000nm 

Hendricks 
and 
Howell 
[77] 

 𝑎 = (2 − 𝜀) 3
2∙𝜙

(1 − 𝜀) ( 4.25) 

 𝜎𝑠 = 𝜀 3
2∙𝜙

(1 − 𝜀) ( 4.26) 

3 𝐾 =
3
𝜙

(1 − 𝜀) ( 4.27) 
Mullite, SiC, 
coerdierite, yttria-
zirconini-aluminia 

1200 – 
 1400 K  Mital [78] 

Here dp is the mean particle diameter, Φ the cell diameter, and ε the porosity. 

Fu et al. [79] compared three of the above mentioned models with their own measurements. 
The results of their study are shown in Table 4.2. 

Table 4.2: Ranges of measured and predicted extinction coefficients for cellular ceramics [79] 

 Pores per centimeter (PPC) 

 4 8 12 26 

Hale and Bohn 
(λ = 0.488 μm) 
(Alumina) 

 
 
900 -1000 

 
 
1100 – 1200 

 
 
1100 – 1300 

 
 
2400 - 2600 

Hendricks and Howell [77] 
(λ = 0.4 – 5 μm) 
(PSZ) 
(OB SiC) 

 
 
570 -  800 
500 -  550 

 
 
940 – 1100 
600 –   840 

  
 
2000 - 3630 
1150 - 2600 

Mital et al 
(YZA, mullite, SiC, cordierite, 
cordierite LS 2) 

 
 
105 -  125 

 
 
202 -  225 

  

Fu et al. [79] 
(Based on εp=0.85) 

 
419 –  479 

 
837 – 958 

 
1257 - 1437 

 
2733 - 3113 

It can be seen that the correlations of Hale and Bohn as well as the one from Hendricks and 
Howell [77] have good agreement with the experimental data. The predictions of Hendricks 
and Howell [77] agree best for high porosities i.e. few pores per centimeter. Thus, this 
correlation is used for further analyses because high porosities are expected. 

Unfortunately, no correlations for metallic foam were found. Therefore, it is assumed that the 
correlations valid for ceramics foams are valid for metallic foams as well. 
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Another important radiative property of the absorber is its emissivity. Because the structure of 
the absorber is complex the calculation of the emissivity is not trivial. Fu et al. [79] conducted 
an investigation concerning said emissivity.  

 
Figure 4.4: Spectral normal emittance of a cellular ceramic [79] 

 (εp=0.85, 12 PPC) 

Figure 4.4 shows the spectral emittance for a cellular ceramic with a porosity of 85 percent 
and 12 pores per centimeter. Although this specimen corresponds to a cell diameter of 
approximate 1mm it is the best figure found. For further calculations a constant emittance 
over the spectral range is assumed. Based on the figure above it is approximated to be 80 
percent. Here, the same problem as for the extinction coefficient is present. No correlation of 
experimental data for the emittance of metallic foam was found. Thus, the same assumption 
as before is made and the emittance of ceramic and metallic foam is considered to be the 
same. 

According to Howell [74] the radiative conductivity for an optically thick medium can be 
estimated by 

 𝑘𝑟 =
16 ∙ 𝜎 ∙ 𝑇𝑠3

3 ∙ 𝐾
 �

𝑊
𝑚²
� ( 4.28) 

where σ is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant, Ts the temperature of the solid, and K the radiative 
extinction coefficient. This estimation can be made if the optical thickness  

 𝜏 = 𝐾 ∙ 𝐿 ≫ 1 (−) ( 4.29) 
where L is the smallest dimension in the medium. With an extinction coefficient in the order 
of magnitude of 100 and a cell diameter in the order of magnitude of one millimeter this 
condition is not fulfilled. Nevertheless, this radiative conductivity is used since it is the only 
way to consider the radiative transport within the absorber with a reasonable effort. 

4.1.1.c Solid mechanics absorber 
In this section the mechanical properties of absorber are discussed that are needed for solid 
mechanics calculations. Ashby [92] and Gibson and Ashby [93] present correlations for the 
scaling of cellular solids’ properties such as foam. 
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An important parameter used for the scaling is the relative density defined as 

 𝜌 =
𝜌�
𝜌𝑠

= 1 − 𝜀𝑝 (−) ( 4.30) 

where ρ�  is the density of the foam, 𝜌𝑠 the density of the solid of which the foam is made, and 
εp the porosity. 

According to Gibson and Ashby [93] the Young's modulus E�, the shear modulus G�, the 
Poisson’s ratio 𝜈�, and the bulk modulus K� of the foam can be expressed as 

 
𝐸�
𝐸𝑠

≈ 𝜌2 (−) ( 4.31) 

 
𝐺�
𝐸𝑠

≈
3
8
𝜌2 (−) ( 4.32) 

 𝜈� ≈
1
3

 (−) ( 4.33) 

 
𝐾�
𝐸𝑠

≈
1
9
𝜌 (−) ( 4.34) 

where Es is the Young’s modulus of the material the foam is made of. 

In ductile materials the collapse is dominated by bending behavior i.e. that the foam collapses 
by plastic bending of the cell edges. The stress at which plastic strain starts can be expressed 
as 

 
𝜎�𝑝𝑙
𝜎𝛾,𝑠

≈ 0.3𝜌3/2 (−) ( 4.35) 

where 𝜎𝛾,𝑠 is the yield strength of the solid of which the foam is made of. It is also called 
plateau stress because the deformation happens at almost constant stress. 

Elastomeric foams do not collapse by bending but by buckling. The stress at which plastic 
buckling begins can be expressed by the following equation. 

 
𝜎�𝑒𝑙
𝐸𝑠

≈ 0.05𝜌2 (−) ( 4.36) 

Brittle materials as ceramic foam collapse due to cell wall fracture. The crushing stress can be 
expressed as 

 
𝜎�𝑐𝑟
𝜎𝑐𝑟,𝑠

= 0.2𝜌3/2 (−) ( 4.37) 

where 𝜎𝑐𝑟,𝑠 is the modulus of rupture of a strut. 

The linear thermal expansion coefficient on the other hand does not scale between the solid 
material and an open cell material i.e. it remains the same. 

In order to see whether the internal stresses are acceptable or not comparison stresses have to 
be calculated. 
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For ductile materials such as steel a comparison stress according to von Mises can be 
calculated by 

 
𝜎𝑐,𝑣
2 = 𝜎𝑥2 + 𝜎𝑦2 + 𝜎𝑧2 − 𝜎𝑥𝜎𝑦 − 𝜎𝑥𝜎𝑧 − 𝜎𝑦𝜎𝑧

+ 3�𝜏𝑥𝑦2 + 𝜏𝑥𝑧2 + 𝜏𝑦𝑧2 � 
(𝑃𝑎2) ( 4.38) 

 𝜎𝑐,𝑣
2 =

1
2

[(𝜎𝐼 − 𝜎𝐼𝐼)² + (𝜎𝐼𝐼 − 𝜎𝐼𝐼𝐼)² + (𝜎𝐼𝐼𝐼 − 𝜎𝐼)²] (𝑃𝑎2) ( 4.39) 

where σx, σy, and σz are the normal stresses in the x, y, and z direction, where τx, τy, and τz 
are the shear stresses in the x, y, and z direction, and σI, σII, and σIII the principal stresses.  

For brittle material such as ceramic another theory for calculating the comparison stress needs 
to be applied. The maximum stress theory according to Rankine is based on the hypothesis 
that the material will fail due to the maximal principal stress is suitable for these materials. 
The comparison stress can be calculated as 

 𝜎𝑐,𝑝 = max (𝜎𝐼;𝜎𝐼𝐼;𝜎𝐼𝐼𝐼) (𝑃𝑎) ( 4.40) 

where σI, σII, and σIII are the principal stresses. 

For ceramic foam materials compressive stress is equally bad as tensile stress. The 
comparison stress can therefore be expressed by the following equation. 

 𝜎𝑐,𝑝 = max (|𝜎𝐼|; |𝜎𝐼𝐼|; |𝜎𝐼𝐼𝐼|) (𝑃𝑎) ( 4.41) 

4.1.1.d Radiation treatment window 
This section presents the radiation treatment within the glass window since the basic receiver 
design is pressurized a window is needed. A preliminary analysis shows that the most suitable 
materials for the window are fused silica or quartz glass as relatively high temperatures are 
expected. 

In order to describe the radiation behavior in the glass window the change of intensity of a 
light beam passing through a glass plate has to be looked at.  

 
 

Figure 4.5: Change of intensity of a light beam passing through a glass plate [82] 
One beam (left), multiple reflections (right) 
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Figure 4.5 on the left shows the change of intensity for a single beam where I0 is the incident 
intensity, Ir the reflected intensity, Ie the entrance intensity, Id the exit intensity, It the 
transmitted intensity, and L the plate thickness. On the right multiple reflections within the 
glass plate are presented. 

The following equations if not otherwise mentioned are based on Bach and Neuroth [82]. For 
a two reflections, one at the inlet and outlet boundary respectively, the transmitted intensity 
can be calculated as 

 𝐼𝑡 = 𝐼0 ∙ (1 − 𝑟)2 ∙ 𝑒−𝐾∙𝐿 �
𝑊
𝑠𝑟
� ( 4.42) 

where K is the extinction coefficient per unit length and r is reflectivity. 

As described in equation 4.17 the extinction coefficient can be calculated as the sum of the 
absorption and scattering coefficient. It is also related to the complex index of refraction. 
According to Bennet [83] the complex refractive index is defined as 

 𝑛� = 𝑛 − 𝑖𝑘 (−) ( 4.43) 

where n is the refractive index, and k the extinction constant. He also states the correlation 
between the extinction constant and the extinction coefficient as 

 𝐾 =
4𝜋𝑘
𝜆0

 �
1
m
� ( 4.44) 

where K is the extinction coefficient, k the extinction constant, and λ0 the wavelength in 
vacuum.  

For a dielectric material with the refractive index n the reflectivity is shown in the following 
equation. 

 𝑟 = �
𝑛 − 1
𝑛 + 1

�
2
 (−) ( 4.45) 

When taking into account multiple reflections the transmission across the glass plate can be 
calculated as 

 𝜏 =
𝐼𝑡
𝐼0

= 𝑃 ∙ 𝜏𝑖 (−) ( 4.46) 

where 𝜏𝑖 is the internal transmission 

 𝜏𝑖 =
𝐼𝑑
𝐼𝑒

= 𝑒−𝐾∙𝐿 (−) ( 4.47) 

and P the “reflection factor”. It can be approximated by 

 𝑃 ≈
(1 − 𝑟)2

1 − 𝑟2
=

2𝑛
𝑛2 + 1

 (−) ( 4.48) 

while making an error in the range of 10-2 to 10-3 depending on the reflectivity and the internal 
transmission [82]. 
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For multiple reflections the absorption α within the glass plate can be calculated as  

 𝛼 =
𝐼𝑎
𝐼0

= (1 − 𝑟) ∙�𝑟𝑛 ∙ �𝑒−𝑖∙𝐾∙𝐿 − 𝑒−(𝑖+1)∙𝐾∙𝐿�
∞ 

𝑖=0

 (−) ( 4.49) 

where Ia is the absorbed intensity within the glass plate. However, the absorption can be very 
good approximated accounting for only one reflection on the inside, i.e. the reflection is 
passing through the glass plate in the opposite direction once, by the following equation. 

 𝛼 ≈ (1 − 𝑟)(1 − 𝑒−𝐾∙𝐿) + (1 − 𝑟)𝑟(𝑒−𝐾∙𝐿 − 𝑒−2∙𝐾∙𝐿) (−) ( 4.50) 

For fused silica glass Bach and Neuroth [82] present typical optical properties shown in 
Figure 4.6. According to Heraeus [86] the optical properties of fused silica and quartz glass 
are very similar. Therefore, the optical calculations are based on fused silica and it is assumed 
that they are valid for quartz glass as well. 

 
Figure 4.6: Optical constants of fused silica (SiO2 glass) [82] 

The interesting spectrum of wavelengths for the impinging solar radiation onto the glass 
window is determined by the spectral irradiance of the light source within the solar lab and 
the sunlight respectively. Both show a similar range of 250 to 2500 nm (cp. Figure 3.6 and 
Figure 3.7). Within this spectral range the refractive index and the absorption constant can be 
considered as constant. For the refractive index a value of 1.5 is considered that is also the 
value the glass manufacturer Schott specifies for their silica glass [87]. 

For the wavelength of interest the extinction constant cannot be determined from Figure 4.6. 
The only statement that can be made is that the extinction constant is lower than 10-4. 
Unfortunately, the source mentioned (Philipp [84]) does not provide data for this wavelength 
either. However, Kitamura et al. [85] present another summary for the optical constants of 
silica glass. According to their paper the extinction constant in for wavelengths between 250 
and 2500 nm is almost constant at a value of 10-7. As described in equation 4.47 the extinction 
coefficient is not only dependent on the extinction constant but also on the wavelength. Figure 
4.7 shows both the spectral and the mean extinction coefficient for the before mentioned 
wavelength. 
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Figure 4.7: Spectral extinction coefficient 

Based on the idealized calculations, a glass plate of 5mm in thickness, and a mean extinction 
coefficient of 1.48 the transmittance, absorptance, and reflectance are 91.43, 0.73, and 7.84 
percent respectively. 

The thermal radiation of the hot absorber to the glass window happens at higher wavelengths 
than the solar radiation. The emittance of the sun can be approximated by a blackbody 
radiator at 5800K. The hot solid absorber on the other hand emits thermal radiation at 
temperatures around 1000°C. Figure 4.8 on the left shows the spectral emittance of a 
blackbody radiator at 5800 and 1300 K respectively. 

The radiant blackbody spectral emittance is calculated according to Planks law as 

 𝑀(𝜆,𝑇) =
2𝜋ℎ𝑐02

𝜆5 �𝑒�
ℎ𝑐0
𝜆𝑘𝑇� − 1�

 �
𝑊
𝑚³
� ( 4.51) 

where h = 6.626·10-34 Js and k = 1.381·10-23 J/K are the universal Planck and Boltzmann 
constant respectively, c0 = 2.999·10-8 m/s is the speed of light in vacuum, and T is the 
absolute temperature of the blackbody.  

Figure 4.8 on the right shows the fraction of the total emission in the spectral band from 0 to λ 
as a function of λT. It is defined by the following equation. 

 𝐹(0→𝜆) =
∫ 𝑀𝜆0 𝜆,𝑏

𝑑𝜆

∫ 𝑀∞
0 𝜆,𝑏

𝑑𝜆
 (−) ( 4.52) 

For a blackbody radiator at 1300K the fraction above a wavelength of 2500nm is about 65 
percent. For a blackbody radiator of 5800K the fraction above a wavelength of 2500nm is 
only around 3 percent. Moreover, the absorption constant shown in Figure 4.6 increases 
significantly above a wavelength of 3000nm. Therefore thermal radiation has to be treated in 
a different way than solar radiation.  
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Figure 4.8: Blackbody emittance [35] 
Spectral emissive power (left), fraction of the total emission in the spectral band from 0 to λ as 

a function of λT (right)  

Röger et al. [88] present optical properties of fused silica glass based on more detailed 
calculations. The main difference is that the optical properties are spectrally weighted with 
respect to the dominant radiation. Figure 4.9 shows the weighted optical properties of a 5mm 
thick specimen of fused silica. The left column presents the optical properties weighted with 
the spectrum of the impinging solar radiation. The right column presents the optical properties 
weighted according to a blackbody spectrum at 1100°C. 

 
Figure 4.9: Spectrally weighted absorptance, reflectance, and transmittance [88] 

Solar spectrum weighting (UV) (left), 1100°C blackbody spectrum weighting (IR) (right) 
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The transmittance and the reflectance for the solar radiation presented by Röger et al. [88] 
show good agreement with the values calculated before. In contrast, the absorptance is almost 
twice as high. Since the optical properties presented by Röger et al. [88] are based on more 
detailed calculations and define a more unfavorable scenario they are chosen for further 
investigations. Furthermore, by Röger et al. [88] claim that infrared-reflective solar 
transparent coatings on the inside of the fused silica window can significantly reduce the glass 
temperature. Research on this topic is still going on and it is not market-ready yet. Thus, the 
possibility of coating the glass window is not considered in this situation analysis. 

Due to the fact that the radiation attenuation within the window is relatively small the 
assumption of an axially constant heat source can be made. For the solar radiation the heat 
source can be expressed as 

 𝑠𝑈𝑉′′ (𝑟) = −
𝑑𝐸
𝑑𝑥

=
𝐸�00 ∙ 𝛼𝑈𝑉

𝑠𝑤
∙ 𝑒�ln(𝛿)�𝑟𝑅�

2
� =  

𝐸�00 ∙ 𝛼𝑈𝑉
𝑠𝑤

∙ 𝛿�
𝑟
𝑅�

2
 �

𝑊
𝑚³
� ( 4.53) 

where E�00 is the peak irradiance in the middle of the focal point (r=0) impinging on the 
window front surface (x=0), E(r) the thermal irradiation as a function of the radius, αUV the 
absorptance of the solar of the window respectively, and sw the thickness of the window.  

Because elevated temperatures of the window are expected Table 4.3 shows the maximal 
working temperatures for high temperature glass. 

Table 4.3: Temperature stability of glass windows 

Type Max. continuous 
working 
temperature (°C) 

Max. short-term 
working 
temperature (°C)  

Manufacturer 

Electrically fused 
quartz 

1160 1300 Heraeus [86] 

Flame fused quartz 1110 1250 Heraeus [86] 

Fused silica  950 / 930 1200 / 1180 Heraeus [86] / Schott [87] 

However, Röger et al. [88] claim for fused silica glass the maximal acceptable temperature 
for enduring and safe operation is considered to be 800°C especially if the receiver design is 
pressurized to 15 bar as the REFOS receiver in the SOLGATE project. 

4.1.1.e Surface-to-surface radiation modeling 
This section covers the radiation heat exchange between the absorber surface and the window. 
Because the window is relatively thin and the heat source is considered constant in axial 
direction the temperature in this axial direction is considered constant as well. 

Figure 4.10 shows the model used for calculating the radiation transfer between the two 
surfaces. It is assumed that solar radiation is neither reflected nor absorbed at the front surface 
of the absorber solar radiation at the boundary is not of importance and therefore not sketched 
in Figure 4.10. With a further assumption that the thermal radiation impinging on the absorber 
surface does not penetrate the absorber volume due to its large wavelength the absorber can 
be treated as an opaque material with respect to thermal radiation. 
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Figure 4.10: Radiation exchange between window and absorber surface 

An opaque material is characterized that by a transmissivity τ = 0 and therefore the following 
equation simplifies. 

 𝜌𝐼𝑅 + 𝛼𝐼𝑅 + 𝜏𝐼𝑅  = 1 (−) ( 4.54) 

The reflectivity is then defined as 

 𝜌𝐼𝑅 = 1 − 𝛼𝐼𝑅 (−) ( 4.55) 

where the absorptivity α can be approximated with sufficient accuracy by the emissivity ε. 

The total radiation exchange between the two surfaces can then be calculated as  
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 (W) ( 4.56) 

where ε is the emissivity, ρIR the reflectivity, A the surface area, and Fs-w the view factor 
between the two surfaces. Because the equation above considers the entire heat flux to be 
absorbed the transmitted part has to be accounted for separately. The next equation shows the 
irradiation that impinges at the window surface. 

 𝐸𝑤 =
𝜀𝑤,𝐼𝑅 𝜎𝑇𝑤4 + �̇�𝑠−𝑤
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 �

𝑊
𝑚²
� ( 4.57) 

Knowing the irradiation the transmitted part can be expressed as 

 �̇�𝑡 = 𝜏𝑤,𝐼𝑅 ∙ 𝐸𝑤 = 𝜏𝑤,𝐼𝑅 ∙
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𝑊
𝑚²
� ( 4.58) 

where τw,IR is the transmissivity of the window for thermal radiation. 

The view factor Fs-w is defined as the fraction of radiation that leaves the surface s that is 
intercepted by the surface w. Considering the radiative heat transfer between the annular 
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surfaces of every control volume at the boundary would require a more detailed analysis. 
Therefore, it is assumed that the distance between the two surfaces is sufficiently small 
enough that all radiation emitted by one annular surface is intercepted by the adjacent annular 
surface and none by the neighboring surfaces. Thus, the view factor for the radiation heat 
exchange between the absorber and window surface is one. 

4.1.1.f Heat exchanger modeling 
As mentioned previously the first part of the receiver is very similar to a heat exchanger. 
Thus, the heat transfer within this part is calculated according to heat exchanger theory 
namely the number of transfer units (NTU) method. It assumes perfect insulation on the 
outside and i.e. no heat transfer to the ambient. Figure 4.11 shows the basic model. If not 
otherwise mentioned the following equations are based on Incropera et al. [35]. 

 

 
Figure 4.11: Heat exchanger model 

The actual transferred energy is the product of the maximal transferrable energy and the heat 
exchanger effectiveness ε.  

 �̇� = 𝜀 ∙ �̇�𝑚𝑎𝑥 (𝑊) ( 4.59) 

The maximal transferrable energy can be calculated as 

 �̇�𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 𝐶𝑚𝑖𝑛 ∙ �𝑇ℎ,𝑖 − 𝑇𝑐,𝑖� (𝑊) ( 4.60) 

where and Cmin is the minimal heat capacity rate which is the product of the mass flow and the 
specific heat capacity and Th,i and Tc,i the fluid inlet temperature at the hot and cold side 
respectively. The actual heat transfer rate is defined by the following equation. 

 �̇� = 𝐶ℎ ∙ �𝑇ℎ,𝑖 − 𝑇ℎ,𝑜� = 𝐶𝑐 ∙ �𝑇𝑐,𝑜 − 𝑇𝑐,𝑖� (𝑊) ( 4.61) 

The above mentioned heat exchanger effectiveness is a function of the number of transfer 
units (NTU) and the heat capacity ratio Cr. For a counterflow heat exchanger and a heat 
capacity ratio smaller than one the effectiveness can be calculated as  

 𝜀 =
1 − 𝑒𝑥𝑝[−𝑁𝑇𝑈 ∙ (1 − 𝐶𝑟)]
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(−) ( 4.62) 
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whereas for a heat capacity ratio equal to one the correlation simplifies and the effectiveness 
can be calculated by the following equation. 

 𝜀 =
𝑁𝑇𝑈

1 −𝑁𝑇𝑈
 (−) ( 4.63) 

The number of transferred units is defined as  

 𝑁𝑇𝑈 =
𝑈𝐴
𝐶𝑚𝑖𝑛

 (−) ( 4.64) 

where U is the overall heat transfer coefficient and A the heat transfer area. The heat capacity 
ratio can be calculated as  

 𝐶𝑟 =
𝐶𝑚𝑖𝑛

𝐶𝑚𝑎𝑥
 (−) ( 4.65) 

and the overall heat transfer coefficient as 

 1
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𝐾
𝑊
� ( 4.66) 

where hc and hh are the convective heat transfer coefficient of the cold and hot side 
respectively, rc and rh the radius of the cold an hot side respectively, L the length of the heat 
exchanger, and k the conductive heat transfer coefficient of the tube between the two fluids. 
The convective heat transfer is calculated according to equation 3.11 with the Nusselt number 
defined in Table 3.7. 

4.1.1.g Pressure drop 
The pressure drop in the receiver is calculated as the sum of pressure drops due to different 
effects as 

 ∆𝑝 = ∆𝑝𝑡,𝑖𝑛 + ∆𝑝𝑡,𝑜𝑢𝑡 + 2∆𝑝𝐷 + ∆𝑝𝑐,𝑖𝑛 + ∆𝑝𝑐,𝑜𝑢𝑡 + ∆𝑝𝑎𝑏𝑠 (𝑃𝑎) ( 4.67) 

where Δpt,in and Δpt,out is the pressure drop in the inflow and outflow tube of the receiver 
respectively, ΔpD the pressure drop due to the deviation of the flow by 90°, Δpc,in and Δpc,out 
the pressure drop due to change of the cross sectional area at the inlet and outlet of the cavity 
between absorber and window, and Δpabs the pressure drop across the absorber. If not 
otherwise mentioned the following equations are based on the Association of German 
Engineers [47]. 

The pressure in the inflow and outflow of the receiver is calculated by 

 ∆𝑝𝑡 = 𝜉𝑡 ∙
𝐿𝑡
𝑑ℎ

∙
𝜌 ∙ 𝑢𝑡2

2
 (𝑃𝑎) ( 4.68) 

where ξt is the friction factor, Lt and dh the length and hydraulic diameter of the tube 
respectively, ρ and ut the density and mean velocity inside the tube. For laminar flow the 
friction factor is calculated according to equation 3.16 and for turbulent flow according to 
equation 3.18. 
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The pressure drop across the cavity between the window and absorber is approximated by 
superposing pressure drop correlations designed for fluid flow in conduits. Even though this 
approach is not accurate it gives a fairly good estimation. 

The first effect considered across the cavity is the pressure drop due to deviation of the flow 
by 

 ∆𝑝𝐷 = 𝜉𝐷 ∙
𝜌 ∙ 𝑢²

2
 (𝑃𝑎) ( 4.69) 

where ξD is the friction factor for flow deviation. For a deviation of 90° the friction factor can 
be approximated as 1.2 [47]. As the flow is deviated by 180° the pressure drop is doubled. 

The second effect considered is the pressure drop due to the change of cross sectional area at 
the inlet and outlet of the cavity. Depending on the distance between the window and 
absorber the flow experiences a reduction or enlargement of the cross sectional area. If it the 
cross sectional area reduces the pressure drop is calculated by 

 ∆𝑝𝑅 = 𝜉𝑅 ∙
𝜌 ∙ 𝑢22

2
 (𝑃𝑎) ( 4.70) 

where ξD is the friction factor for reduction of the cross sectional area and u2 the fluid velocity 
after the reduction. The friction factor is determined according to Figure 4.12. 

 
Figure 4.12: Friction factor for the abrupt reduction of 

the cross sectional area (on basis of [47]) 

Here, Re is the Reynolds number of the fluid after the reduction, f1 and f2 the cross sectional 
area before and after the reduction respectively. For Reynolds numbers between the illustrated 
the friction factor is linearly interpolated. The line denoting laminar flow is assumed to have a 
Reynolds number of zero whereas the line denoting an infinite Reynolds number is 
approximated by a Reynolds number of 1010. 
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If it the cross sectional area enlarges the pressure drop is calculated by 

 ∆𝑝𝐸 = 𝜉𝐸 ∙
𝜌 ∙ 𝑢12

2
 (𝑃𝑎) ( 4.71) 

where ξE is the friction factor for enlargement of the cross sectional area and u1 the fluid 
velocity before the enlargement. The friction factor is calculated according to 

 𝜉𝐸 = �1 −
𝑓1
𝑓2
� (−) ( 4.72) 

where f1 and f2 are the cross sectional area before and after the enlargement respectively. 

The pressure drop across the absorber has already been discusses in the preliminary study in 
section 3.4.2 and the model presented by Bai [71] chosen. Therefore, the pressure drop across 
the absorber is calculated according to equation 3.43.  

4.1.1.h Additional parameters 
Table 4.4 shows additional parameter for both metallic and ceramic absorber materials at 
elevated temperatures in the order of magnitude of 1000°C. Most of the parameters are 
temperature dependent but for the sake of simplicity they are approximated as constant 
values. 

 Table 4.4: Additional parameters absorber materials 

Parameter Metal (353 MA) Ceramic (SiC) 

 Outokumpu [62] Somiya and Inomata [80] 

Thermal conductivity k 23 W/(m·K) 120 W/(m·K) 

Linear thermal expansion coefficient α 18·10-6 K-1 4.3·10-6 K-1 

Tensile strength 82 MPa - 

Bending strength σ - 620 MPa 

Poisson’s ratio ν 0.24 0.16 

Young’s modulus 130 GPa 420 GPa 

The reason why these two materials are chosen is simple. Outokumpu’s 353 MA is an 
austenitic steel alloy with the highest service temperature found. It is able to withstand 
material temperatures up to 1150°C. Silicon carbide (SiC) is chosen because it is a commonly 
used material in solar receiver besides SiSiC. Moreover, it can withstand material 
temperatures up to 1500°C. 

Further parameters of the glass window that are needed in this analysis are shown in Table 
4.5. They are almost the same for all three types of glass. Simplifications and assumption 
made to gain these values are discussed below. 
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Table 4.5: Additional parameters window 

Parameter Value References 

Total normal emissivity ε 0.8 Tanaka et al. [89], Smith [90] 

Thermal conductivity k 2 W/(m·K) Heraeus [86], Schott [87] 

Linear thermal expansion 
coefficient α 

0.5·10-6 K-1 Heraeus [86], Schott [87] 

Bending strength σ 67 / 80–100 MPa Heraeus [86] / Schott [87] 

Poisson’s ratio ν 0.17 Heraeus [86], Schott [87]  

Young’s modulus 72 GPa Heraeus [86], Schott [87] 

The total normal emissivity which is an important radiative property seems to be temperature 
depended. Tanaka et al. [89] and Smith [90] present experimental data for said emissivity. For 
temperatures up to 900°C they suggest that the emissivity does not change much. Since the 
temperature of the glass window is not expected to exceed 900°C a constant value is 
considered. 

Because this analysis considers radial thermal conduction within the glass window the 
thermal conductivity is needed as well. According to the glass manufacturers Heraeus [86] 
and Schott [87] the thermal conductivity of fused silica is temperature depended. However, in 
the temperature range of interest between 400 and 950°C it can be approximated by a constant 
value. 

In order to be able to consider thermally induced stresses the linear thermal expansion 
coefficient is needed. According to the glass manufacturers Heraeus [86] and Schott [87] this 
coefficient is again temperature dependent but way less than the thermal conductivity. Thus, 
the linear expansion coefficient can be approximated by a constant value as well. 

For mechanical integrity calculations the bending strength of the window is of importance. 
According to Schott [87] it varies slightly with temperature and reaches a minimum of 80 
MPa at the maximum working temperature of 930°C whereas according to Heraeus [86] the 
minimum bending strength is 67 MPa at the maximum working temperature of 950°C. 

The remaining parameters are either not temperature dependent or no detailed specifications 
are given.  

4.1.2 Numerical modeling 
In order to solve the coupled differential equation for the absorber presented in section 3.4.2 
the absorber is divided into a series of finite sections for which the equations can be solved. A 
number of finite differences methods can be chosen from to approximate the spatial 
derivatives to create algebraic equations that are easier to solve than the full differential 
equation.  

Since this analysis is conducted at steady state conditions no numerical instabilities are 
expected. Thus an explicit scheme is chosen because it is easier to implement than an implicit 
scheme. 

Under the condition of equidistant finite differences the first spatial derivative can be 
calculated using an explicit first-order upwind scheme. The application of a directional 
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scheme is possible because the fluid flow does not change its direction during the calculation. 
The error of the approximation is in the order of magnitude of the spacing. 

 
𝑑𝑇
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The second spatial derivative is calculated by an explicit second-order central schema with an 
error in order of magnitude of the square of the spacing.  
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By substituting the derivatives in the previous mentioned differential equations a finite 
difference model for the absorber can be obtained.  

Figure 4.13 shows the positions of the different temperature values needed for the evaluation 
of the different equations at the particular nodes. 

 
Figure 4.13: Numerical scheme layout 
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The heat source per unit volume due to radiation absorption within the absorber can be 
expressed as 

 

𝑠𝑖,𝑗′′ =
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where bi+ = i∆x and bi− = (i − 1)∆x are the position of the upwind and downwind boundary 
of the axial node i, bj+ = j∆r and bj− = (j − 1)∆r are the position of the upwind and 
downwind boundary of the radial node j, and Aij the cross sectional area of the CV j.  

The heat source per unit volume due to radiation absorption within the window can be 
expressed as 

 𝑠𝑗′′(r) =
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where bj+ = j∆r and bj− = (j − 1)∆r are the position of the upwind and downwind boundary 
of the radial node j, and Aj the cross sectional area of the CV j. 

For the HTF passing through the absorber and a central radial node j the following discrete 
equations can be written for the first axial node, for a central axial node i, and for the last 
axial node n respectively 
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( 4.81) 

where Ṁf denotes the fluid mass flow per unit area. Since the equations do not change in 
radial direction they are not mentioned explicitly. 

For the solid and a central radial node j the following discrete equations can be written for the 
first axial node, for a central axial node i, and for the last axial node n respectively 
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where Ta and Tb denote fictive temperatures before the inlet and after the outlet respectively 
to account for the boundary conditions. 

For the window in the axial direction the following discrete boundary conditions can be 
written for a general radial node j and for the only node 1 at the downwind and upwind 
boundary respectively.  

 
𝑘𝑤
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𝑚²
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𝑊
𝑚²
� ( 4.86) 

For the solid in the axial direction and a general radial node j the following discrete boundary 
conditions can be written for the first node and for the last node n respectively. 

 𝑘𝑠𝑒
𝑑𝑇𝑠
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𝑊
𝑚²
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 𝑘𝑠𝑒
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≈ 𝑘𝑠𝑒
𝑇𝑠,𝑛,𝑗 − 𝑇𝑠,𝑏,𝑗

∆𝑥
= 0 �

𝑊
𝑚²
� ( 4.88) 

For the solid in the radial direction and a general axial node i the following discrete boundary 
conditions can be written for the first node and for the last node p respectively. 

 
𝑑𝑇𝑠
𝑑𝑟 �i,1

= 0 �
𝑊
𝑚²
� ( 4.89) 

 
𝑑𝑇𝑠
𝑑𝑟 �𝑖,𝑝

= 0 �
𝑊
𝑚²
� ( 4.90) 

The implementation of the numerical model in MATLAB, especially solving the system of 
equations, can be seen in Appendix A: Numerical model in MATLAB. 

4.1.3 Verification 
Before using the numerical model in the optimization process it needs to be verified. 
Therefore, two models are created using the Multiphysics Modeling and Simulation Software 
COMSOL. The design parameters used for the verification are based on the Pareto-optimal 
solutions chosen in the optimization presented in section 4.1.4. 
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The first model is a simplified model and used to verify the solid and fluid temperatures 
within the absorber and the solid temperature of the window. The most important 
simplification made is the assumption that the fluid that enters the absorber has radially a 
totally uniform velocity and temperature distribution. The convective heat transfer between 
fluid and window is modeled according to the model of forced convection across a flat plate 
as in the self-made numerical model. Moreover, the temperature distribution within the 
window is considered axially constant. 

The second model is a more detailed model that considers the non-uniform fluid flow within 
the receiver. The model is used to verify the pressure drop of the whole receiver. A detailed 
description of the model is given in the main study in section 4.4.1. 

Figure 4.14 presents the fluid temperature and velocity arrows as well as the solid temperature 
of the window and the tubes for the two COMSOL models. 

  
Figure 4.14: COMSOL analysis 

Simplified (left), full (right) 

Figure 4.15 summarizes the results of the self-made numerical model and the two COMSOL 
models. The first row shows the fluid and solid temperature within the absorber based on the 
self-made numerical model with a spatial resolution of 15x20 control volumes. The second 
and third row present the solid and fluid temperature within the absorber of the simplified and 
full COMSOL model. 

In the fourth and fifth row the error in percent between the self-made numerical model and 
the simplified COMSOL model is presented. The fourth row shows the difference of the fluid 
temperature within the absorber. The fifth row shows the difference of the solid temperature 
within the absorber.  

For both cases the error is smaller than ± 7.5 percent which is sufficiently small. The reason 
for the error is the different spatial resolution and the simplified radiation treatment. The self-
made numerical model has a spatial resolution of 20x15 control volumes within the absorber 
that leads to a mesh element size of around 4mm. The model within the commercial software 
has a much higher resolution with a mesh element size of approximately 0.5mm. 
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 Figure 4.15:Fluid and absorber solid temperature 

pin = 1 bar (left), pin = 3bar (right) 

Comparing the temperature distribution of the simplified and full COMSOL model shows a 
rather big difference because of the different fluid flow treatment. This outlines the 
importance of considering the fluid flow in its full complexity in following analyses. 
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The window temperature is another important result of this analysis. Figure 4.16 shows the 
radial distribution of the window surface temperature of the self-made numerical model and 
the two COMSOL models. 

  
Figure 4.16:Window temperature 

pin = 1 bar (left), pin = 3bar (right) 

The agreement of the self-made numerical model and the simplified COMSOL model is 
relatively good. The difference is most likely due to the different treatment of the radiation 
heat exchange between the absorber and the window surface. Moreover, it can be seen that 
the more complex model that considers the non-uniformity of the fluid flow differs 
significantly leading to window temperatures of almost 900°C. 

Table 4.6: Key results 

  Model 

Config. Result Theoretically MATLAB COMSOL 
simplified 

COMSOL 

pin = 1bar  Tf,out (°C) 734.25 728.12 725.21 726.21 

Tw,max (°C) - 786.86 826.05 868.42 

Tabs,max (°C) - 1151.40 1252.37 1143.45 

∆p = pin−pout
pin

 (%) - 10.60 7.58 11.77 

pin = 3bar Tf,out (°C) 828.13 821.23 818.58 819.36 

Tw,max (°C) - 814.09 851.01 896.8 

Tabs,max (°C) - 1246.70 1323.46 1196.23 

∆p = pin−pout
pin

 (%) - 1.27 1.03 1.85 

Table 4.6 shows the key results of the different models. The theoretical values are calculated 
using a simple heat balance accounting only for reflection losses at the window. 

For the COMSOL models the temperature and mass flux at the outlet of the receiver are no 
longer uniform. For the comparison an equivalent temperature T� has to be calculated. In 
general it can be expressed implicitly in the following equation. 
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𝐴
∙ �� 𝑐𝑝(𝑇) ∙ 𝑑𝑇

𝑇�

𝑇𝑖

� ∙ 𝑑𝐴 = 0 (W) ( 4.91) 

Here, Ti and Ṁ are the fluid temperature and mass flux at a specific point at the surface 
respectively, cp is the specific heat capacity as a function of the temperature, and A the cross 
sectional area. 

With the assumption of constant specific heat capacity the equivalent temperature can be 
expressed as 

 𝑇� =
∮ 𝑇 ∙ �̇� ∙ 𝑑𝐴 
𝐴

∮ �̇� ∙ 𝑑𝐴 
𝐴

=
∮ 𝑇 ∙ �̇� ∙ 𝑑𝐴 
𝐴

�̇�
 (K) ( 4.92) 

which is call mass averaging. 

Table 4.7 summarizes the deviations of the key results of the two COMSOL models from the 
self-made model. 

Table 4.7: Deviation from self-made numerical model 

 pin = 1bar pin = 3bar 

 COMSOL 
simplified 

COMSOL COMSOL 
simplified 

COMSOL 

∆Tf,out = Tf,out
Tf,ref

 (%) -0.29 -0.19 -0.24 -0.17 

∆Tf,abs = extremum �Tf(r,z)−Tf,ref(r,z)
Tf,ref(r,z)

� (%) 7.14 21.39 -5.90 14.64 

∆Tf,abs = extremum �Tf(r,z)−Tf,ref(r,z)
Tf,ref(r,z)

� (%) 7.04 15.58 -5.86 13.82 

∆Tw,max = Tw,max−Tw,ref
Tw,ref

 (%) 3.70 7.70 3.40 7.61 

∆p = ∆p−∆pref
∆pref

 (%) -28.49 10.04 -18.90 45.67 

As mentioned before the simplified COMSOL model is used to verify the temperatures of the 
self-made numerical model whereas the full COMSOL model is used to verify the pressure 
drop. The comparison between the self-made model and the full COMSOL model is 
important as well as it provides information of the overall quality of the self-made model. 

The difference of the receiver fluid outlet temperature is negligible. As far as the fluid and 
solid temperature within the absorber are concerned the maximal difference between the self-
made numerical model and the simplified C OMSOL model is smaller than 7.5 percent which 
is sufficiently small. Compared to the full COMSOL model that considers the non-uniform 
fluid flow the maximal difference is smaller than 25 percent which is relatively good as well. 

For both SPU configurations and both COMSOL models the difference of the maximum 
window temperature is smaller than 8 percent. The difference to the simplified COMSOL 
model is even below 4 percent. 

The maximal pressure drop difference depends heavily on the SPU configuration. For the 
atmospheric configuration the maximal deviation between the self-made model and the full 
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COMSOL model is about 10 percent. For the pressurized configuration the maximal 
difference is in the range of 50 percent. Considering the simplicity of the pressure drop model 
deviations of 10 and 50 percent respectively are still acceptable. However, the most important 
fact is that the model gives consistent results within each configuration. 

4.1.4 Optimization 
In this section the numerical model is used to identify the optimal receiver design that will be 
the basis for further analyses. Since more than one objective and multiple parameters are 
expected a multi objective, multi parameter optimization is present. To solve this problem a 
Multi Objective Optimizer (MOO) developed in the Industrial Energy Systems Laboratory at 
École Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne is used [94]. This optimizer is based on an 
advanced evolutionist algorithm and implemented in MATLAB. 

4.1.4.a Objectives and parameters 
The literature review showed that for closed volumetric receivers the window temperatures is 
important. Therefore, the window temperature is chosen as one objective for the optimization 
that needs to be minimized.  

Since the receiver is working within a Brayton cycle the pressure drop in the whole receiver is 
crucial as well. The pressure drop is therefore chosen as the second objective for the 
optimization that needs to be minimized as well. 

The first parameter considered for optimization is the distance L between the absorbers 
surface and the window. A decrease of this distance increases the convective heat transfer 
between the window and the fluid leading to a smaller window temperature. However, at the 
same time this decrease increases the pressure drop. 

The next set of parameters is linked to the absorber. Fendt et al. [81] present optical, 
thermodynamic, and resulting material requirements for absorber materials shown in Table 
4.8. 

Table 4.8: Optical, thermodynamic, and resulting material requirements of absorber materials [81] 

Optical/thermodynamic requirements Material requirements 

 High absorption  Dark Color 

 Optical extinction  High porosity 

 Heat transfer surface  High cell density 

 High flux  Temperature resistance 

 Radial heat transport  Thermal conductivity 

 High permeability  3D structure 

For a fixed material the main parameters influencing these requirements are the cell diameter 
Φ and the porosity εp presented in section 3. The influence of these two parameters on the 
objectives is not trivial. Especially, with the additional condition that at least 99 percent of the 
impinging radiation needs to be absorber within the absorber. This is necessary because 
radiation passing the absorber will be absorbed by other parts of the receiver that are not 
design for that purpose leading to possible overheating and failure of the system.  
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The minimal needed absorber length can be expressed by 

 𝐿 = −
ln (1 − 𝛼)

𝐾
 (m) ( 4.93) 

where α is the required absorption and K the extinction coefficient of the absorber. An 
increase of the porosity should lead to an axially more evenly distributed heat source and thus 
lower peak temperatures. At the same time the increase of porosity increases the needed 
length of the absorber what in turn increases the pressure drop. For the variation of the cell 
diameter no easy prediction can be made. 

Table 4.9 summarizes the chosen objectives, parameters and their range for the optimization 
process. 

Table 4.9: Objectives and parameters for optimization 

Objectives Goal Parameters Range 

Absorber front surface temperature Tsurf Minimum Cell diameter ϕ 0.5 – 4mm 

Pressure loss across the absorber Δp Minimum Porosity εp 50 – 95% 

  Absorber window 
distance L 

0.5 – 20 mm 

The range of the cell diameter and the porosity was chosen because it corresponds to the most 
commonly used foams investigated in literature (i.a. [63]). Furthermore, porosities above 95 
percent do not seem feasible from a manufacturing point of view.  

4.1.4.b Optimization results 
For a spatial resolution of 3x3 control volumes Figure 4.17 shows the results of the 
optimization for both SPU configurations. 

  
Figure 4.17: Receiver optimization objectives 

pin = 1 bar (left), pin = 3bar (right) 

The circles represent Pareto-optimal solutions i.e. within the given range of parameters no 
better solution for one objective can be found without impairing the other objective. 
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pin = 1 bar pin = 3 bar 

  

  

  

Figure 4.18: Receiver optimization parameters 
pin = 1bar (left), pin = 3bar (right) 
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 Figure 4.18 shows the influence of the chosen parameters on the objectives. In the top row 
the objectives window temperature and pressure drop are presented as a function of the 
absorber porosity ε. For both configurations it can be seen that the porosity has a distinct 
influence on both objectives. The vertical lines of both objectives in these diagrams indicate 
that for better solutions porosities higher than 95 percent would be needed. However, the 
physical limit prevents the solver from going to higher porosities. The only way to find other 
Pareto-optimal solutions for the maximum porosity 95 percent is to vary the other two 
parameters. 

The second row of Figure 4.18 shows the objectives as a function of the cell diameter. It can 
be seen that for the given range of cell diameters almost no optimal solution can be found 
with a cell diameter smaller than 4mm. 

And finally, in the third row the influence of the distance between the absorber front surface 
and the inner surface of the window on the window temperature is presented. For both 
configurations it can be seen that a decrease of the distance leads to a lower window 
temperature and a higher pressure drop as discussed before. 

4.1.4.c Pareto-optimal design 
Based on the results from the optimization a Pareto-optimal design can be chosen for both 
SPU configurations. 

For the atmospheric configuration a compromise between the window temperature and the 
pressure drop has to be made. The maximal acceptable pressure drop has already been 
discussed in the preliminary study. It was found that a pressure drop of no more than 10 
percent within the receiver is tolerable. A Pareto-optimal solution with a pressure drop of 10 
corresponds to a window temperature of about 775 °C. The parameters for this solution are a 
porosity of 95 percent, a cell diameter of 4mm and a distance L between absorber and 
window of 5mm. 

For the pressurized configuration the same decision has to be made. The main difference to 
the atmospheric configuration is that the pressure drop is generally smaller. This is due the 
fact that the fluid is pressurized and thus the flow velocities are smaller. Smaller flow 
velocities are favorable both for the free flow and the flow within the absorber. Because of 
simplicity the same specifications as for the atmospheric configuration are chosen. A porosity 
of 95 percent, a cell diameter of 4mm and a distance between absorber and window of 5mm 
lead to a pressure drop of about 2 percent and a maximal window temperature of 820°C. 

4.1.5 Situation analysis results 
This section presents the results of this situation analysis. The results were obtained by 
evaluating the previously chosen Pareto-optimal designs in the full COMSOL model. A 
detailed description of the model is given in the main study in section 4.4.1 

4.1.5.a Heat transfer and pressure drop 
The results of the heat transfer analysis as well as the pressure drop are outlined in Table 4.10 
for both SPU configurations. As the designs used in the verification process are based on the 
optimization results Table 4.10 shows selected results from Table 4.6. 
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Table 4.10: Situation analysis results 

 pin = 1bar pin = 3bar 

Tf,out (°C) 726.21 819.36 

Tw,max (°C) 868.42 896.8 

Tabs,max (°C) 1143.45 1196.23 

∆p = pin−pout
pin

 (%) 11.77 1.85 

4.1.5.b Stresses 
The stresses within the absorber and the window are highly dependent on the connection to 
their neighboring parts. This is important because metallic component have a different 
coefficient of thermal expansion. With the assumption that the absorber is mechanically fully 
decoupled from its neighboring components the thermal stresses, permissible stresses and 
material utilization are shown for both configurations and both materials (ceramic and metal) 
in Table 4.11. The permissible stresses for the ceramic and the metal are calculated according 
to equation 4.37 and 4.35 respectively using material properties from Table 4.4. 

Table 4.11: Absorber material stresses and material utilization 

 Configuration 

 pin=1bar pin=3bar 

 Ceramic Metal Ceramic Metal 

Comparison stress     

 Max. principal stress σc,p (MPa) 1.994  1.827  

 Von Mises stress σc,v (MPa)  2.581  2.388 

Permissible stress σper (MPa) 1.386 0.275 1.386 0.275 

Material utilization u (-) 1.439 9.385 1.318 8.684 

The material utilization is defined as the fraction of the maximal stress and the permissible 
stress. 

 𝑢 =
𝜎𝑚𝑎𝑥

𝜎𝑝𝑒𝑟
 (−) ( 4.94) 

The inverse of the material utilization is factor of safety FoS or also called safety factor SF. 
Another way to relate the maximal stresses to the permissible stresses is the margin of safety 
MoS defined by the following equation. 

 𝑀𝑜𝑆 =
𝜎𝑝𝑒𝑟
𝜎𝑚𝑎𝑥

− 1 (−) ( 4.95) 

As described in the physical modeling metallic and ceramic absorber require the calculation 
of different comparison stressed. For the ceramic absorber the maximal principal stress σc,p is 
used whereas for the metallic absorber the comparison stress according to von Mises σc,v is 
used. 

Comparing the material utilizations of the two materials shows a clear trend. At elevated 
temperatures the metallic absorber is no longer able to withstand the internal thermal stresses 
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because its tensile strength decreases quite rapidly with increased temperatures. For the 
ceramic absorber the permissible stress is at least in the same order of magnitude.  

Stresses within the window are presented in Figure 4.19. As glass is a brittle material the 
comparison stress according to Rankine (equation 4.40) needs to be used. Therefore, the 
stresses shown in Figure 4.19 are the maximum principal stresses.  

The first row shows the stresses only due to pressure differences between the inside and 
outside of the window and the non-uniform spatial temperature distribution. This means the 
glass window is considered to be mechanically fully decoupled from its neighboring 
components. In the second row the stresses within the window are shows for the assumption 
that the window and the metallic tube on its left are fully coupled. 
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Figure 4.19: Stresses within the window 

pin = 1 bar (left), pin = 3bar (right) 

It can clearly be seen that the thermal stresses due to the non-uniform temperature distribution 
are not significant considering a rupture strength of 67 MPa as shown in Table 4.5. However, 
the stresses are significantly higher than the permissible stress if the window and the tube are 
coupled. That indicates the importance that the window and the neighboring parts are as much 
mechanically decoupled as possible. 
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4.2 Re-design objectives 
The results of the situation analysis show that the maximum window temperature is in excess 
of the recommended 800°C even though the temperature was considered axially constant. In a 
more realistic analysis that also accounts for axial temperature variations window the 
maximal temperature will be even higher. Moreover, significant temperature differences 
within absorber where found leading to high thermal stresses. 

The first objective of this main study is therefore finding ways to decrease the maximal 
window temperature as well as reducing temperature differences in the absorber in order to 
decrease thermal stresses. In other words improving and insuring the mechanical integrity of 
the receiver. Since the material utilization of metallic absorbers was almost 10 times worse 
than the material utilization of the ceramic absorber in this main study only ceramic absorbers 
are analyzed. 

Furthermore, the thermal performance is of importance as well. That means the thermal 
efficiency of the receiver should not be decreased too much by trying to improve the 
mechanical integrity. Since the pressure drop is important for the whole system the designs 
should not increase the pressure drop to unacceptable limits. 

And finally, the designs must be manufacturable at reasonable costs. 

4.3 Synthesis of solutions 
The approach to this synthesis of solutions is to find ways to alter the current design’s 
parameter to meet the objectives. Figure 4.20 shows a variety of possible modifications for 
every receiver component. 

 
Figure 4.20: Receiver modifications 

Basically, for almost every component of the receiver the dimensions, the shape and 
properties can be varied. Additionally, cooling can be introduced to in order to decrease the 
window temperature. 

4.3.1 Flow channel 
Concerning the flow channel all three modifications are viable. But since the dimensions and 
the shape of the flow channel are highly interconnected these modifications are analyzed in a 
single study. 
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The optimization in the situation analysis has already shown the distance H between the 
absorber and window surface has a significant impact. Therefore, the distance H, also called 
cavity height, is the dimension of interest to be analyzed in this main study. 

When it comes to shape not all possible modifications can be analyzed because of limited 
time of this thesis. Therefore, three different designs are chosen and analyzed. The difference 
between the designs is the extent of how much the flow path is smoothened. The designs are 
shown in Figure 4.21 and range from an unmodified sharp-edged flow channel A0, a 
chamfered flow channel A1 to a very smooth flow channel A2. 
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 Figure 4.21: Flow channel modifications 

Based on the optimization the cavity height H between the absorber and window surface will 
be varied from 5 mm to 20 mm. The analysis is conducted with an absorber that has a cell 
diameter of 4mm and a porosity of 95 percent as the situation analysis suggests. 

The properties of the materials creating the flow channel have great influence on the 
manufacturability and subsequently the costs. Since the flow channel designs do not differ 
that much from a manufacturing point of view no detailed comparison of different materials 
will be done. The choice of an appropriate material will be discussed later in the detailed 
study.  

4.3.2 Absorber 
The part which allows the most modifications is the absorber. A variety of dimensions, shapes 
and properties can be tested. 

The situation analysis already showed that there are significant temperature differences 
between the center and outer parts of the absorber creating significant thermal stresses. In 
order to reduce these temperature differences and hence the thermal stresses more power has 
to be removed from the center of the absorber. This can be done by increasing the flow 
velocity in the center compared to the outer regions by changing the shape and/or the 
properties of the absorber. These changes influence the flow resistance and consequently the 
flow velocity. 
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An increased flow velocity in the center of the absorber increases the convective heat transfer 
that is defined by the following equation in two ways. 

 �̇�𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣 = �̇� ∙ ℎ𝑣 ∙ �𝑇𝑠 − 𝑇𝑓� (W) ( 4.96) 

First, an increased flow velocity means in turn increased mass flow ṁ. Second, the heat 
transfer coefficient hv increases as well because it is dependent on the Reynolds number and 
thus the flow velocity as previously shown in Table 3.9. Moreover, a decrease of the absorber 
temperature at the surface also decreases the radiation losses. 

4.3.2.a Absorber dimensions 
Per se, the dimensions of the absorber cannot be altered randomly without compromising the 
functionality. First the absorber has to have a certain length in order to ensure that all 
impinging radiation is absorbed by the absorber itself and not by other parts. Second, the 
diameter of the absorber is defined by the focal spot determined by the SPU. That means, the 
absorber dimensions can only be changed by changing its properties. 

4.3.2.b Absorber shape 
The first study conducted focuses on changing the shape of the absorber rather than the 
properties. The basic idea is to change the shape in a way that the radial flow velocity 
distribution has the same shape as the impinging radiation. That means that as much power is 
removed from the absorber by convection as is transferred to it by absorbing radiation. Figure 
4.22 shows a variety of ways to change the shape of the absorber. 
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 Figure 4.22: Absorber shape modifications 
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Design B3 is the attempt to shape the absorber surface in the same way as the impinging 
radiation distribution in order to achieve the above mentioned goal. The designs B2 and B1 
are simplified versions of the design B3. 

The surface of design B3 is defined as 

 𝑧(𝑟) = 𝑧0 + �∆𝑧² − ∆𝑧1+�
𝑟
𝑅�

2
� (m) ( 4.97) 

where z(r) is the surface as a function of the radius r, z0 is the initial surface, Δz the depth of 
the cavity, r the radial index variable, and R the outer radius of the absorber. This function has 
the same form as the impinging radiation described previously in equation 3.3. 

Additionally, to the shape of the surface is the placement of it is important as well. As shown 
in Figure 4.22 four different placements with different advantages and disadvantages are 
tested. 

4.3.2.c Absorber properties 
As described in the optimization the absorber properties have a quite big influence on the 
temperatures in both the absorber and window. Since the results of the situation analysis are 
based on a simplified model the influence of the absorber properties is analyzed again. Table 
4.12 shows a discrete number of absorber properties chosen for the analysis which are based 
on previous results. The minimal absorber length is calculated according to equation 4.93 
with the condition that 99 percent of the impinging radiation needs to be absorber. The results 
are rounded to the next whole number. 

Table 4.12: Absorber properties modifications 1 

# Properties C1 C2 C3 

1 
2 
3 

Cell diameter Φ (mm) 2 
3 
4 

2 
3 
4 

2 
3 
4 

1,2,3 Porosity ε (-) 0.85 0.90 0.95 

1 
2 
3 

Minimal absorber length L (mm) 13 
20 
26 

20 
29 
39 

39 
58 
77 

Furthermore to changing the properties of the whole absorber its properties can be changed 
locally. Figure 4.23 shows three different designs that are tested. Design D0 is the unmodified 
design with a constant porosity. Design D1 is divided into 2 zones with different porosities. 
Design D2 has a radially continuously changing porosity. In both designs the porosity in the 
center is higher than the porosity of the outer regions to increase the flow velocity in the 
center. 

The reason why only the porosity is varied is based on the optimization in the situation 
analysis. A clear trend was visible that the cell diameter should be as big as possible. For the 
porosity on the other hand no clear trend was visible concerning both the temperatures and 
pressure drop. 
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D0 D1 D2 

Figure 4.23: Absorber properties modifications 2 

The porosity in design D2 changes radially in the same way as the impinging radiation. The 
local porosity ε(r) can be calculated by 

 𝜀(𝑟) = 𝜀1 − �∆𝜀² − ∆𝜀1+�
𝑟
𝑅�

2
� (−) ( 4.98) 

where ε0 is the porosity at the outer part of the absorber (r=R), Δε the porosity difference 
between the center (r=0) and the outer part (r=R), r the radial index variable, and R the outer 
radius of the absorber. 

Table 4.13 shows the chosen absorber properties for this analysis. The minimal absorber 
length is rounded to the nearest tenth. 

Table 4.13: Absorber properties modifications 2 

# Properties D0 D1 D2 

1,2,3 Cell diameter Φ (mm) 4 4 4 

1 
2 
3 

Porosity ε1 / ε0 (-) 0.85 
0.90 
0.95 

0.85 / 0.90 
0.85 / 0.95 
0.90 / 0.95 

0.85 / 0.90 
0.85 / 0.95 
0.90 / 0.95 

1 
2 
3 

Minimal absorber length L (mm) 30 
40 
80 

40 
80 
80 

40 
80 
80 

4.3.3 Window 
Additional to changing the dimensions, properties and shape the window can be cooled 
internally or externally to reduce the window temperatures. 

4.3.3.a Window dimensions 
As far as the dimensions are concerned there is little possibility of changes since the receivers 
needs to be designed to work in the SPU. That means that the minimal diameter of the 
window is determined by the focal spot of the system. Furthermore, the minimal thickness is 
limited due to the fact that that the receiver is pressurized as well by the manufacturer (see 
Schott [95]). An increase in thickness on the other hand has no distinct advantage. 

ε ε ε 

r r r 

ε1 

ε0 

ε1 
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4.3.3.b Window properties 
Changing the properties of the window would mean to change the material. Unfortunately, the 
two materials suitable for that high temperatures, fused silica and fused quartz, have very 
similar properties except the maximal working temperature. Thus an analysis of these two 
different materials does not provide additional information. 

4.3.3.c Window shape 
The main reason of changing the shape of the window is to transform bending stresses into 
compressive stresses. Since the pressure difference between the inside of the receiver and the 
outside is maximal 2 bar the bending stresses are relatively small as shown in Figure 4.19. 
However, changing the shape of the window might have positive effects on the temperature 
distribution due to increased convective cooling. Figure 4.24 shows different window and 
absorber shape combinations. 

 
E0 E1 E2 

Figure 4.24: Window shape 

The analysis is conducted with an absorber that has a cell diameter of 4mm and a porosity of 
95 percent as the situation analysis suggests. 

4.3.3.d Window cooling 
If the window temperature exceeds the permissible temperature cooling is a possible way to 
decrease it to acceptable levels. Basically, the window can be cooled internally or externally 
with ambient air or air extracted the stream before entering the receiver. 

Figure 4.25 shows the basic concept of window cooling both internally and externally. In 
reality most likely the cooling will be done by of nozzles around the perimeter. For this 
analysis the concept is simplified to a uniform flow around the perimeter. 
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F G 

Figure 4.25: Window cooling 

Table 4.14 shows the cooling mass flow and temperature that are used for the analysis for 
both SPU configurations. The designs F0 and G0 are used for comparison. 

Table 4.14: Window cooling 

Properties F0 / G0 F1 / G1 F2 / G2 

Porosity ε (-) 0.95 0.95 0.95 

Cell diameter Φ (mm) 4 4 4 

Cooling mass flow 
ṁc (g/s) 

natural convection 5 
10 
15 
20 

5 
10 
15 
20 

Cooling air inlet 
temperature Tc (°C) 

Tamb = 20°C Tamb = 20°C Tin = 400°C (for pin=1bar) 
Tin = 500°C (for pin=3bar) 

As Table 4.14 shows the analysis is conducted with an absorber having the highest cell 
diameter and porosity possible as the situation analysis suggests. 

4.3.4 Heat transfer fluid 
As far as the heat transfer fluid is concerned it is not possible to change neither its dimensions 
nor shape. The properties on the other hand can theoretically be changed by changing the 
HTF and/or adding additives in order to improve the convective heat transfer. Nevertheless, 
as the receiver is supposed to work in the SPU it is not possible to change the properties of the 
HTF either. 

Another way of improving the heat transfer from the absorber to the HTF is by increasing the 
flow velocity. This could be done by placing inlet guide vanes in the inflow of the receiver 
creating angular momentum. 
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4.4 Analysis of solutions 
In this section a variety of receiver solutions are analyzed. The results are the basis for the 
following evaluation and decision process. 

4.4.1 Modeling 
The analysis is conducted using the Multiphysics Modeling and Simulation Software 
COMSOL and a two dimensional rotation symmetric model. For the sake of simplicity a 
couple of assumptions and simplifications are made. The most important one is that the 
radiation absorber by the receiver is considered as a volumetric heat source. Similar to the 
self-made numerical model the absorber is treated as a continuum as described previously in 
section 4.1.1. Moreover, all analyses are conducted stationary. Furthermore, radiative heat 
exchange is only considered between the absorber and window surface. The fluid itself is 
considered as a radiative non-participating medium which is legitimate for air according to 
Incropera et al. [35]. As in the situation analysis, only heat losses from the window to the 
ambient are considered. That means that the outer tube is again considered to be perfectly 
insulated. 

The analysis requires the use of the different physics models within COMSOL especially to 
be able to calculate both the solid and fluid temperatures inside the absorber. The fluid flow in 
the receiver including the absorber is model with the physic model “Free and Porous media 
flow”. To consider the heat transfer in the fluids and solids the models “Heat Transfer in 
Fluids” and “Heat Transfer in Solids” are used. Since thermal radiation is important 
especially between the absorber surface and window the model “Surface to Surface 
Radiation” is used. And finally, for the structural mechanics analysis the model “Solid 
Mechanics” is used. 

4.4.1.a Heat transfer modeling 
The fluid flow model is based on the standard Navier-Stokes equation for compressible 
Newtonian fluids. For the free flow i.e. outside of the absorber the momentum equation is 
defined as 

 

𝜕
𝜕𝑡

(𝜌𝑢�⃗ ) + �𝑢�⃗ ∙ 𝛻�⃗ �𝑢�⃗

= 𝛻�⃗ ∙ �−𝑝𝐼 + 𝜇�𝛻�⃗ 𝑢�⃗ + 𝛻�⃗ 𝑢�⃗ 𝑇� − 2
3
𝛻�⃗ ∙ 𝑢�⃗ 𝐼� + 𝜌�⃗� + �⃗�  

�
𝑁
𝑚³
� ( 4.99) 

where t is the time, ρ the fluid density, u�⃗  the fluid velocity, p the static pressure, μ the 
dynamic viscosity, g�⃗  and F�⃗  gravitational body forces and external body forces respectively, 
and I the identity matrix 

For the fluid flow within the porous medium a source term is added to the momentum 
equation.  For compressible Newtonian fluids the momentum equations can be expressed as 

 

𝜕
𝜕𝑡

(𝜌𝑢�⃗ ) + �𝑢�⃗ ∙ 𝛻�⃗ �𝑢�⃗

= 𝛻�⃗ ∙ �−𝑝𝐼 + 𝜇�𝛻�⃗ 𝑢�⃗ + 𝛻�⃗ 𝑢�⃗ 𝑇� − 2
3
𝛻�⃗ ∙ 𝑢�⃗ 𝐼� + 𝜌�⃗�

− �
𝜇
𝐾

+
𝜌𝑓 ∙ 𝐶𝑓
√𝐾

|𝑢�⃗ |�𝑢�⃗ + �⃗� 

�
𝑁
𝑚³
� ( 4.100) 
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where K is the specific permeability and Cf the inertia coefficient that have been defined in 
equation 3.47 and equation 3.48 respectively. 

The mass continuity equation is the same for both the free and porous media flow and defined 
as 

 𝜕𝜌
𝜕𝑡

+ 𝛻�⃗ ∙ (𝜌𝑢�⃗ ) �
𝑘𝑔
𝑚³𝑠

� ( 4.101) 

The heat transfer in the fluid is based on the following energy equation 

 𝜌𝑐𝑝
𝜕𝑇
𝜕𝑡

+ 𝜌𝑐𝑝𝑢�⃗ ∙ 𝛻�⃗ 𝑇 = 𝛻�⃗ ∙ �𝑘𝑓𝑒 ∙ 𝛻�⃗ T� + �̇�𝑓 �
𝑊
𝑚³
� ( 4.102) 

where cp is the specific heat capacity of the fluid at constant pressure, T the fluid temperature, 
u�⃗  the fluid velocity, kfe the thermal conductivity according to equation 3.24, and q̇f the 
volumetric heat source. It is defined as 

 �̇�𝑓 = ℎ𝑣 ∙ (𝑇2 − 𝑇) �
𝑊
𝑚³
� ( 4.103) 

where hv is the volumetric heat transfer coefficient and T2 the absorber temperature. The 
volumetric heat transfer coefficient is calculated according to equation 3.31 and 3.33. This 
heat source enables the coupling of the two heat transfer models of the fluid and solid inside 
the absorber. 

The heat transfer in the absorber is based on the following equation 

 𝜌𝑐𝑝
𝜕𝑇
𝜕𝑡

= 𝛻�⃗ ∙ �𝑘𝑎𝑏𝑠 ∙ 𝛻�⃗ T� + �̇�𝑎𝑏𝑠 �
𝑊
𝑚³
� ( 4.104) 

where cp is the specific heat capacity of the solid at constant pressure, T the solid temperature, 
kabs the thermal conductivity of the solid, and q̇abs the volumetric heat source. The heat 
source is based on equation 4.22 and defined by the following equation. 

 �̇�𝑎𝑏𝑠(𝑟, 𝑧) = 𝐸�00 ∙ τw ∙ 𝐾 ∙ 𝑒�ln(𝛿)�𝑟𝑅�
2
−𝐾(𝑧−𝑧0)� − ℎ𝑣 ∙ (𝑇2 − 𝑇) �

𝑊
𝑚³
� ( 4.105) 

The thermal conductivity accounts for both conduction and radiation heat transfer and is 
defined as 

 𝑘𝑎𝑏𝑠 = 𝑘𝑠𝑒 + 𝑘𝑟 �
𝑊

𝑚 ∙ 𝐾
� ( 4.106) 

where kse is the effective thermal conductivity according to equation 3.23 and kr the radiative 
conductivity according to equation 4.28. 

The heat transfer in the remaining solids is based on the following equation 

 𝜌𝑐𝑝
𝜕𝑇
𝜕𝑡

= 𝛻�⃗ ∙ �𝑘𝑠 ∙ 𝛻�⃗ T�+ �̇�𝑠 �
𝑊
𝑚³
� ( 4.107) 

where cp is the specific heat capacity at constant pressure, T the solid temperature, ks the 
thermal conductivity, and q̇s the volumetric heat source. The heat source within the window 
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is considered constant as in the self-made numerical model and according to equation 4.53. In 
the remaining solids i.e. the flow channel tubes the volumetric heat source is zero. 

The surface to surface radiation model only considers radiation between surfaces and does not 
include absorption in the medium between the surfaces. It is based on the following two 
equations. 

 −𝑛�⃗ ∙ �−𝑘 ∙ 𝛻�⃗ 𝑇� = 𝜀(𝐸 − 𝜎𝑇4) �
𝑊
𝑚2� ( 4.108) 

 (1 − 𝜀) ∙ 𝐸 = 𝐽 − 𝜀𝜎𝑇4 �
𝑊
𝑚2� ( 4.109) 

Here, the n�⃗  is the surface normal vector, k the thermal conductivity, T the temperature of the 
solid, ε the emissivity, δ the Stefan–Boltzmann constant, E the irradiation, and J the radiosity. 
Unfortunately, the model does not allow the simulation of semi-transparent materials. 
Therefore, the transmitted radiation through the window has to be accounted separately for as 
in the self-made numerical model. Furthermore, as equation 4.109 shows the reflectivity of 
the surfaces are calculated using the emissivity. Fortunately, the difference between the 
reflectivity of the window in the infrared spectrum according to Figure 4.9 (ρ=12.5%) and the 
calculated one using the emissivity according to Table 4.5 (ε=80%, ρ=20%) is small enough. 

The coupling of the radiation model and the fluid and solid heat transfer model is done by the 
following equations. The radiation exchange between the absorber and window surface is 
modeled as a boundary heat source. The boundary heat source at the inside of the window is 
defined as 

 −𝑛�⃗ ∙ �−𝑘 ∙ 𝛻�⃗ 𝑇� = −𝐽 − 𝐸 ∙ 𝜏 �
𝑊
𝑚²
� ( 4.110) 

where τ is the transmissivity of the window. The boundary heat source at the absorber surface 
can be expressed as 

 −𝑛�⃗ ∙ �−𝑘 ∙ 𝛻�⃗ 𝑇� = −𝐽 �
𝑊
𝑚²
� ( 4.111) 

At the outside of the window the radiation to the ambient and natural convective cooling are 
considered according to  

 −𝑛�⃗ ∙ �−𝑘 ∙  𝛻�⃗ 𝑇� = −ℎ𝑓 ∙ (𝑇 − 𝑇𝑎𝑚𝑏) − 𝜀𝜎�𝑇4 − 𝑇𝑎𝑚𝑏4 � �
𝑊
𝑚²
� ( 4.112) 

where Tamb is the temperature of the ambient and hf the convective heat transfer coefficient as 
a function of the characteristic length L, the pressure p, and the ambient temperature. 

Table 4.15 summarized the boundary conditions for the fluid flow and thermal models. 
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Table 4.15: Boundary conditions 

 Fluid flow Thermal 

Inlet Mass flow Entrance temperature 

�̇� = �̇�𝑖𝑛 ( 4.113) 𝑇 = 𝑇𝑖𝑛 ( 4.114) 

Outlet Outlet pressure Convective flow 

𝑝 = 𝑝𝑜𝑢𝑡  ( 4.115) 𝑛�⃗ ∙ �−𝑘 ∙ 𝛻�⃗ 𝑇� = 0 ( 4.116) 

Other Wall - no slip condition Thermal insulation 

𝑢 = 0 ( 4.117) 𝑛�⃗ ∙ �−𝑘 ∙ 𝛻�⃗ 𝑇� = 0 ( 4.118) 

The boundary condition for the cooling nozzles is the inflow heat flux boundary conditions 
defined as 

 −𝑛�⃗ ∙ �−𝑘 ∙ 𝛻�⃗ 𝑇� = 𝑞𝑜 + 𝜌(∆ℎ𝑖𝑛 − ∆ℎ∞  )𝑢�⃗ ∙ 𝑛�⃗  �
𝑊
𝑚²
� ( 4.119) 

where qo is the inwards heat flux, ρ the fluid density at the boundary, ∆hin  and ∆h∞  the 
enthalpy at the inlet boundary and the exterior respectively, and u�⃗  the inflow velocity. The 
enthalpy difference between inlet and exterior is defined by  

 ∆ℎ𝑖𝑛 − ∆ℎ∞ = � 𝑐𝑝𝑑𝑇 + �
1
𝜌
�1 +

𝑇
𝜌
�
𝜕𝜌
𝜕𝑇
��
𝑝
� 𝑑𝑝

𝑝𝐴

𝑝∞

𝑇𝑖𝑛

𝑇∞

 �
𝐽
𝑘𝑔
� ( 4.120) 

where T∞ and Tin are the fluid temperature at the exterior and the inlet boundary respectively, 
p∞ and pA the pressure at the exterior and inlet boundary respectively. 

4.4.1.b Solid mechanics modeling 

The solid mechanics model is based on the Cauchy momentum equation 

 −𝛻�⃗ ∙ 𝜎 = �⃗� �
𝑁
𝑚³
� ( 4.121) 

where σ is the Cauchy stress tensor, and F�⃗  are the body forces. The stress and strain tensors 

are calculated according to equation 4.122 and equation 4.123 respectively. 

The stresses within the materials can be calculated by superposing the stresses due to external 
forces and thermal stresses. According to Kienzler and Schröder [91] the stresses within the 
solids can be calculated using the Duhamel-Neumann formulation of Hooke’s law. 

 𝜎 = 𝑬: �𝜀 − 𝛼𝜃� (𝑃𝑎) ( 4.122) 

Here σ is the Cauchy stress tensor, ε the strain tensor, α the thermal expansion tensor, 𝐄 the 

fourth order elasticity tensor, and θ the temperature difference θ = T − Tref. 
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The strain tensor ε can be written in terms of the displacement gradient 

 𝜀 =
1
2 �
∇��⃗ 𝑢�⃗ + ∇��⃗ 𝑢�⃗ 𝑇� (−) ( 4.123) 

where u�⃗  is the displacement. 

For isotropic materials the stresses can be expressed as 

 𝜎𝑖𝑗 =
𝐸

1 + 𝜈
�𝜀𝑖𝑗 +

𝜈
1 − 2𝜈

𝜀𝑘𝑘𝛿𝑖𝑗� −
𝐸

1 − 2𝜈
𝜃𝛿𝑖𝑗 (𝑃𝑎) ( 4.124) 

where E is Young’s modulus, ν is Poisson’s ratio, and δij Kronecker's delta. Written in full 
the stresses can be expressed by the following equations. 

 𝜎11 =
𝐸

(1 + 𝜈)(1− 2𝜈)
[(1 − 𝜈)𝜀11 + 𝜈𝜀22 + 𝜈𝜀33] −

𝐸
1 − 2𝜈

𝛼𝜃 (𝑃𝑎) ( 4.125) 

 𝜎22 =
𝐸

(1 + 𝜈)(1− 2𝜈)
[𝜈𝜀11 + (1 − 𝜈)𝜀22 + 𝜈𝜀33] −

𝐸
1 − 2𝜈

𝛼𝜃 (𝑃𝑎) ( 4.126) 

 𝜎33 =
𝐸

(1 + 𝜈)(1− 2𝜈)
[𝜈𝜀11 + 𝜈𝜀22 + (1 − 𝜈)𝜀33] −

𝐸
1 − 2𝜈

𝛼𝜃 (𝑃𝑎) ( 4.127) 

 𝜎23 =
𝐸

1 + 𝜈
𝜀23 (𝑃𝑎) ( 4.128) 

 𝜎31 =
𝐸

1 + 𝜈
𝜀31 (𝑃𝑎) ( 4.129) 

 𝜎12 =
𝐸

1 + 𝜈
𝜀12 (𝑃𝑎) ( 4.130) 

4.4.1.c Meshing 
The meshing is also done in the software COMSOL. Figure 4.26 shows two exemplary 
meshes one for a non-curved absorber and the other one for a curved absorber. 

  

Figure 4.26: Mesh in COMSOL 
Non-curved absorber (left), curved absorber (right) 

For the completely non-curved design the mesh consists of perfectly rectangular elements. In 
the curved design the mesh consists of quadrangular elements. Since the geometry is 
relatively simple the mesh quality both designs is above 0.7. 
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4.4.2 Flow channel 
This section presents the results of flow channels analysis based on the previously described 
model. Figure 4.27 summarized the main parameters of the analysis. It can be seen that for 
both configurations of the SPU the shape of the parameters are quite similar. 

The first row of Figure 4.27 shows the material utilization of the absorber. It is not subject to 
a great change over the cavity height although there is a minimum for both configurations for 
a cavity height L of 5 mm. Moreover, the difference between the modified flow channels and 
the basic model is relatively small and always within ± 10 percent. However, from an 
absorber material utilization point of view the smooth model A2 seems to be favorable.  

In the second row the pressure drop of the receiver is presented. The general shape for both 
configurations is very similar to the results of the optimization in the situation analysis shown 
in Figure 4.11.  However, this more detailed study shows that the pressure loss was under 
predicted in the situation analysis. For both configurations the pressure loss significantly 
increases for cavity heights smaller than 7.5 mm. As far as the different flow channels are 
concerned both modifications improve the pressure losses of almost 10 percent.  

The third row of Figure 4.27 shows the maximal window temperature. For cavity heights 
above 10 mm a clear trend can be seen that agrees with results of the situation analysis. The 
results suggest that the smaller the distance the smaller the window temperature. 
Nevertheless, below that limit the trend reverses and the window temperature rises again. It 
seems that the improved convective heat transfer is no longer enough to counteract the 
increased radiative heat transfer between the absorber and window surface. As far as the 
different flow channels are concerned the modifications do not improve the window 
temperature but increase it. 
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pin = 1 bar pin = 3 bar 

  

  

  
Figure 4.27: Flow channel modification (A) results 

pin = 1bar (left), pin = 3bar (right) 
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4.4.3 Absorber 
This section presents the results of absorber modification analysis based on the previously 
described model. 

4.4.3.a Absorber shape 
First, the results of the shape modifications are presented in in Figure 4.28. It can be seen that 
for both configurations of the SPU the shape of the parameters are quite similar. In the 
diagrams the position of the modifications is specified by the capital letters T, B, S, and V 
according to Figure 4.22. T stands for top, B for bottom, S for symmetric, and V for V-
shaped. 

The first row shows the material utilization of the absorber. For both configurations the 
difference between the different modifications and position of the modifications is relatively 
big. One can clearly see that a modification of the absorber surface at the bottom of the 
receiver does not decrease the material utilization. Designs that include modifications at the 
top most of the time decrease the material utilization in the absorber. A smoother flow path in 
combination with a decreased flow resistance in the center of the absorber decreases the 
temperature differences in the absorber and thus the material utilization. The best results are 
obtained by V-shaped modifications that provide the lowest temperature differences and 
reduce the material utilization to acceptable values (<1) for every modification. 

In the second row the pressure drop of the receiver is presented. The difference between the 
different modifications is relatively small. Nevertheless, the position of the modification has 
great influence on the pressure drop. From a pressure drop point of view absorber surface 
modification at the top and the bottom increase the pressure drop by about 15 percent for 
every modification. A symmetric modification increases the pressure drop for all 
modifications by more than 30 percent. A V-shaped modification on the other hand decreases 
the pressure drop for every modification compared to the simple design. The most important 
information of the pressure drop diagrams is that it is important to keep the absorber length at 
a minimum even though the shape changes. 

The third row shows the maximal window temperature. For both configurations the maximal 
window temperature is highly affected by the position of the modification, too. All surface 
modifications that include a modification at the top surface decrease the window temperature. 
This is most likely due to the fact that the hot surface in the center the receiver is and the 
window surface are separated by a greater distance reducing the radiative heat transfer 
between the two parts. At the same time the convective cooling of the window by the HTF 
seems to be less affected. As far as the different modifications are concerned design B1 is 
favorable. 
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Figure 4.28: Absorber shape modification (B) results 
pin = 1bar (left), pin = 3bar (right) 
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4.4.3.b Absorber properties 1 
Second, the results of the absorber properties modification analysis with spatially constant 
properties are summarized in Figure 4.29. Again, it can be seen that for both configurations of 
the SPU the shape of the parameters are quite similar. 

The first row shows the material utilization of the absorber. The dependence of the material 
utilization of the cell diameter is relatively small for all three designs. That means it is mainly 
dependent on the porosity. From a material utilization point of view the higher the porosity 
the better. The main reason therefore is that a higher porosity decreases the extinction 
coefficient Kext (cp. equation 4.22) which in turn decreases the axial gradient of the heat 
source and thus temperature differences in the absorber.  

In the second row the pressure drop of the receiver is presented. Again, the dependence of the 
pressure drop on the cell diameter is relatively small. However, the difference between the 
three tested porosities is about 30 percent. This difference is based on two effects. First, an 
increase in porosity leads to a decrease in the flow resistance characterized by the specific 
permeability K and the inertia coefficient Cf (cp. equation 3.47 and equation 3.48). Second, an 
increase in porosity increases the needed length of the absorber in order to absorb all radiation 
(cp. equation 4.93). This analysis shows that the increase of the pressure drop due to the 
increase in length outweighs the reduction due to decreased flow resistance. 

The third row shows the maximal window temperature. Again, the dependence of the pressure 
drop on the cell diameter is relatively small. The difference between the three tested porosities 
is less than 5 percent. However, it can be seen that an increased porosity leads to a decreased 
maximal window temperature. This is based on the fact that an increased porosity decreases 
the axial gradient of the heat source and thus decreasing the temperature at the absorber 
surface. This leads in turn to a decrease in the radiative heat transfer from the absorber to the 
window. 
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Figure 4.29: Absorber properties modification 1 (C) results 
pin = 1bar (left), pin = 3bar (right) 
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4.4.3.c Absorber properties 2 
Finally, the results of the absorber properties modification analysis with spatially varying 
properties are summarized in Figure 4.30. And again, it can be seen that for both 
configurations of the SPU the shape of the parameters are quite similar. 

The first row shows the material utilization of the absorber. Neither of the modifications 
provides any significant decrease in the material utilization. The lowest material utilization 
can even be achieved with the simple design D1 with a porosity of 95 percent (porosity 
configuration 3). This can be explained because a decrease of porosity over the radius causes 
two effects that work against each other. First, it has the advantage that the temperature 
difference between the center and the outer parts of the absorber decrease. That is based on 
the fact that the radial gradient of the heat source decreases because the extinction coefficient 
Kext increases with increasing porosity (cp. equation 4.22). On the other hand a decrease of 
the porosity increases the Young’s modulus (cp. equation 4.31) which makes the material less 
prone to deformation. For none of the tested configurations the decrease of temperature 
differences is big enough to counteract the increase of the Young’s modulus in order to 
decrease the material utilization significantly. 

In the second row the pressure drop of the receiver is presented. A clear trend can be seen. If 
the porosity changes over the radius the pressure drop increases significantly if the absorber 
length is kept constant to the length needed for the highest porosity. 

The third row shows the maximal window temperature. Again, none of the modifications 
shows any improvement concerning the window temperature. The reason why the 
temperature peaks at the porosity configuration for the design D1 and D2 is the big difference 
in porosity. Since the flow resistance is significantly lower in the center than on the outer 
parts the flow velocity drops significantly in the outer parts. Thus these parts heat up to higher 
temperature levels and more energy is transferred to the window by radiative heat transfer. 
From a window temperature point of view a constant porosity seems favorable. 
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Figure 4.30: Absorber properties modification 2 (D) results 
pin = 1bar (left), pin = 3bar (right) 
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4.4.4 Window 
This section presents the results of window modification analysis based on the previously 
described model. 

4.4.4.a Window shape 
First, the results of the window shape analysis are summarized in Figure 4.31. In the diagrams 
designs E0, E1 and E2 according to Figure 4.24 are specified by B, W, and W&A 
respectively. B stands for basis, W for window, and W&A for window and absorber. It can be 
seen that for both configurations of the SPU the shape of the parameters are quite similar. 

The first row shows the material utilization of the absorber. For both SPU configurations a 
modification of only the window increases the material utilization compared to the 
unmodified basis. On the other hand, a modification of both the window and the absorber 
leads to a decreased material utilization. The reason for this is that a modification of the 
window alone reduces the flow speed entering the cavity between the absorber and window 
due to the bigger distance which in turn leads to a decreased flow velocity in the center of the 
absorber. That causes higher temperature differences and thus increased material utilization. 
The improvement due to a modification of both the window and the absorber is mainly based 
on the improvement by the absorber top surface. Comparing the material utilization of only 
the absorber top surface modification shown in in Figure 4.28 one can see that it provides an 
even lower material utilization than a modification of both the window and the absorber 
surface. 

In the second row the pressure drop of the receiver is presented. A modification of only the 
window decreases the pressure drop insignificantly due to smaller flow velocities at inlet of 
the cavity between the absorber and window surface. A modification of both the window and 
the absorber increases the pressure drop for both SPU configurations by about 20 percent. 

The third row shows the maximal window temperature. Both modifications provide higher 
window temperatures. For the configuration where only the window is modified the reason is 
the smaller flow velocity at the inlet to the cavity between the absorber and window surface 
which reduces the convective cooling. For the configuration where both the window and the 
absorber surface are modified the reason is not obvious. 
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Figure 4.31: Window shape modification (E) results 
pin = 1bar (left), pin = 3bar (right) 
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4.4.4.b External window cooling 
Figure 4.32 summarized the results of the external window cooling analysis. The difference 
between the point F0 and F1 with no cooling mass flow is that F0 includes natural convection 
on the outside of the window and F1 does not as described in section 4.3.3. Furthermore, the 
study F1 was conducted with ambient cooling air and study F2 with cooling air extracted at 
the receiver inlet and which reduces the mass flow inside the receiver. Again, it can be seen 
that for both configurations of the SPU the shape of the parameters are quite similar. 

The first row shows the maximal window temperature. For both SPU configurations external 
window cooling with ambient air decreases the maximal window temperature significantly by 
about 60 K to the configuration with natural convection. The influence of the cooling mass 
flow above 5g/s is relatively small. External cooling of the window with air extracted at the 
receiver inlet does not decrease the maximal window temperature compared to the 
configuration without natural convection. Compared to the configuration that considers 
natural convection it even increases the temperature. The reason why the window temperature 
rises with increased cooling mass flow seems to be the decreased convective cooling on the 
inside because the mass flow is reduced. 

In the second row the pressure drop of the receiver is presented. As expected the pressure 
drop remains almost constant for the external window cooling with ambient air since the mass 
flow inside the receiver is not changed. For the external window cooling with receiver inlet 
air the pressure drop decreases with an increase of the extracted air because the internal mass 
flow decreases. 

The third row shows the material utilization of the absorber. For both SPU configurations an 
external window cooling with ambient air reduces the material utilization of the absorber. The 
reason for that can be seen in Figure 4.33. Since the window is significantly cooled the 
inflowing air to the absorber is not heated towards the center so much by the window but even 
slightly cooled by the relatively cold outer parts of the window. Hence more energy is 
transferred to the fluid at the center part of the absorber compared to the non-cooled 
configuration. This leads to smaller temperature differences and thus decreased material 
utilization of the absorber material. The difference between the fluid inflow temperatures to 
the absorber is relatively small for the different external cooling mass flows. Therefore, they 
are not shown. Concerning the efficiency the mean fluid inflow temperature to the absorber is 
only decreased by about 4 degrees for the atmospheric configuration and about 5 degrees for 
the pressurized configuration. Thus the receiver efficiency is not affected significantly. For 
the external window cooling with receiver inlet air the material utilization increases with an 
increase of the extracted air because the internal mass flow decreases resulting in higher 
material temperatures. 
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Figure 4.32: Window cooling outside (F) results 
pin = 1bar (left), pin = 3bar (right) 
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pin = 1 bar pin = 3 bar 

  

Figure 4.33: Fluid temperature before absorber (F) 
pin = 1bar (left), pin = 3bar (right) 

The before mentioned thermal receiver efficiency can be calculated as 

 
ηrec =

∆�̇�𝑓𝑙𝑢𝑖𝑑
�̇�𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 + 𝑃𝑎𝑑𝑑

=
��̇�𝑓,𝑜𝑢𝑡 ∙ ℎ𝑓0,𝑜𝑢𝑡 − �̇�𝑓,𝑖𝑛 ∙ ℎ𝑓0,𝑖𝑛 �

�̇�𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛
  

(−) ( 4.131) 

where ∆Q̇fluid is the power gained in the fluid from the receiver inlet to outlet, Q̇radiation the 
power input to the receiver due to radiation, Padd additional input power, ṁf,out and ṁf,in the 
air mass flow at the outlet and inlet respectively, and hf0,out and hf0,in the total enthalpy of the 
fluid at the outlet and inlet respectively. The total enthalpy is defined as 

 ℎ𝑓0 = ℎ𝑓 +
𝑐²
2

+ 𝑔𝑧 �
𝐽
𝑘𝑔
� ( 4.132) 

where hf is the fluid enthalpy, c the fluid flow velocity magnitude, g the gravitational 
acceleration, and z the potential height. Since the receiver is mounted horizontally there is not 
height difference between inlet and outlet. Furthermore, the kinetic energy of the fluid is 
almost the same for the inlet and the outlet and in both cases less than one percent of the 
enthalpy. Therefore, the potential and kinetic and energy are neglected. 

The additional energy that is needed to compress the cooling air is estimated by the kinetic 
energy and an overall compression efficiency as 

 𝑃𝑎𝑑𝑑 = �̇�𝑐 ∙
𝑐𝑐2

2
∙ 𝜂𝑡𝑜𝑡 (W) ( 4.133) 

where ṁc is the cooling mass flow, cc2 the cooling flow velocity magnitude at the outlet of the 
nozzle, and ηtot the overall compression efficiency. For the external cooling the maximal 
inflow velocity for a cooling mass flow of 20g/s is in the order of magnitude of 30 m/s. Even 
with a very low compressor efficiency and losses at the expansion the additional compression 
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power is less than one percent of the radiation power. Thus the compression power is 
neglected. 

Figure 4.34 shows the thermal efficiency for the different designs. As expected the efficiency 
only decreases slightly for the external window cooling with ambient air. For the external 
cooling with receiver inlet air the efficiency drop dramatically with an increase of extracted 
air. 

pin = 1 bar pin = 3 bar 

  

Figure 4.34: Window cooling outside (F) efficiency 
pin = 1bar (left), pin = 3bar (right) 

4.4.4.c Internal window cooling 
Finally, the results of the internal window cooling analysis are presented in Figure 4.35. 
Design G0 is the uncooled design used for comparison and is congruent with design G1 with 
a zero cooling mass flow. The study G1 was conducted with ambient cooling air which 
increased the mass flow inside the receiver. Study G2 was conducted with cooling air 
extracted at the receiver inlet which reduces the mass flow at the first part of the receiver. 
After the injection the mass flow reaches the initial level again which is especially important 
for the heat transfer in the absorber. 

Again, for most parameters its shape is quite similar for both configurations of the SPU. 

The first row shows the maximal window temperature. For the internal cooling with receiver 
inlet air the window temperature remains more or less constant for a cooling mass flow below 
10 g/s. Above that limit it slowly starts to decrease for both SPU configurations. Internal 
cooling with ambient air decreases the window temperature significantly compared to the 
non-cooled design. However, the analysis gives inconsistent window temperatures for this 
design. 
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pin = 1 bar pin = 3 bar 

  

  

  

Figure 4.35: Window cooling inside (G) results 
pin = 1bar (left), pin = 3bar (right) 
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In the second row of Figure 4.35 the pressure drop of the receiver is presented. For the 
internal cooling with receiver inlet air the pressure drop was expected to decrease slightly 
with increasing cooling mass flow. This was expected because the more air is extracted before 
the receiver the lower the flow speed of the remaining air until the cooling air is injected. And 
that should cause a smaller pressure drop of the free flow until the absorber. However, for 
high cooling mass flows the accuracy of the models became poor. Especially the mass 
conservation from the inlet to the outlet was no longer valid with errors up to 20 percent. 
Reducing the mesh size helps to reduce the error. Unfortunately, at a certain point the 
available computers were no longer capable of handling an even finer mesh. The pressure 
drop for the internal cooling with ambient air looks like expected. It increases with increased 
cooling mass flow since the mass flow through the absorber increases. 

The third row of Figure 4.35 shows the material utilization of the absorber. For the internal 
cooling with receiver air the material utilization for both SPU configurations is almost 
constant. It almost looks like expected since the mass flow and temperature of the fluid in 
front the absorber remains more or less constant. For the internal cooling with ambient air the 
material utilization decreases with increased cooling mass flow. The reason for that is most 
likely the fact that the relatively cool cooling air increased the heat transfer in the center of the 
absorber leading to smaller temperature differences. The is no obvious reason why the 
material utilization of the design with ambient cooling air for the pressurized configuration is 
generally higher than the one of the design with receiver inlet cooling air. 

Figure 4.36 shows the thermal efficiency for both configurations. Since the analysis of the 
internal cooling with receiver inlet air gave inconsistent results the thermal efficiency is 
considered to be constant over the cooling mass flow. 

pin = 1 bar pin = 3 bar 

  

Figure 4.36: Window cooling inside (G) efficiency 
pin = 1bar (left), pin = 3bar (right) 

Despite the mentioned inconsistencies the efficiency of the internal cooling with ambient air 
looks as expected as it decreases with increasing cooling mass flow. 
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4.4.5 Heat transfer fluid 
It was already concluded in the synthesis of solutions that it is not possible to change the HTF 
to improve its heat transfer properties as the solar receiver needs to work within the SPU.  

It was also mentioned that introducing angular momentum to the HTF by inlet guide vanes 
might be used to improve the heat transfer due to increased velocity. Considering constant 
mass flow for designs with and without inlet guide vanes, and thus constant axial inflow 
velocity, introducing a circumferential velocity component to the flow increases the velocity 
magnitude. However, the closer the flow gets to the axis of rotation the smaller the 
circumferential component and the smaller the increase of the velocity magnitude. As 
presented in the situation analysis it is not necessary to remove more energy by the HTF from 
the outer parts of the absorber but from the center. Thus, inlet guide vanes are not able to 
reduce temperature differences within the absorber. Therefore, no further analysis concerning 
inlet guide vanes is conducted. 

4.5 Evaluation and decision 
The evaluation and decision are based on the results of the main study presented in section 
4.4. Since the objectives mechanical integrity, performance, manufacturability, and costs 
often conflict with each other a value of benefit analysis can be applied. It allows weighting 
the different criteria and comparing the different designs. The value of benefit analysis is 
done according to Haberfellner et al. [24]. 

4.5.1 Value of benefit analysis 
First of all, a matrix of criteria needs to be set up to assess the importance of the different 
parameters. Table 4.16 shows the matrix with the criteria performance, mechanical integrity, 
manufacturability, and costs according to the objectives. 

Table 4.16: Matrix of criteria 

  1 2 3 4 Preference 
frequency 

Weighting Real 
weighting 

1 Performance 1 1 1 1 3 30 30 

  1 2 3 4    

2 Mechanical integrity  2 2 2 4 40 40 

   2 3 4    

3 Manufacturability   3 3 2 20 20 

    3 4    

4 Costs    4 1 10 10 

     4    

Due to the fact that the receiver is supposed to be a prototype for the laboratory 
manufacturability and costs are not that essential as if it was for mass production. Therefore, 
the performance and mechanical integrity outweigh the manufacturability and costs. 
However, the most important thing remains the functionality. That means that the designed 
receiver does not break the first time it is tested. Therefore, the mechanical integrity is 
favored over the performance. 
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These four main criteria need to be subdivided again to sub criteria and weighted again. Table 
4.17 shows the division and the corresponding weighting. As far as the performance is 
concerned both the thermal efficiency and the pressure drop are of the same importance. The 
same is valid for the mechanical integrity. The integrity of the absorber and the window are 
equally important because if one of the two components fails the whole receiver fails. 
Regarding the manufacturability and the costs the weighting is a bit different because a third 
component the flow channel is considered as well. Nevertheless, since the absorber and the 
window are more crucial for the whole system they are weighted higher than the flow 
channel. 

Table 4.17: Weighting of sub criteria 

 Main criteria Sub criteria Sub weighting (%) 

1 Performance Thermal efficiency 50 

  Pressure drop 50 

2 Mechanical integrity Absorber utilization factor 50 

  Window temperature 50 

3 Manufacturability Absorber 40 

  Window 40 

  Flow channel 20 

4 Costs Absorber 40 

  Window 40 

  Flow channel 20 

For the assessment of the result a target scale needs to be specified. The criteria thermal 
efficiency, pressure drop, absorber utilization factor, and window temperature are continuous 
function and therefore can be assessed using a continuous utility function. The 
manufacturability on the other hand is rather difficult to assess with a specific number. The 
same applies to the costs if no more detailed analysis is conducted. Thus these two criteria are 
qualitatively assessed using an ordinal scale. Table 4.18 shows the target scale for the 
different criteria. 

In order for the above mentioned utility functions to provide meaningful results they need to 
cover the range of interest of the different criteria. The pressure drop is very different for the 
two SPU configurations. Therefore, different upper limits for the pressure drop for the utility 
functions need to be specified. As mentioned in the preliminary study a pressure drop of less 
than 10 percent is acceptable for the laboratory setup. Since most of the pressure drop for the 
atmospheric configuration of the previous analysis is below 10 percent that is a suitable upper 
limit. For the pressurized configuration the average pressure drop is way lower. Furthermore, 
a more realistic scenario would require a pressure drop that is smaller than 4 percent. Thus, 
for the pressurized configuration a pressure drop of 4 percent is chosen as the upper limit. 

For the thermal efficiency, the mechanical integrity, and the window temperature the 
difference between the configurations is not significant. Thus the same upper and lower limits 
can be used for both SPU configurations. However, these values need to be chosen wisely. As 
far as the thermal efficiency is concerned the choice is relatively simple. For both 
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configurations the statement the higher the efficiency the better is valid. Thus the minimal and 
maximal value are zero and one hundred percent respectively. 

The limits for the absorber material utilization are a bit more complicated. Basically, a 
material utilization below one is needed ensuring the absorber does not break. A very low 
material utilization on the other hand means that the component is oversized. That means at 
some point a smaller material utilization does not provide any additional value. Thus, the 
lower limit is chosen to be 0.5. In order to be able to compare the different designs the upper 
limit is chosen to be 2 although designs with a material utilization above one will fail. 

The lower and upper limits for the window temperature are chosen on the following 
considerations. According to Schott [87] the maximal operating temperature for their fused 
silica glass is 930°C. Therefore, this value is chosen as the upper limit. The lower limit is 
based on Röger et al. [88]. They claim that an operating temperature of 800°C of the glass 
window in a pressurized receiver is acceptable. That means a lower window temperature does 
not provide any obvious additional value. 

Table 4.18: Target scale for value of benefit analysis 

Criteria Scale 

 0 1 2 3 4 5 

Performance  

 Thermal efficiency ηth (-) 5 ∙ 𝜂𝑡ℎ 

 Pressure drop Δp (-) 5
∆𝑝𝑚𝑎𝑥

∙ 𝑚𝑎𝑥{(∆𝑝𝑚𝑎𝑥  − ∆𝑝), 0} 

Mechanical integrity  

 Absorber material 
 utilization factor uabs (-) 

5
𝑢𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝑢𝑚𝑖𝑛

∙ 𝑚𝑖𝑛{𝑚𝑎𝑥[(𝑢𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝑢), 0],𝑢𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝑢𝑚𝑖𝑛} 

 Maximal window 
 temperature Tw (°C) 5 ∙ 𝑚𝑖𝑛 �𝑚𝑎𝑥 �

�𝑇𝑤,𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝑇𝑤�
�𝑇𝑤,𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝑇𝑤,𝑚𝑖𝑛�

, 0� , 1� 

Manufacturability  

 Absorber impossible bad medium good very good excellent 

 Window impossible bad medium good very good excellent 

 Flow channel impossible bad medium good very good excellent 

Costs  

 Absorber very high high medium low very low negligible 

 Window very high high medium low very low negligible 

 Flow channel very high high medium low very low negligible 

Table 4.19 summarizes the upper and lower limits for the different criteria of the value of 
benefit analysis. 
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Table 4.19: Limits for target scale 

Criteria Configuration 

 pin= 1bar pin= 1bar 

Δpmin, Δpmax (%) 0, 10 0, 4 

umin, umax (%) 50, 200 

Tw,min, Tw,max (°C) 800, 930 

Figure 4.37 shows the utility functions for the pressure drop, the material utilization, and the 
maximal window temperature graphically. 

  

 

Figure 4.37: Utility functions for value of benefit analysis 

4.5.2 Values of benefit 
In this section the values of benefit of the different designs are presented. First, Figure 4.38 
presents the results of the value of benefit analysis of the flow channel modification. 

  

Figure 4.38: Value of benefit flow channel (A) 
pin = 1bar (left), pin = 3bar (right) 
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Considering all parameters the basic design A0 gives the highest value of benefit for both 
SPU configurations at a cavity height of 10mm. Apparently, the decrease of pressure drop of 
both modified flow channels A1 and A2 did not outweigh the increased window temperature, 
the slightly worse manufacturability, and slightly higher cost of these designs. 

Figure 4.39 summarizes the results of the absorber shape and both absorber properties 
modification. 

In the first row the values of benefit of the absorber shape modification are shown. All three 
designs give very similar results. However, regarding the position of the modification the V-
shaped design is clearly favorable. Even though the values of benefit of the different designs 
are very similar for the V-shaped position the design B3 gives the highest value of benefit for 
both SPU configurations. 

The second row presents the values of benefit of the first absorber properties modification. In 
general an increase cell diameter gives a slightly higher value of benefit. However, the 
difference between the different designs and their porosities is more significant. For both SPU 
configurations the design with the highest porosity is favorable.  

In the third row the values of benefit of the second absorber properties modification are 
shown. Not surprisingly the basic design D0 is favorable. It is the design that is favorable 
concerning all three parameters discussed before. Additionally, it is the simplest one. 

Figure 4.40 summarizes the results of the value of benefit analysis for the window shape and 
cooling modifications. In the first row the results of the window shape analysis are presented. 
According to the value of benefit analysis there is no good reason for a special shape of the 
window. 

The second row presents the values of benefit of the external window cooling. For both SPU 
configurations external cooling of the window with ambient air increases the value of benefit 
by about 20 percent to the uncooled design. The dependence on the cooling mass flow above 
5 g/s is almost negligible. External cooling with receiver inlet air on the other hand does not 
provide any significant additional value of benefit. 

In the third row the values of benefit of the internal window cooling are shown. Again, 
cooling with ambient air provides additional value of benefit compared to the uncooled 
design. However, the increase is smaller than the increase due to external cooling. Moreover, 
the results are based on partly inconsistent data. Internal cooling with receiver inlet air on the 
other hand does not provide any significant additional value of benefit. 
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 Figure 4.39: Value of benefit absorber modifications (B), (C), and (D) 
pin = 1bar (left), pin = 3bar (right) 
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 Figure 4.40: Value of benefit window modifications (E), (F), and (G) 
pin = 1bar (left), pin = 3bar (right) 
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4.5.3 Decision  
Combining the designs with the highest values of benefit should give the best design for both 
SPU configurations. For the studies A through E this is pretty much straight forward. The 
combination of the basic flow channel A0 with a cavity height of 10mm, a V-shaped absorber 
B3, with the porosity of the design C3 (ε=0.95) and a cell diameter of 4mm that are spatially 
constant (cp. design C1), and an unmodified window shape should give the best result. 

As far as the cooling is concerned external cooling has distinct advantage over internal 
cooling. However, the analyses showed that a working receiver can be built without cooling 
as well. In order to make the solar receiver for the SPU as simple as possible it will be 
designed without window cooling at all. Nevertheless, if tests show that the window 
temperature gets to high it is recommended to implement external cooling with ambient air. 
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5. DETAILED STUDY 
In this section the receiver design that was chosen on basis of the main study is analyzed and 
a prototype is designed. Furthermore, the COMSOL model is verified using the Flow 
Modeling Simulation Software ANSYS FLUENT. The analysis is done in three dimensions 
so that the model can be used for a CFD analysis of the whole receiver including inflow and 
outflow from and to adjacent components in a future work. 

5.1 Design analysis 
Based on the main study Figure 5.1 shows the chosen receiver design. 

 
Figure 5.1: Receiver design 

According to the value of benefit analysis the optimal cavity height H is 10 mm, the optimal 
porosity of the absorber 95 percent, and the optimal cell diameter Φ is 4 mm. As described 
earlier the minimal absorber length L is a function of the porosity and the cell diameter. 
However, the absorber depth D was not investigated in the main study. 

5.1.1 Parameter study 
Therefore, a final parameter study on the cavity depth D is done. At the same time the cell 
diameter is varied as well because the main study showed almost no dependence of the 
investigated criteria on the cell diameter. One study is done with a cell diameter Φ of 4 mm 
and one with 2 mm. The cavity depth on the other hand is varied between zero and 40 mm. 

The results of this final parameter study are summarized in Figure 5.2. The first row shows 
the material utilization. The trends are quite similar for both SPU configurations. For both 
configurations and both cell diameters a clear trend is visible. Apparently, a cavity depth D of 
20 to 25 mm gives the lowest material utilization. Surprisingly, the smaller cell diameter 
gives lower material utilization resulting in a margin of safety of about 40 percent for both 
configurations. 
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pin = 1 bar pin = 3 bar 

  

  

  

Figure 5.2: Chosen receiver design cell diameter variation 
pin = 1bar (left), pin = 3bar (right) 
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The reason for this can be seen in Figure 5.3. For both cell diameters the temperature 
distribution is relatively similar. Moreover, the maximal absorber temperature only differs 
about 45°C. The absorber with the bigger cell diameter experiences higher compressive 
stresses compared to the absorber with the smaller cell diameter because of its greater length. 
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Figure 5.3: Temperature distribution and material stresses inside the absorber 

Φ=2mm (left), Φ=4mm (right) 

The results shown in Figure 5.3 are both designs operating at atmospheric conditions.  

In the second row of Figure 5.2 the pressure drop is presented. For both configurations a 
higher cavity depth D results in a lower pressure drop. The reasons for that are not obvious. 
The most likely reason is that path length of some fluid decreases because the thickness of the 
absorber at some points decreases with increasing cavity depth. 

The third row of Figure 5.2 shows the maximal window temperature. As expected the higher 
cell diameter results in smaller window temperatures. However, the difference between the 
two different cell diameters is relatively small. It is worth mentioning that the minimal 
window temperature appears at same depth as the minimal material utilization. As far as the 
dependence of the window temperature of the cavity depth is concerned the same trend as for 
the cavity height H in the main study can be seen. If the cavity depth is decreased the window 
temperature increases because the increase in radiative heat transfer between the absorber 
surface and the window is bigger than the increase in convective cooling. On the other hand if 
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the cavity depth is increased too much the decrease in radiative heat transfer is lower than the 
decrease in convective cooling due to lower velocities. 

5.1.2 Evaluation and decision 
In order to evaluate the conflicting parameters in Figure 5.2 the same value of benefit analysis 
as in the main study analysis is done. Figure 5.4 shows the results for said analysis.  

pin = 1 bar pin = 3 bar 

  

Figure 5.4: Value of benefit 
pin = 1bar (left), pin = 3bar (right) 

The trend for both SPU configurations is similar. In most cases the decrease in material 
utilization outweighs the increase of the window temperature. 

For the atmospheric configuration and the pressurized configuration a cavity depth of 25 and 
20 mm gives the highest value of benefit. Due to the fact that the pressurized configuration is 
generally preferable and due to simplicity reasons a cavity depth of 20 mm for both 
configurations is chosen. 

Based on the main study and the previous final parameter study Table 5.1 summarizes the 
final design parameters. 

Table 5.1: Final design parameters 

Parameter Configuration 

 pin = 1bar pin = 3bar 

Cavity height H (mm) 10 10 

Cavity depth D (mm) 20 20 

Absorber porosity ε (%) 95 95 

Absorber cell diameter Φ (mm) 2 2 
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5.1.3 Results and discussion 

Table 5.2 summarizes the main results for the chosen designs based on Table 5.1 for both 
SPU configurations. 

Table 5.2: Main results  

Results Configuration 

 pin = 1bar pin = 3bar 

Outlet temperature Tout (°C) 722.54 822.17 

Mass flow difference Δṁ (%) < 1 < 1 

Thermal efficiency ηth (%) 83.32 84.83 

Pressure drop Δp (%) 8.39 1.16 

Maximal window temperature Tw,max (°C) 859.17 872.74 

Maximal material utilization window uw,max (%) 
 Decoupled 
 Coupled 

 
11.47 

309.02 

 
55.86 
392.89 

Maximal absorber temperature Tabs,max (°C) 1053.50 1120.20 

Maximal material utilization absorber uabs,max (%) 
 Ceramics absorber 
 Metal absorber 

 
71.3 

435.6 

 
70.4 

428.3 

Maximal tube temperature Ttube (°C) 561.97 659.08 

In Table 5.2 it can be seen that the thermal efficiency for the pressurized configuration is 
higher than for the atmospheric configuration despite the fact that the window temperature for 
the pressurized configuration is higher than in the atmospheric configuration. However, it has 
to be considered that the mass flow in both configurations is subjected to a numerical error of 
± 1 percent from inlet to outlet. Moreover, the mass averaging technique used to calculate the 
equivalent outlet temperature according to equation 4.92 is subject to inaccuracies as well. 
Considering these two inaccuracies it is not obvious which configuration gives the best 
thermal efficiency. However, it can be said that the difference in thermal efficiency between 
the two configurations is relatively small. 

The pressure drop on the other hand is quite different for the two configurations. It can be 
concluded with high certainty that from a pressure drop point of view the pressurized 
configuration is preferable. 

As far as the window temperature is concerned the atmospheric configuration has a slight 
advantage compared to the pressurized configuration. Nevertheless, the difference is not as 
high as expected considering that the difference in inlet temperature is 100°C. The material 
utilization for both the atmospheric and pressurized configurations is within acceptable limits. 
However, it has to be mentioned that it is very important to design the window mounting in a 
way that the tubes and the window are can move radially more or less independent. This is 
important because the thermal expansion of the steel tubes is about 30 times higher than the 
one of silica glass. 

From an absorber material utilization point of view the two configurations are almost 
equivalent. However, it can clearly be seen that a ceramic absorber is able to withstand the 
stresses whereas a metallic absorber is not even though the maximal temperature is below the 
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maximal operating temperature for both materials. The main reason for the poor performance 
of the metal receiver is due to the fact that its tensile strength decreases quite rapidly with 
increased temperatures as well as its higher thermal expansion factor. 

And finally, the maximal temperatures in the metallic tubes of the receiver are similar for 
both configurations as well. Furthermore, they are lower than expected. 

5.2 Verification 
In order to verify the COMSOL model the chosen receiver design is modeled in the 
computational fluid dynamics program ANSYS FLUENT. 

5.2.1 Modeling 
The fluid flow model is based on the same equations as the COMSOL model in a slightly 
different notation. However, it is based on the momentum equation described in equation 
4.100 for the free flow and an extended momentum equation described in equation 4.101 for 
the fluid flow within the absorber. 

In the COMSOL model it was not mentioned how turbulence was modeled. In this model the 
turbulence modeling is based on the standard k-ε model. This model is based on following 
transport equations for the turbulence kinetic energy k and the dissipation rate ε. 
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“Here Gk denotes the generation of turbulence kinetic energy due to mean velocity gradients, 
Gb the generation of turbulence kinetic energy due to buoyancy, YM the contribution of the 
fluctuating dilatation in compressible turbulence to the overall dissipation rate, C1ε, C2ε, and 
C3ε are constant. σk and σε are the turbulent Prandtl numbers for k and ε respectively. Sk and 
Sε are user-defined source terms.” [97] 

The heat transfer in fluid is based on the energy equation 
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where ρ is the fluid density, cp is specific heat capacity at constant pressure, e the specific 
total energy, p the pressure, keff the thermal effective conductivity, τeff the deviatoric stress 

tensor, u�⃗  the velocity, and Sh a volumetric heat source.  
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The effective conductivity is defined as 

 𝑘𝑒𝑓𝑓 = 𝑘 + 𝑘𝑡   �
𝑊
𝑚𝐾

� ( 5.4) 

where k is the laminar conductivity and kt the turbulent conductivity defined according to the 
turbulence model used. For the standard k-ε model the turbulent thermal conductivity is 
defined as 

 𝑘𝑡 =
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where µt is the turbulent dynamic viscosity and Prt the turbulent Prandtl number. 

The specific total energy is calculated as 
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where h is sensible enthalpy h. 

In the fluid flow model a couple of material properties had to be specified. The following two 
models are based on FLUENT theory guide [97]. The dynamic viscosity µ of the fluid is 
calculates according to Sutherland’s law 
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where µref is the reference viscosity, T the static temperature, Tref the reference temperature, S 
the Sutherland constant. Furthermore, the thermal conductivity k of the fluid is calculates the 
kinetic theory law 
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where R is the universal gas constant, Mw the molecular weight, dynamic viscosity µ, and cp 
the specific heat capacity at constant pressure. 

The heat transfer in the solid regions is based on the following energy equation 
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where ρ is the solid density, h the sensible enthalpy, u�⃗  the velocity of the solid, k the thermal 
conductivity, and Sh a volumetric heat source. The sensible enthalpy is defined as  

 ℎ = � 𝑐𝑝𝑑𝑇
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where Tref and T are the and actual temperature, and cp the specific heat capacity at constant 
pressure. 
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Unfortunately, FLUENT does not support the non-thermal equilibrium calculation within 
porous media either. Therefore, the solid of the absorber is modeled using a user-defined-
scalar (UDS) and user-defined-functions (UDF). The code can be found in Appendix B: User 
defined function in FLUENT. The coupling between the solid and fluid is done the same way 
as in the COMSOL model using a volumetric heat source in order to account for the 
convective heat transfer according to equation 4.103. Inside the solid of the absorber the 
thermal conductivity accounts for the effective thermal conductivity and the radiative thermal 
conductivity according to equation 4.106. 

The absorption of solar radiation within the window is again modeled as a spatially constant 
heat source according to equation 4.53. In the remaining solids i.e. the flow channel tubes the 
volumetric heat source is zero. 

Since the radiation between the absorber surface and the window is important is taken into 
account as well. The radiative heat transfer is calculated using the discrete ordinate method 
(DOM) that is based on the radiative transfer equation (RTE) specified in equation 4.16 and 
equation 4.18. On the front surface the absorber the emission term of the RTE is modified so 
that the emission is based on the solid temperature instead of the fluid temperature (see 
Appendix B: User defined function in FLUENT, DEFINE_DOM_SOURCE). Due to the fact 
that the solid of the absorber does not exist physically in the model the absorption of thermal 
radiation on the absorber front surface has to be accounted for specially. The most practical 
way is to set the absorption of the fluid at the absorber surface to the absorption value of the 
solid. Thus the emitted thermal radiation of the solid is absorbed by the fluid in the same way 
as it would be by the solid. This approach does not reflect reality but is the closest that can be 
done in FLUENT. Outside the absorber the fluid is again considered as a radiative non-
participation gas. 

The main boundary conditions for this model are the same as for the COMSOL model as 
shown in Table 4.15. Additionally, turbulence parameters need to be specified at the inlet. 

As in the COMSOL model the window does not participates in thermal radiation process. The 
boundary between the fluid and the window is considered to be opaque. The thermal radiation 
passing through the window is considered in the same way as in the COMSOL model. That 
means that the irradiation at the boundary is reduces by the transmitted amount as described 
in equation 4.110 (see Appendix B: User defined function in FLUENT, 
DEFINE_DOM_FLUX). Furthermore, on the outside of the window radiation to the ambient 
and natural convective cooling is considered according to equation 4.112. 

5.2.2 Meshing 
The meshing for the FLUENT model is done in ANSYS ICEM. Figure 5.5 shows the surface 
mesh for one quarter of the absorber. As said before the reason to model the receiver in three 
dimensions is that in a future analyses the whole receiver including inflow and outflow from 
and to adjacent components has to be analyzed. The surface mesh consists of quadrangular 
elements and the volume mesh of hexahedral elements. 
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Figure 5.5: Mesh in ANSYS ICEM 

Figure 5.6 shows the overall mesh quality for the above shown mesh. Since the geometry is 
relatively simple the worst element quality is 0.6. Moreover, almost 90 percent of the 
elements have a quality above 0.9.  

 
Figure 5.6: Mesh quality 
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5.2.3 Results and discussion 
The main results of the computational fluid dynamics simulation in ANSYS FLUENT are 
summarized in Table 5.3. 

Table 5.3: Main FLUENT results  

Results Configuration 

 pin = 1bar pin = 3bar 

Outlet temperature Tout (°C) 726.72 820.61 

Mass flow difference Δṁ (%) < 0.006 < 0.0008 

Thermal efficiency ηth (%) 84.43 84.41 

Pressure drop Δp (%) 6.09 0.83 

Maximal window temperature Tw,max (°C) 898.64 915.85 

Maximal material utilization window uw,max (%) 
 Decoupled 
 Coupled 

 
- 
- 

 
- 
- 

Maximal absorber temperature Tabs,max (°C) 1060.55 1141.36 

Maximal material utilization absorber uabs,max (%) 
 Ceramics absorber 
 Metal absorber 

 
- 
- 

 
- 
- 

Maximal tube temperature Ttube (°C) 569.55 664.88 

Since FLUENT is a pure CFD program solid mechanics calculations are not possible. Thus 
the results do neither include material utilization of the window nor the absorber. However, 
the material temperature within the solid of the absorber was modeled. The difference of the 
material temperature for both configurations is less than 2 percent. 

In Table 5.3 in the first row the fluid outlet temperature is presented. The difference between 
the FLUENT and COMSOL calculations presented in Table 5.2 are within 5°C. Fortunately, 
the numerical error concerning the mass flow is negligible. Therefore, the calculated thermal 
efficiencies are more trustworthy especially because the efficiency of the pressurized 
configuration is slightly smaller than the one of the atmospheric configuration. As described 
at the beginning of section 5.2 the only losses to the ambient are losses at the window. Thus 
these efficiencies make sense because the window temperature of the pressurized 
configuration is higher than the atmospheric one. 

As far as the pressure drop is concerned the same trend as in the COMSOL model can be 
seen. It is obvious that the pressurized configuration is preferable. However, for both 
configurations the difference to the COMSOL model is almost 30 percent. 

From a window temperature point of view the simulation shows the same trend as the 
COMSOL model. Apparently, the window temperature for the pressurized configuration is 
only about 15°C higher than of the atmospheric one despite the fact the inlet temperature is 
100°C higher. Nevertheless, the general temperature level is about 40°C higher the in the 
previous analysis. Unfortunately, the reason for this deviation cannot be explained. 

And finally, in the last row of Table 5.3 the maximal temperatures of the metallic tubes are 
presented. Again, the temperatures are relatively low and the difference to the COMSOL 
model is almost negligible. 
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5.2.4 Conclusion 
Depending on the considered parameter the results of the two analyses agree more or less 
well. Regarding the fluid outlet temperature, the thermal efficiency, and the tube temperatures 
the agreement is relatively good. As far as the pressure drop and the window temperature are 
concerned the deviation is quite significant. Nevertheless, the FLUENT simulation shows that 
the general trends in the COMSOL analysis are viable. Moreover, both analyses are based on 
numerous simplifications and assumption. Thus the results of both analyses need to be 
experimentally validated.  

5.3 Prototype 
Based on the results of the design analysis and the verification a prototype is design. First of 
all, the materials for the key components need to be determined. 

5.3.1 Materials 
One of the key components is undoubted the glass window. Basically, three different 
materials that can withstand the high expected temperatures are available. Their temperature 
stability and properties have already been presented in Table 4.3 and Table 4.5 respectively. 
Both the design analysis and the verification showed that glass temperatures below the 
maximal continuous working temperature of all three glasses can be expected. The decisions 
can therefore be based on availability and costs of the material. This has to be done when the 
prototype is actually built. As far as the sealing of the glass against the window is concerned 
the most suitable material are high temperature gaskets.  

The second key component is the absorber. As shown in Table 5.2 metallic absorbers are not 
suitable for this application because of the high material utilization. Ceramic absorbers on the 
other hand are able to withstand the high solar fluxes and the thermal stresses are below 
permissible limits. As discussed earlier in section 4.1.1 silicon carbide is a commonly used 
material in solar receivers. All analyses were conducted using this material and the results are 
promising. Therefore, silicon carbide should be used as an absorber material for this 
prototype. 

The last key components are the metallic tubes building the body of the receiver. Both the 
design analysis and the verification showed that the temperature levels inside the tubes do not 
exceed 700°C. Numerous austenitic steel alloys are suitable for theses temperatures. Table 5.4 
show suitable materials. 

Table 5.4: Austenitic steel alloys 

Material Reference 

INCONELL Alloy 718 Bibus Metals [98] 

INCOLOY Alloy 800H/HT Bibus Metals [99] 

INCOLOY Alloy 825 Bibus Metals [100] 

WASPALOY Special Metals [101] 

HASTELLOY X Alloy Haynes [102] 

Outokumpu 252 MA Outokumpu [62] 
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All above mentioned materials are able to withstand the expected temperature levels. 
However, there are differences in the machinability and weldability. For this prototype 
Outokumpu’s 252 MA is chosen. This is based on its relatively good machinability and its 
very good weldability. Furthermore, KTH has experience with this material. 

5.3.2 Drawings 
Based on the design analysis drawings for the prototype are issued. The assembly of the 
prototype can be seen in Appendix C: Receiver assembly. 

5.3.3 Description 
In the prototype design a couple of components need to be described. The most important 
thing to mention is that the prototype is designed in a very modular way allowing the change 
and modification of most parts with little effort.  

The first component of interest is the secondary CPC which is optional. The first test will be 
done without a secondary CPC. However, the prototype is designed in a way that a secondary 
CPC can easily be added. 

As mentioned in the objectives of the preliminary study in section 3.2 the prototype needs to 
be designed in a way that different absorbers and configurations can be tested. Therefore, the 
inner tube that supports the absorber can easily be removed in order to change the absorber. 
Furthermore, the axial position of the absorber in relation to the glass window can easily be 
adjusted by distance plates. 

In order to test different flow channel shapes the front part of the other flow channel is 
changeable without big efforts. 

Finally, to ensure a uniform fluid inflow a mixing box is added. The air enters the box form a 
single inflow tube. From there it passes through six holes around the perimeter into the outer 
tube of the receiver.  
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6. CONCLUSIONS 
This chapter summarizes and presents the main results are summarized. Furthermore, an 
analysis and interpretation of the results as well as remarks are presented. Finally, possible 
future work is presented. 

6.1 Summary of results 
Four basic solar receiver types were identified in section 2: tubular, volumetric, heat pipe and 
solid particle receiver. Of these, the solid particle receiver type was deemed unsuitable for 
integration into the SPU. The remaining tubular, volumetric and heat pipe designs were 
evaluated in section 3. The heat transfer analysis revealed that tubular designs were unable to 
operate at the high solar irradiance levels that are expected in the solar polygeneration unit. In 
theory heat pipe receivers are able to withstand these high irradiance levels. However, a 
thorough review of the literature revealed that for practical applications the heat pipe receiver 
irradiance limits are well below what is theoretically expected. Volumetric receivers were 
found to be the only type capable of withstanding the high irradiance levels expected. In 
addition, as one of the configurations within the solar polygeneration unit is to be pressurized 
the most suitable receiver type was found to be the closed volumetric receiver. 

Considering closed volumetric receivers, the preliminary study showed that the metallic and 
ceramic foam and metallic and ceramic honeycomb structures were the most suitable 
absorbers. Further review of the literature revealed identified that honeycomb structures have 
a problem concerning flow stability which can lead to local hot spots and overheating of the 
absorber. Therefore these were eliminated from consideration and additional analyses of 
closed volumetric receivers were conducted with metallic and ceramic foam absorbers. 

Major design challenges were identified by a situation analysis. Using a multi-objective 
optimization tool and a relatively simple numerical heat transfer model a set of Pareto-optimal 
solutions was obtained showing the tradeoff between pressure drop and material temperatures 
especially the window temperature. This demonstrated already that from a pressure drop point 
of view the pressurized configuration is clearly favorable. 

A parameter study was conducted based on the situation analysis to improve specific aspects 
of the initial design. This incorporated a value of benefit analysis of the different designs with 
the objective of selecting a design which best satisfied the objectives discussed in section 4.2. 
The study showed that the parameters with the most positive impact on the objectives were 
the absorber properties and the absorber shape. Variation in flow channel shape also 
demonstrated positive effects on the objectives although not as significant. External window 
cooling with ambient air improved the window temperature quite significantly without 
decreasing the thermal efficiency too much. Due decreases of the value of benefit or 
insignificant improvements, internal window cooling, external window cooling with receiver 
inlet air and modification of the window shape are not recommended. 

In a final detailed study the chosen design was analyzed and the model verified using a more 
complex computational fluid dynamics software. While the results of the two models had 
some differences, overall the main trends and results were found to be valid.   
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Overall, it was found that by applying the suggested modifications a receiver could be 
designed that was able to operate under the specific expected conditions of the solar 
polygeneration unit. For both the atmospheric and pressurized configurations material 
temperatures and stresses are expected to be below the permissible limits. Mechanically 
decoupling of both the window and the absorber from their surrounding parts was found to be 
very important; enabling them to expand more or less independently with changing 
temperatures. Ceramic was found to be the only feasible absorber material. Although the 
maximum material temperatures were below the maximum operating temperature, thermal 
stresses inside the material were much higher than the permissible stresses. The pressurized 
configuration was found to be much more preferable than the atmospheric configuration. 
Depending on the tool used, the pressure drop for the pressurized design was shown to be 
between 0.83 and 1.15 percent whereas for the atmospheric design it was found to be between 
6.09 and 8.39 percent. The achieved thermal efficiencies were about 84 percent for both 
configurations.  

6.2 Analysis and interpretation 
One of the most important conclusions that can be drawn from this study concerns the 
operating pressure of closed volumetric receivers. Each analysis clearly showed that the 
pressurized configuration outperformed the atmospheric configuration assuming the same 
mass flow. This is based on two facts. First, the pressure drop within a foam absorber has a 
quadratic dependency on the velocity as shown in equation 2.1. Additionally, the velocity is 
proportional to the operating pressure. Thus the pressure drop is dependent on the operating 
pressure. Second, high velocities at low operating pressures lead to higher pressure losses due 
to the contraction of the flow channel before the window. This means that the higher the 
operating pressure the better. However, material stresses due to the pressure difference 
between the inside and outside of the window, limit the maximum operating pressure. 
Depending on the design of the glass window the maximum operating pressure is about 30 to 
50 bar [26]. 

There are two reasons why ceramic materials are more suitable than metallic materials for 
solar receivers with high irradiance levels. First, the liner thermal expansion coefficient of 
metal is about four times higher than that of ceramic resulting in higher thermal stresses. 
Second, the strength of metals decreases rapidly with increased temperature whereas the 
strength of ceramics remains more or less constant. These properties highlight that ceramic 
materials are much more suitable than metallic materials for absorbers. 

Absorber properties and shape had the most positive influence on the objectives of all 
investigated parameters. In particular, the absorber porosity had a strong influence on the 
radiation absorption within the absorber and thus the temperature of the solid. A higher 
porosity resulted in a more even distribution of absorption and decreased temperature 
differences and thus thermal stresses. Therefore, higher porosities were beneficial even 
though they resulted in a slightly higher pressure drop. 

The absorber shape also influenced the objectives quite significantly. At the highest 
irradiation levels, a well-chosen absorber surface shape was found to increase the fluid flow 
velocity in the center of the absorber without significantly increasing the pressure drop. This 
increased heat transfer from the center of the absorber resulted in decreased material stresses. 
However, no generalized shape can be recommended and each design requires separate 
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analysis. This is mainly because a tradeoff was observed between the convective heat cooling 
of the window and the radiative heat transfer to the window by decreasing the distance 
between absorber and window surface. 

It can be concluded, that when properly designed, volumetric solar receivers for small scale 
solar polygeneration units are feasible. 

6.3 Remarks 
This work was based on a couple of assumptions and simplifications. First of all, the 
irradiance and its distribution at the receiver front surface are subject to significant 
uncertainty. For more accurate results this has to be evaluated in more detail using ray tracing 
techniques. 

The relatively high thermal efficiencies of the receiver might be explained by the relatively 
closed system view during this work. Only reflection losses of the impinging radiation, 
natural convection losses and radiation losses at the window front surface were considered. In 
order to gain more significant results concerning the thermal efficiency losses of the receiver 
body both to the ambient and adjacent parts need to be considered. However, even though the 
absolute efficiency might not be accurate the comparison between the different designs is still 
valid because the error for each design remains almost constant. 

Most of the thermal and radiative properties of the receiver components have been considered 
constant regarding the temperature and/or the radiation spectrum. Especially, the 
consideration of the spectral dependence of the absorber extinction coefficient will improve 
these results. The conditions for the radiative conduction model inside the absorber were also 
not fulfilled. 

6.4 Future work 
A couple of challenges could be addresses for the continuation of this work. Firstly, the 
boundary conditions could be experimentally verified especially the irradiation and its 
distribution at the focal plane. Second, a more suitable heat transfer model accounting for the 
thermal radiation exchange in the absorber material could be applied to improve the results. 

Aside from flow stability problems honeycomb structures were found to be promising 
absorber materials. Future work could include a more detailed analysis of these structures. 

Before building the receiver to be tested in the solar polygeneration unit an analysis of the 
whole receiver could be beneficial. This should include in and outflow from and to adjacent 
components as well as heat transfer to and from adjacent components. Heat transfer due to 
radiation that is not focused onto the focal spot should also be accounted for. Subsequently, 
the final receiver design should be built and tested within the solar polygeneration unit to 
verify the results of this work. 

The greatest challenge will be in considering the function of the receiver under non-steady 
state conditions. This work is not able to make any statements about the behavior of the 
receiver if the solar load and/or the inlet conditions to the receiver change. In this worst case 
scenario this could lead to local overheating and failure of receiver components. This 
reinforces the importance of conducting tests on the built system. 
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8.1 Appendix A: Numerical model in MATLAB 

8.1.1 Receiver specifications 
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- % 
%   RECEIVER SPECIFICATIONS     % 
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- % 
 
o = struct;                         % variable containing all specifications  % 
 
%------------------------------------LIGHT SOURCE --------------------------------------------------------- % 
o.light.flux=in.n*5.355*10^3;           % [W] … radiant power before win. % 
 %  n = number of lamps % 
o.light.focalspot.D=0.100;              % [m] … diameter of focal spot % 
o.light.focalspot.A=pi/4*o.light.focalspot.D^2;   % [m^2] … area of focal spot % 
o.light.irradiance.mean= % [W/m^2] … mean irradiance  % 
 o.light.flux/o.light.focalspot.A;   
o.light.irradiance.distribution=0.1;    % [-] … irradiance distribution fact. %  
 %  delta=I0(r=R)/I0(r=0) % 
o.light.irradiance.peak= % [W/m^2] … peak irradiance % 
 o.light.irradiance.mean* 
 log(o.light.irradiance.distribution)/(exp(log(o.light.irradiance.distribution))-1); 
 
%------------------------------------HEAT EXCHANGER ---------------------------------------------------- % 
%------------------------------------------- dimensions ---------------------------------------------------------- % 
o.tube.inner.d=0.100;                     % [m] … diameter inner tube % 
o.tube.outer.d=0.150;                     % [m] … diameter outer tube % 
o.tube.inner.s=0.005;                     % [m] … wall thickness inner tube % 
o.tube.outer.s=0.005;                    % [m] … wall thickness outer tube % 
o.tube.inner.L=0.100;                     % [m] … length heat exchanger % 
o.tube.outer.L=0.100; 
o.tube.inner.D=o.tube.inner.d+o.tube.inner.s; % [m] … outer diameter inner tube % 
o.tube.outer.D=o.tube.outer.d+o.tube.outer.s; % [m] … outer diameter outer tube % 
o.tube.inner.A=pi/4*o.tube.inner.d^2;                 % [m^2] … area inner tube % 
o.tube.outer.A= % [m^2] … area outer tube % 
 pi/4*(o.tube.outer.d^2-o.tube.inner.D^2);  
o.tube.inner.Dh=o.tube.inner.d;                     % [m] … hydraulic diam. inner tube % 
o.tube.outer.Dh=4*o.tube.outer.A/(pi*o.tube.outer.D+pi*o.tube.inner.d);  
 % [m] … hydraulic diam. outer tube % 
%-------------------------------------- thermal properties ------------------------------------------------------  % 
o.tube.inner.k=24;                      % [W/(m*K)] … therm. conduct.  % 
o.tube.outer.k=22;                      % [W/(m*K)] … therm. conduct.  % 
%--------------------------------- fluid mechanics properties -------------------------------------------------- % 
o.tube.inner.K=0.2*10^-3;                % [m] … absolute roughness % 
o.tube.outer.K=0.2*10^-3;                % [m] … absolute roughness % 
 
%------------------------------------------ABSORBER --------------------------------------------------------- % 
%------------------------------------------- dimensions ---------------------------------------------------------  % 
o.absorber.inner.d=0;                    % [m] … inner diameter absorber % 
o.absorber.inner.D=o.tube.inner.d;      % [m] … outer diameter absorber % 
o.absorber.inner.R=o.absorber.inner.D/2; % [m] … outer radius absorber % 
o.absorber.inner.A=pi/4*o.absorber.inner.D^2; % [m^2] … area absorber % 
%-------------------------------------- thermal properties ------------------------------------------------------- % 
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o.absorber.inner.porosity=Xspec(2);           % [-] … porosity (0-1) % 
o.absorber.inner.phi=Xspec(3);              % [m] … cell diameter % 
o.absorber.inner.dp= % [m] … average particle diameter % 
 (1.5/2.3)*o.absorber.inner.phi*(4/(3*pi)* 
 (1-o.absorber.inner.porosity))^(1/2)/(1-(4/(3*pi)*(1-o.absorber.inner.porosity))^(1/2)); 
o.absorber.inner.conductivity=120;       % [W/(mK)] … conductivity solid % 
o.absorber.inner.keff= % [W/(mK)] … eff. cond. solid % 
 o.absorber.inner.conductivity*(1-o.absorber.inner.porosity);  
%--------------------------------------- optical properties ------------------------------------------------------ % 
o.absorber.inner.emissivity=0.8;  % [-] … emissivity (0-1) % 
o.absorber.inner.Kcoefficient=4.8;         % [-] … coeff. for extinction coeff. %  
o.absorber.inner.extinctioncoefficient= % [1/m] … extinction coefficient % 
 o.absorber.inner.Kcoefficient/o.absorber.inner.phi*(1-o.absorber.inner.porosity); 
%--------------------------------- fluid mechanics properties ------------------------------------------------- % 
o.absorber.inner.E1=150;                 % [-] … Ergun constant 1 % 
o.absorber.inner.E2=1.75;               % [-] … Ergun constant 2 % 
o.absorber.inner.permeability= % [m^2] specific permeability % 
 (o.absorber.inner.dp^2/o.absorber.inner.E1)* 
 (o.absorber.inner.porosity^3/((1-o.absorber.inner.porosity)^2)); 
o.absorber.inner.inertiacoefficient= % [-] … inertia coefficient % 
 o.absorber.inner.E2/(o.absorber.inner.E1^0.5*o.absorber.inner.porosity^1.5); 
%------------------------------------ dimensions continued ---------------------------------------------------- % 
o.absorber.inner.absorption = 0.99; % [-] … absorption of radiation  % 
o.absorber.inner.L =  % [m] … minimal absorber length % 
 -1/o.absorber.inner.extinctioncoefficient * log (1-o.absorber.inner.absorption); 
o.absorber.inner.V= % [m^3] … absorber volume % 
 o.absorber.inner.A*o.absorber.inner.L; 
%----------------------------- finite volume method parameters --------------------------------------------- % 
% [-] … number of nodes incl. boundary CV inlet/outlet in axial direction % 
o.absorber.inner.n=20; 
o.absorber.inner.deltax= % [m] … axial spatial resolution % 
 o.absorber.inner.L/o.absorber.inner.n;  
% [-] … number of nodes incl. boundary CV inlet/outlet in radial direction  % 
o.absorber.inner.p=15;  
o.absorber.inner.deltar= % [m] … radial spatial resolution % 
 o.absorber.inner.R/o.absorber.inner.p;  
[o.absorber.inner.grid.R, o.absorber.inner.grid.X]= % meshgrid for ploting  % 
 meshgrid(0.5:1:o.absorber.inner.p-0.5, 0.5:1:o.absorber.inner.n-0.5); 
 
%-------------------------------------------WINDOW ----------------------------------------------------------- % 
%------------------------------------------- dimensions ---------------------------------------------------------  % 
o.window.D=0.100;                        % [m] … diameter of glass window % 
o.window.s=0.005; % [m]… thickness of glass window % 
o.window.A=pi/4*o.window.D^2; % [m^2] … window area % 
%-------------------------------------- thermal properties ------------------------------------------------------  % 
o.window.emissivity=0.8;                 % [-] … emissivity (0-1) % 
o.window.emissivityIR=0.8;               % [-] … emissivity (0-1) % 
o.window.k=2;                            % [W/(m*K)] …thermal conductivity % 
%------------------------------------ optical properties UV ----------------------------------------------------  % 
o.window.absorptivity=0.013;            % [-] … absorptivity (0-1) % 
o.window.reflectivity=0.136;             % [-] … reflectivity (0-1)  % 
o.window.transmissivity=0.851;           % [-] … transmissivity (0-1) % 
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%------------------------------------ optical properties IR------------------------------------------------------  % 
o.window.absorptivityIR=0.326;           % [-] … absorptivity (0-1) % 
o.window.reflectivityIR=0.125;          % [-] … reflectivity (0-1) % 
o.window.transmissivityIR=0.549;         % [-] … transmissivity (0-1) % 
%----------------------------- finite volume method parameters ---------------------------------------------- % 
o.window.grid.R=0.5:1:o.absorber.inner.p-0.5;    % grid for ploting  % 
 
%---------------------------------------------CAVITY ----------------------------------------------------------- % 
%------------------------------------------- dimensions ---------------------------------------------------------- % 
o.cavity.L=Xspec(1);  % [m] … cavity height % 
 
%---------------------------------------------CHECKS ----------------------------------------------------------  % 
if (o.absorber.inner.n < 2) 
    error('The inner absorber has to be divided in at least 3 CV in axial direction. n >= 3'); 
end 
 
if (o.absorber.inner.p < 2) 
    error('The inner absorber has to be divided in at least 3 CV in radial direction. p >= 3'); 
end 

8.1.2 Numerical system solver 
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- % 
%   SOLVING THE NUMERICAL SYSTEM    % 
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- % 
function [Tw, Tabs, T, T4i exitflag] = calculate_temperatures (Tfsolve0, m, o, in, g, T, Tcomponents) 
 %--------------------------------------------- constants ---------------------------------------------------------- % 
sigma=g.sigma; 
alphasf=    % specific surface area per unit volume    % 
 20.346*(1-o.absorber.inner.porosity)*o.absorber.inner.porosity^2/o.absorber.inner.dp; 
K = o.absorber.inner.extinctioncoefficient; % extinction coefficient    % 
 
deltax=o.absorber.inner.deltax;  % length of finite volume elements    % 
n=o.absorber.inner.n;            % number of CV including boundary CV at inlet and outlet % 
  
deltar=o.absorber.inner.deltar;  % radius of finite volume elements    % 
p=o.absorber.inner.p;            % number of CV including boundary CV at inlet and outlet % 
R=o.absorber.inner.R; 
 
% Options to display output % 
options=optimset('Display','iter', 'MaxFunEvals', 8000, 'MaxIter', 4000); 
 
% set names for solution vector indices %  
        c=1; 
        Ts_w = c;       c=c+p; 
            %internal window temperatures 
        Ts11 =c;        Ts00=Ts11-p-1;  c=c+(n*p); 
            % internal solid temperatures 
        T2=c;           c=c+1; 
        T3=c;           c=c+1; 
        T4=c;           c=c+1; 
        Tf11=c;         Tf00=Tf11-p-1;   c=c+n*p;  
            %internal fluid temperatures 
        T5=c;           c=c+1; 
        T6=c; 
 
% Call solver % 
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[Tfsolve,fval, exitflag] = fsolve(@nestedfun, Tfsolve0, options);   
function y=nestedfun(x) 
%heat exchanger: 1-2, 5-6 % 
        [UA, cp_o, cp_i] = UA_HX (m, o, in, [T(1), x(T2), x(T3), x(T4), x(T5), x(T6)]); 
        UA_HX_in_out=UA; 
        cph=cp_i;           cpmax=cph; 
        cpc=cp_o;           cpmin=cpc; 
  
        Cr=cpmin/cpmax; 
        NTU=UA_HX_in_out/(m*cpmin); 
        epsilon_NTU=(1-exp((-NTU)*(1-Cr)))/(1-Cr*exp((-NTU)*(1-Cr))); 
        Q_max=m*cpmin*(x(T5)-T(1)); 
        Q=epsilon_NTU*Q_max; 
  
% UA values % 
        Tcomponents.window=x(Ts_w); 
        Tcomponents.absorber.inner(1)=x(Ts11); 
        [h, hf, hv_i_temp] = 

UA_front (m, o, in, g, [T(1), x(T2), x(T3), x(T4), x(T5), x(T6)], Tcomponents); 
         
% HTCs % 
        hv_i = zeros(1, n);     %pre-allocation to increase speed 
        for i=1:n 
            for j=1:p 
                hv_i(i,j) = UA_abs_i (m, o, in, g, x(Tf00+i*p+j)); 
            end 
        end 
 
% Radiative heat transfer % 
        Rad_coeff=zeros(p,1); 
        for j=1:p 
            Fabs_glass = 1; 
            Rad_coeff(j) = 

sigma / ( ((1-o.absorber.inner.emissivity)/(o.absorber.inner.emissivity*((j*deltar)^2-((j-1)* 
deltar)^2)*pi())) + 1/(((j*deltar)^2-((j-1)*deltar)^2)*pi()*Fabs_glass)  
+ (1-o.window.emissivity)/(o.window.emissivity*((j*deltar)^2-((j-1)*deltar)^2)*pi()) ); 

        end 
         
% mean glass window temperature % 
        Tw_mean = 0; 
        for j=1:p 
            Tw_mean =  

Tw_mean + x(Ts_w+(j-1)) * ((j*deltar)^2-((j-1)*deltar)^2)*pi() / o.absorber.inner.A; 
        end 
 
% SYSTEM OF NON-LINEAR EQUATIONS (requirement: y(x)=0 (y,x,0 = vectors)) 
i=1; 
% SOLID phase 
% (2) Ts_w window 

Q =  Rad_coeff(0+1)*(x(Ts11)^4 –  
- o.window.emissivityIR/(1-o.window.reflectivityIR)*x(Ts_w)^4); 

Ew = ( Q/(deltar^2*pi()) + 
 o.window.emissivityIR*sigma*x(Ts_w)^4 ) / (1-o.window.reflectivityIR); 

e=1; 
y(e) = get_irradiation_w(0,o)*deltar^2*pi()*o.window.absorptivity % Srce 

- o.window.k*(2*pi()*deltar*o.window.s)*(x(Ts_w)-x(Ts_w+1))/deltar % Cd- 
- h*deltar^2*pi()*(x(Ts_w)-x(T3)) % Cv 
- sigma*o.window.emissivity*deltar^2*pi()*(x(Ts_w)^4-g.Tamb^4) % Rad 
- hf*deltar^2*pi()*(x(Ts_w)-g.Tamb) % Cvf 
+ Q - (deltar^2*pi())*Ew*o.window.transmissivityIR; % Rs 
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for j=1:(p-2) 

Q =  Rad_coeff(j+1)*(x(Ts11+j)^4 
- o.window.emissivityIR/(1-o.window.reflectivityIR)*x(Ts_w+j)^4); 

Ew = ( Q/((((j+1)*deltar)^2-(j*deltar)^2)*pi()) 
+ o.window.emissivityIR*sigma*x(Ts_w+j)^4 ) / (1-o.window.reflectivityIR); 

e=e+1; 
y(e) = get_irradiation_w(j,o)*(((j+1)*deltar)^2-(j*deltar)^2)*pi()*o.window.absorptivity % Srce 

+ o.window.k*(2*pi()*(j*deltar)*o.window.s)*(x(Ts_w+(j-1))-x(Ts_w+j))/deltar % Cdr+ 
- o.window.k*(2*pi()*((j+1)*deltar)*o.window.s)*(x(Ts11+j)-x(Ts11+(j+1)))/deltar % Cdr- 
- h*(((j+1)*deltar)^2-(j*deltar)^2)*pi()*(x(Ts_w+j)-x(T3)) % Cv 
- sigma*o.window.emissivity*(((j+1)*deltar)^2-(j*deltar)^2)*pi()*(x(Ts_w+j)^4- % Rad 
   g.Tamb^4) 
- hf*(((j+1)*deltar)^2-(j*deltar)^2)*pi()*(x(Ts_w+j)-g.Tamb) % Cvf 
+ Q -  ((((j+1)*deltar)^2-(j*deltar)^2)*pi())*Ew*o.window.transmissivityIR; % Rs 

end 
 

Q =  Rad_coeff((p-1)+1)*(x(Ts11+(p-1))^4 
- o.window.emissivityIR/(1-o.window.reflectivityIR)*x(Ts_w+(p-1))^4); 

Ew = ( Q/(((((p-1)+1)*deltar)^2-((p-1)*deltar)^2)*pi()) 
+ o.window.emissivityIR*sigma*x(Ts_w+(p-1))^4 ) / (1-o.window.reflectivityIR); 

e=e+1; 
y(e) = get_irradiation_w((p-1),o)* % Srce 

    ((((p-1)+1)*deltar)^2-((p-)*deltar)^2)*pi()*o.window.absorptivity 
+ o.window.k* % Cdr+ 
   (2*pi()*((p-1)*deltar)*o.window.s)*(x(Ts_w+(p-1)-1)-x(Ts_w+(p-1)))/deltar 
- h*((((p-1)+1)*deltar)^2-((p-1)*deltar)^2)*pi()*(x(Ts_w+(p-1))-x(T3)) % Cv 
- sigma*o.window.emissivity*((((p-1)+1)*deltar)^2-((p-1)*deltar)^2)*pi()* % Rad 
   (x(Ts_w+(p-1))^4-g.Tamb^4) 
- hf*((((p-1)+1)*deltar)^2-((p-1)*deltar)^2)*pi()*(x(Ts_w+(p-1))-g.Tamb) % Cvf 
+ Q - (((((p-1)+1)*deltar)^2-((p-1)*deltar)^2)*pi())*Ew*o.window.transmissivityIR;% Rs 

 
% (3) inner absorber: CV inlet  i=0 

e=e+1; 
y(e) = get_heat_source_2(0,0,o)*deltar^2*pi()*deltax % Srce 

- (o.absorber.inner.keff + 16*sigma/(3*K)*x(Ts11)^3)* % Cdr- 
   (2*pi()*deltar*deltax)*(x(Ts11)-x(Ts11+1))/deltar 
- o.absorber.inner.keff*(deltar^2*pi())*(x(Ts11)-x(Ts11+1*p))/deltax % Cdx- 
- hv_i(1,1)*(deltar^2*pi())*deltax*(x(Ts11)-x(Tf11)) % Cv 
- Rad_coeff(0+1)* % Rs 
   (x(Ts11)^4 - o.window.emissivityIR/(1-o.window.reflectivityIR)*x(Ts_w)^4); 

 
for j=1:(p-2) 

e=e+1; 
y(e) = get_heat_source_2(0,j,o)*(((j+1)*deltar)^2-(j*deltar)^2)*pi()*deltax % Srce 

+ o.absorber.inner.keff*(2*pi()*(j*deltar)*deltax)*(x(Ts11+(j-1))-x(Ts11+j))/deltar % Cdr+ 
- (o.absorber.inner.keff + 16*sigma/(3*K)*x(Ts11+j)^3)* % Cdr- 
   (2*pi()*((j+1)*deltar)*deltax)*(x(Ts11+j)-x(Ts11+(j+1)))/deltar 
- (o.absorber.inner.keff + 16*sigma/(3*K)*x(Ts11+j)^3)* % Cdx- 
   (((j+1)*deltar)^2-(j*deltar)^2)*pi()*(x(Ts11+j)-x(Ts11+1*p+j))/deltax  
- hv_i(1,(j+1))*(((j+1)*deltar)^2-(j*deltar)^2)*pi()*deltax*(x(Ts11+j)-x(Tf11+j)) % Cv 
- Rad_coeff(j+1)* % Rs 
   (x(Ts11+j)^4 - o.window.emissivityIR/(1-o.window.reflectivityIR)*x(Ts_w+j)^4); 

end 
 
e=e+1; 
y(e) = get_heat_source_2(0,(p-1),o)*((((p-1)+1)*deltar)^2-((p-1)*deltar)^2)*pi()*deltax % Srce 

+ (o.absorber.inner.keff + 16*sigma/(3*K)*x(Ts11+(p-1))^3)* % Cdr+ 
   (2*pi()*((p-1)*deltar)*deltax)*(x(Ts11+(p-1)-1)-x(Ts11+(p-1)))/deltar 
- (o.absorber.inner.keff + 16*sigma/(3*K)*x(Ts11+(p-1))^3)* % Cdx- 
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   ((((p-1)+1)*deltar)^2-((p-1)*deltar)^2)*pi()*(x(Ts11+(p-1))-x(Ts11+1*p+(p-1)))/deltax 
- hv_i(1,(p-1)+1)* % Cv 
   ((((p-1)+1)*deltar)^2-((p-1)*deltar)^2)*pi()*deltax*(x(Ts11+(p-1))-x(Tf11+(p-1))) 
- Rad_coeff((p-1)+1)* % Rs 
  (x(Ts11+(p-1))^4 - o.window.emissivityIR/(1-o.window.reflectivityIR)*x(Ts_w+(p-1))^4); 

 
j=1; 
% (4) inner absorber: CV i 
for i=1:(n-2) 

e=e+1; 
y(e) = get_heat_source_2(i,0,o)*deltar^2*pi()*deltax % Srce 

- (o.absorber.inner.keff + 16*sigma/(3*K)*x(Ts11+i*p)^3)*  % Cdr- 
   (2*pi()*deltar*deltax)*(x(Ts11+i*p)-x(Ts11+i*p+1))/deltar 
+ (o.absorber.inner.keff + 16*sigma/(3*K)*x(Ts11+i*p)^3)*  % Cdx+ 
   (deltar^2*pi())*(x(Ts11+i*p-1*p)-x(Ts11+i*p))/deltax 
- (o.absorber.inner.keff + 16*sigma/(3*K)*x(Ts11+i*p)^3)*  % Cdx- 
   (deltar^2*pi())*(x(Ts11+i*p)-x(Ts11+i*p+1*p))/deltax 
- hv_i(i+1,1)*(deltar^2*pi())*deltax*(x(Ts11+i*p)-x(Tf11+i*p)); % Cv 

for j=1:(p-2) 
e=e+1; 
y(e) = get_heat_source_2(i,j,o)*(((j+1)*deltar)^2-(j*deltar)^2)*pi()*deltax % Srce 

+ (o.absorber.inner.keff + 16*sigma/(3*K)*x(Ts11+i*p+j)^3)* % Cdr+ 
   (2*pi()*(j*deltar)*deltax)*(x(Ts11+i*p+(j-1))-x(Ts11+i*p+j))/deltar 
- (o.absorber.inner.keff + 16*sigma/(3*K)*x(Ts11+i*p+j)^3)* % Cdr- 
   (2*pi()*((j+1)*deltar)*deltax)*(x(Ts11+i*p+j)-x(Ts11+i*p+(j+1)))/deltar 
+ (o.absorber.inner.keff + 16*sigma/(3*K)*x(Ts11+i*p+j)^3)* % Cdx+ 
   (((j+1)*deltar)^2-(j*deltar)^2)*pi()*(x(Ts11+i*p-1*p+j)-x(Ts11+i*p+j))/deltax 
- (o.absorber.inner.keff + 16*sigma/(3*K)*x(Ts11+i*p+j)^3)* % Cdx- 
   (((j+1)*deltar)^2-(j*deltar)^2)*pi()*(x(Ts11+i*p+j)-x(Ts11+i*p+1*p+j))/deltax 
- hv_i(i+1,j+1)* % Cv 
   (((j+1)*deltar)^2-(j*deltar)^2)*pi()*deltax*(x(Ts11+i*p+j)-x(Tf11+i*p+j)); 

end 
e=e+1; 
y(e) = get_heat_source_2(i,(p-1),o)*((((p-1)+1)*deltar)^2-((p-1)*deltar)^2)*pi()*deltax % Srce 

+ (o.absorber.inner.keff + 16*sigma/(3*K)*x(Ts11+i*p+(p-1))^3)* % Cdr+ 
   (2*pi()*((p-1)*deltar)*deltax)*(x(Ts11+i*p+((p-1)-1))-x(Ts11+i*p+(p-1)))/deltar 
+ (o.absorber.inner.keff + 16*sigma/(3*K)*x(Ts11+i*p+(p-1))^3)* % Cdx+ 
   ((((p-1)+1)*deltar)^2-((p-1)*deltar)^2)*pi()* 
   (x(Ts11+i*p-1*p+(p-1))-x(Ts11+i*p+(p-1)))/deltax 
- (o.absorber.inner.keff + 16*sigma/(3*K)*x(Ts11+i*p+(p-1))^3)* % Cdx- 
   ((((p-1)+1)*deltar)^2-((p-1)*deltar)^2)*pi()* 
   (x(Ts11+i*p+(p-1))-x(Ts11+i*p+1*p+(p-1)))/deltax 
- hv_i(i+1,(p-1)+1)* % Cv 
  ((((p-1)+1)*deltar)^2-((p-1)*deltar)^2)*pi()*deltax*(x(Ts11+i*p+(p-1))-x(Tf11+i*p+(p-1))); 

end % of nested function 
 
% (5) inner absorber: CV outlet 

e=e+1; 
y(e) = get_heat_source_2(n-1,0,o)*deltar^2*pi()*deltax % Srce 

- (o.absorber.inner.keff + 16*sigma/(3*K)*x(Ts11+(n-1)*p)^3)* % Cdr- 
   (2*pi()*deltar*deltax)*(x(Ts11+(n-1)*p)-x(Ts11+(n-1)*p+1))/deltar 
+ (o.absorber.inner.keff + 16*sigma/(3*K)*x(Ts11+(n-1)*p)^3)*  % Cdx+ 
   (deltar^2*pi())*(x(Ts11+(n-2)*p)-x(Ts11+(n-1)*p))/deltax 
- hv_i((n-1)+1,1)*(deltar^2*pi())*deltax*(x(Ts11+(n-1)*p)-x(Tf11+(n-1)*p)); % Cv 

for j=1:(p-2) 
e=e+1; 
y(e) = get_heat_source_2(n-1,j,o)*(((j+1)*deltar)^2-(j*deltar)^2)*pi()*deltax % Srce 

+ (o.absorber.inner.keff + 16*sigma/(3*K)*x(Ts11+(n-1)*p+j)^3)* % Cdr+ 
      (2*pi()*(j*deltar)*deltax)*(x(Ts11+(n-1)*p+(j-1))-x(Ts11+(n-1)*p+j))/deltar 

- (o.absorber.inner.keff + 16*sigma/(3*K)*x(Ts11+(n-1)*p+j)^3)* % Cdr- 
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       (2*pi()*((j+1)*deltar)*deltax)*(x(Ts11+(n-1)*p+j)-x(Ts11+(n-1)*p+(j+1)))/deltar 
+ (o.absorber.inner.keff + 16*sigma/(3*K)*x(Ts11+(n-1)*p+j)^3)* % Cdx+ 

       (((j+1)*deltar)^2-(j*deltar)^2)*pi()*(x(Ts11+(n-2)*p+j)-x(Ts11+(n-1)*p+j))/deltax 
- hv_i((n-1)+1,j+1)* % Cv 

     (((j+1)*deltar)^2-(j*deltar)^2)*pi()*deltax*(x(Ts11+(n-1)*p+j)-x(Tf11+(n-1)*p+j)); 
end 

e=e+1; 
y(e) = get_heat_source_2(n-1,(p-1),o)*((((p-1)+1)*deltar)^2-((p-1)*deltar)^2)*pi()*deltax % Srce 

+ (o.absorber.inner.keff + 16*sigma/(3*K)*x(Ts11+(n-1)*p+(p-1))^3)* % Cdr+ 
   (2*pi()*((p-1)*deltar)*deltax)*(x(Ts11+(n-1)*p+(p-1)-1)-x(Ts11+(n-1)*p+(p-1)))/deltar 
+ (o.absorber.inner.keff + 16*sigma/(3*K)*x(Ts11+(n-1)*p+(p-1))^3)* % Cdx+ 
   ((((p-1)+1)*deltar)^2-((p-1)*deltar)^2)*pi()* 
   (x(Ts11+(n-2)*p+(p-1))-x(Ts11+(n-1)*p+(p-1)))/deltax 
- hv_i((n-1)+1,(p-1)+1)* % Cv 
   ((((p-1)+1)*deltar)^2-((p-1)*deltar)^2)*pi()*deltax* 
   (x(Ts11+(n-1)*p+(p-1))-x(Tf11+(n-1)*p+(p-1))); 

 
%FLUID phase 
% (6) outer absorber (does not exist) 

e=e+1;      y(e) = x(T2) - x(T3); 
% (7) cavity 

Qconv = 0; 
Qconv = Qconv + h*deltar^2*pi()*(x(Ts_w)-x(T3)); 
for j=1:(p-2) 

Qconv = Qconv + h*(((j+1)*deltar)^2-(j*deltar)^2)*pi()*(x(Ts_w+j)-x(T3)); 
end 
Qconv = Qconv + h*((((p-1)+1)*deltar)^2-((p-1)*deltar)^2)*pi()*(x(Ts_w+(p-1))-x(T3)); 
e=e+1; 
y(e) = m*get_h(x(T3)) - m*get_h(x(T4)) + Qconv; 

  
% (8) inner absorber: CV inlet 

e=e+1; 
y(e) = m*(deltar^2/R^2)*( get_h(x(T4)) - get_h(x(Tf11+0)) ) 

+ hv_i(1,1)*(deltar^2*pi())*deltax*(x(Ts11)-x(Tf11)); 
for j=1:(p-2) 

e=e+1; 
y(e) = m*(((j+1)*deltar)^2-(j*deltar)^2)/R^2*( get_h(x(T4)) - get_h(x(Tf11+j)) ) 

+ hv_i(1,(j+1))*(((j+1)*deltar)^2-(j*deltar)^2)*pi()*deltax*(x(Ts11+j)-x(Tf11+j)); 
end 

e=e+1; 
y(e) = m*((((p-1)+1)*deltar)^2-((p-1)*deltar)^2)/R^2*( get_h(x(T4)) - get_h(x(Tf11+(p-1))) ) 

+ hv_i(1,(p-1)+1)* 
   ((((p-1)+1)*deltar)^2-((p-1)*deltar)^2)*pi()*deltax*(x(Ts11+(p-1))-x(Tf11+(p-1))); 

 
% (9) inner absorber: CV i 
for i=1:(n-2) 

e=e+1; 
y(e) = m*(deltar^2/R^2)*( get_h(x(Tf11+(i-1)*p)) - get_h(x(Tf11+i*p)) ) 

+ hv_i(i+1,1)*(deltar^2*pi())*deltax*(x(Ts11+i*p)-x(Tf11+i*p)); 
for j=1:(p-2) 

e=e+1;  
y(e) = m*(((j+1)*deltar)^2-(j*deltar)^2)/R^2* 

   ( get_h(x(Tf11+(i-1)*p+j)) - get_h(x(Tf11+i*p+j)) ) 
        + hv_i(i+1,j+1)* 

   (((j+1)*deltar)^2-(j*deltar)^2)*pi()*deltax*(x(Ts11+i*p+j)-x(Tf11+i*p+j)); 
end 

 
e=e+1; 
y(e) = m*((((p-1)+1)*deltar)^2-((p-1)*deltar)^2)/R^2* 

   ( get_h(x(Tf11+(i-1)*p+(p-1)))- get_h(x(Tf11+i*p+(p-1))) ) 
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     + hv_i(i+1,(p-1)+1)* 
   ((((p-1)+1)*deltar)^2-((p-1)*deltar)^2)*pi()*deltax* 
   (x(Ts11+i*p+(p-1))-x(Tf11+i*p+(p-1))); 

end 
 
% (10) inner absorber: CV outlet 

e=e+1; 
y(e) = m*(deltar^2/R^2) *( get_h(x(Tf11+(n-2)*p)) - get_h(x(Tf11+(n-1)*p)) ) 

+ hv_i((n-1)+1,1)*(deltar^2*pi())*deltax*(x(Ts11+(n-1)*p)-x(Tf11+(n-1)*p)); 
for j=1:(p-2) 

e=e+1; 
y(e) = m*(((j+1)*deltar)^2-(j*deltar)^2)/R^2* 

    ( get_h(x(Tf11+(n-2)*p+j)) - get_h(x(Tf11+(n-1)*p+j)) ) 
+ hv_i((n-1)+1,j+1)* 
   (((j+1)*deltar)^2-(j*deltar)^2)*pi()*deltax*(x(Ts11+(n-1)*p+j)-x(Tf11+(n-1)*p+j));                                                                                                   

end 
e=e+1; 
y(e) = m*((((p-1)+1)*deltar)^2-((p-1)*deltar)^2)/R^2 * 

   ( get_h(x(Tf11+(n-2)*p+(p-1)))- get_h(x(Tf11+(n-1)*p+(p-1))) ) 
        + hv_i((n-1)+1,(p-1)+1)* 

   ((((p-1)+1)*deltar)^2-((p-1)*deltar)^2)*pi()*deltax* 
   (x(Ts11+(n-1)*p+(p-1))-x(Tf11+(n-1)*p+(p-1)));                                                                                                   

 
% (11) heat exchanger hot 

e=e+1; y(e) = x(T5) - x(T6) - Q/(m*cph); 
 
% (12) heat exchanger cold 

e=e+1; y(e) = T(1) - x(T2) + Q/(m*cpc); 
 
% (13) outlet temperature T5 

Qout=0; 
for j=0:(p-1) 

       Qout = Qout + m*(((j+1)*deltar)^2-(j*deltar)^2)/R^2 * get_h(x(Tf11+(n-1)*p+j)); 
end 
e=e+1; y(e) = Qout - m*get_h(x(T5)); 

  
end 
  
%SOLID temperatures 
%pre-allocation for improved performance 
    Tw = zeros(p); 
    Tabs = zeros(n*p); 
%glass window  
  for j=1:p 
    Tw(j) = Tfsolve(Ts_w+(j-1)); 
  end 
%inner absorber (n*p finite volumen elements) 
  for i=1:(n*p) 
    Tabs(i)=Tfsolve(Ts11+(i-1)); 
  end 
  
%FLUID temperatures 
%pre-allocation for improved performance 
    T4i = zeros(n*p); 
%fluid 2-4 
    T(2)=Tfsolve(T2);                   %fluid temperature 2 
    T(3)=Tfsolve(T3);                   %fluid temperature 3 
    T(4)=Tfsolve(T4);                   %fluid temperature 4 
%fluid within inner absorber T(4)=Tf11 
  for i=1:(n*p) 
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    T4i(i)=Tfsolve(Tf11+(i-1));                   %fluid temperature Tf11-T_(in+n) 
  end 
%fluid 5-6 
    T(5)=Tfsolve(T5);                   %fluid temperature 5 
    T(6)=Tfsolve(T6);                   %fluid temperature 6 
end % of function calculate_temperatures 
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8.2 Appendix B: User defined function in FLUENT 
/********************************************************************************/ 
/*  User defined functions (UDFs) for Receiver       */ 
/********************************************************************************/ 
#include "udf.h" 
#include "mem.h" 
#inlcude "prop.h" 
 
/********************************************************************************/ 
/* Global definitions                             */ 
/********************************************************************************/ 
/*************************** constants ********************************************/ 
#define SIGMA 5.670373e-8  /* [W/(m^2*K^4)] ... Stefan Boltzmann constant */ 
#define GRAVITY 9.81   /* [m/s^2] ... gravitational acceleration   */ 
/*************************** ambient *********************************************/ 
#define TAMB 273.15   /* [K] ... ambient temperature   */ 
/********** porous media: constants/functions for solid diffusivity *************************/ 
#define SOLID_DENSITY(T) 3100.0  /* [kg/m^3]... density   */ 
#define SOLID_THERMAL_COND(T) 120.0 /* [W/m-K] ... thermal conductivity  */ 
#define SOLID_CP(T) 750.0   /* [J/kg-K] ... specific heat   */ 
/************ porous media: constants/functions for fluid flow calculations ******************/ 
#define POROSITY 0.95   /* [-] ... porosity     */ 
#define CELL_DIAMETER 0.002  /* [m] ... cell diameter    */ 
#define E1 150.0    /* [-] ...  factor for Ergun equation   */ 
#define E2 1.75    /* [-] ...  factor for Ergun equation   */ 
/********************** porous media: radiation properties *****************************/ 
#define ABS_EMISSIVITY 0.8   /* [-] ... emissivity of absorber surface */ 
#define ABS_REFRACTIVE_INDEX 1  /* [-] ... refractive index of absorber  */ 
/*********************** porous media: absorber boundaries ****************************/ 
#define ABS_X0 0.015    /* [m] ... x-boundary   */ 
#define ABS_Y0 0.0    /* [m] ... y-boundary   */ 
#define ABS_Z0 0.0    /* [m] ... z-boundary   */ 
/*************************** porous media: dimensions *******************************/ 
#define RABS 0.050    /* [m] ... outer radius of absorber  */ 
#define DELTA_L 0.020    /* [m]  ... absorber cavity depth  */ 
/************************ glass window: optical properties *****************************/ 
#define TRANSMISSIVITY 0.851   /* [-] ... transmissivity   */ 
#define ABSORPTIVITY 0.013   /* [-] ... absorptivity   */ 
#define REFLECTIVITY 0.136   /* [-] ... reflectivity   */ 
#define TRANSMISSIVITY_UV 0.549  /* [-] ... transmissivity for thermal rad. */ 
/*************************** glass window: dimensions *******************************/ 
#define SW 0.005    /* [m] ... thicknes of glass window  */ 
#define RW 0.05     /* [m] ... outer radius of glass window  */ 
/*************************** light source properties 
************************************************/ 
#define N 8.0     /* [-]  ... number of lamps   */ 
#define DFS 0.1     /* [m] ... focal spot diameter  */ 
#define LDF 0.1     /* [-] ... light distribution factor  */ 

/* ldf = I(r=r0)/I(r=0)  */ 
#define FLUX 5.355e3    /* [W] .... radiant power at boundary  */ 

/*  window-ambient for one lamp */ 
 
/********************************************************************************/ 
/* Hard coded cell-IDs and boundary-IDs       */ 
/********************************************************************************/ 
#define FLUID_ABSORBER   22 /* [int]    */ 
#define FLUID_OUTFLOW   23 /* [int]    */ 
#define FLUID_INFLOW    21 /* [int]    */ 
#define SOLID_TUBES    20 /* [int]    */ 
#define SOLID_WINDOW   24 /* [int]    */ 
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#define INTERFACE_DUCT_ABSORBER  32 /* [int]    */ 
#define SYMMETRY_ABSORBER   3 /* [int]    */ 
#define OUTLET     36 /* [int]    */ 
#define WINDOW    38 /* [int] ... surface inside  */ 
 
/********************************************************************************/ 
/* Definition of user defined scalars (UDS)       */ 
/********************************************************************************/ 
enum 
{ 

/*0*/ SOLID_TEMP,  /* UDS for absorber solid temperature  */ 
/*1*/ UDS_POROSITY, /* UDS for variable porosity   */ 
/*2*/ UDS_PR,  /* Prandtl number within absorber   */ 
/*3*/ UDS_KF,  /* fluid thermal conductivity within absorber  */ 
/*4*/ UDS_MU,  /* fluid dynamic viscosity within absorber  */ 
/*5*/ UDS_RE,  /* Reynold's number within absorber  */ 
/*6*/ UDS_VOL_HTC, /* volumetric HTC within absorber   */ 
/*7*/ ABS_SURFACE, /* absorber surface coordinates   */ 
/*8*/ SURFACE_S0,  /* 1 if surface of absorber, else 0   */ 
N_REQUIRED_UDS  /* max. number of UDS    */ 

}; 
 
/********************************************************************************/ 
/* Intitialization                         */ 
/********************************************************************************/ 
DEFINE_INIT(INIT_receiver, domain) 
{ 

int c_ID, f_ID; 
face_t f; 
cell_t c, C0; 
Thread *c_thread, *c_thread_abs, f_thread; 
real S0[3], Xc[3], Xf[3,  x, y, z, r, rs, s, delta_r, delta_r_new; 

 
/** Initialize the absorber solid temperatures ********************************************/ 

for(i=1; i<=3; i++) 
{ 
 if (i==1) c_ID=FLUID_INFLOW;  /* cells of fluid inflow  */ 
 if (i==2) c_ID=FLUID_ABSORBER; /* cells of absorber  */ 
 if (i==3) c_ID=FLUID_OUTFLOW; /* cells of fluid outflow  */ 
 c_thread = Lookup_Thread(domain, c_ID);  /* get cell thread    */ 
 begin_c_loop(c, c_thread) 
 { 
  C_UDSI(c,c_thread,SOLID_TEMP) = 773; 
 } 
 end_c_loop(c, c_thread) 
} 

/** Initialize the absorber porosity *****************************************************/ 
c_ID=FLUID_ABSORBER;   /* cells of absorber   */ 
c_thread = Lookup_Thread(domain, c_ID);   /* get cell thread    */ 
begin_c_loop(c, c_thread) 
{ 
 C_UDSI(c,c_thread,UDS_POROSITY) = POROSITY; 
} 
end_c_loop(c, c_thread) 

 
/** Initialize the window temperature **************************************************/ 

c_ID=SOLID_WINDOW;    /* cells of window  */ 
c_thread = Lookup_Thread(domain, c_ID);   /* get cell thread    */ 
 
begin_c_loop(c, c_thread) 
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{ 
 C_T(c,c_thread) = 773; 
} 
end_c_loop(c, c_thread) 

  
/** Calculate the UDS containing the surface coordinates of the absorber **********************/ 

for(i=1; i<=3 ;i++) 
{ 
 if (i==1) c_ID=FLUID_INFLOW;   /* cells of fluid inflow */ 
 if (i==2) c_ID=FLUID_ABSORBER;  /* cells of absorber  */ 
 if (i==3) c_ID=FLUID_OUTFLOW;  /* cells of fluid outflow */ 
 c_thread = Lookup_Thread(domain, c_ID);   /* get cell thread  */ 
 begin_c_loop(c, c_thread) 
 { 
  C_CENTROID(Xc, c, c_thread);  /* get cell coordinate Xc  */ 
  /* calculate current radius */ 
   x=Xc[0]; 
   y=Xc[1]; 
   z=Xc[2]; 
   r = sqrt(pow(y,2.0)+pow(z,2.0)); 
   

f_ID=INTERFACE_DUCT_ABSORBER; /* face of absorber in x */ 
  f_thread = Lookup_Thread(domain, f_ID);  /*get face thread for x */ 
  delta_r=RABS; 
  begin_f_loop(f, f_thread)   /* loop over the absorber surface */ 
  { 
   F_CENTROID(Xf, f, f_thread); 
   rs = sqrt(pow(Xf[1],2.0)+pow(Xf[2],2.0)); 
   delta_r_new = sqrt(pow((rs-r),2.0)); 
   if (delta_r_new < delta_r) 
   { 
    delta_r = delta_r_new; 
    s = Xf[0]; 
    C_UDSI(c,c_thread,ABS_SURFACE) = s; 
   }     
  } 
  end_f_loop(f, f_thread) 
 } 
 end_c_loop(c, c_thread) 
} 

 
/** Initialize the UDS that states if the cell is at surface of the absorber ***********************/ 

for(i=1; i<=3 ;i++) 
{ 
 if (i==1) c_ID=FLUID_INFLOW;   /* cells of fluid inflow */ 
 if (i==2) c_ID=FLUID_ABSORBER;  /* cells of absorber  */ 
 if (i==3) c_ID=FLUID_OUTFLOW;  /* cells of fluid outflow */ 
 c_thread = Lookup_Thread(domain, c_ID);  /* get cell thread   */ 
 begin_c_loop(c, c_thread) 
 { 
  C_UDSI(c,c_thread,SURFACE_S0)=0; 
 } 
 end_c_loop(c, c_thread) 
} 
f_thread = Lookup_Thread(domain, INTERFACE_DUCT_ABSORBER);   
begin_f_loop(f, f_thread)  /* loop over the absorber surface */ 
{ 
 C0 = F_C1(f,f_thread);   /* get adjacent cell inside volume */ 
 c_thread = THREAD_T1(f_thread); /* get adjacent cell thread inside vol*/ 
 C_UDSI(C0,c_thread,SURFACE_S0)=1; 
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} 
end_f_loop(f, f_thread) 

} 
 
/********************************************************************************/ 
/* Absorber properties         */ 
/********************************************************************************/ 
 
/** Porosity profile *****************************************************************/ 
DEFINE_PROFILE(PROFILE_porosity, thread, i)  
{ 

cell_t c; 
begin_c_loop(c,thread) 
{ 
 F_PROFILE(c,thread,i) = C_UDSI(c,thread,UDS_POROSITY); 
} 
end_c_loop(c,thread) 

} 
 
/** Material properties **************************************************************/ 
 void PROP_absorber(cell_t cell, Thread *thread, real *DP, real *VRC, real *IRC, real *Kext) 
{ 
 real porosity, dp, K, C, kext; 
 
 porosity = C_UDSI(cell,thread,UDS_POROSITY); 

dp = 1.5/2.3*CELL_DIAMETER*sqrt(4.0/(3.0*M_PI)*(1.0-porosity))/(1-
sqrt(4.0/(3.0*M_PI)*(1-porosity))); 

 K = pow(dp,2.0)/E1*pow(porosity,3.0)/pow((1-porosity),2.0); 
 C = E2/(sqrt(E1)*pow(porosity,1.5)); 
 kext = 4.8/CELL_DIAMETER*(1-porosity); 
 *DP=dp; 
 *VRC=1/K; 
 *IRC=2*C/pow(K,0.5); 
 *Kext=kext; 
} 
 
/** Diffusivity for UDS (SOLID_TEMP) ***********************************************/ 
DEFINE_DIFFUSIVITY(UDS_diff, cell, thread, i) 
{ 
 real source,Ts, k, kr, rho, cp, porosity, DP, VRC, IRC, Kext; 
 Thread *c_thread_abs; 
 Domain *domain; 
 
 if (i==SOLID_TEMP) 
 { 
  domain=Get_Domain(1);   /* fluid domain pointer  */ 
  c_thread_abs = Lookup_Thread(domain, FLUID_ABSORBER);  
  if (thread == c_thread_abs) 
  { 
   Ts=C_UDSI(cell,thread,SOLID_TEMP); 
   porosity = C_UDSI(cell,thread,UDS_POROSITY); 
   PROP_absorber(cell, thread, &DP, &VRC, &IRC, &Kext); 
   k = SOLID_THERMAL_COND(Ts) * (1-porosity); 
   rho = SOLID_DENSITY(Ts) * (1-porosity); 
   cp = SOLID_CP(Ts); 
   kr = 16*SIGMA*pow(Ts,3.0)/(3*Kext); 
   source = (k+kr)/(rho*cp); 
  } 
  else source = 0; 
 } 
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 else source = 0; 
 return source; 
} 
 
/** Viscous resistance coefficient (VRC) profile******************************************/ 
DEFINE_PROFILE(PROFILE_VRC, thread, i) 
{ 
 real DP, VRC, IRC, Kext, source; 
 cell_t c; 
 
 begin_c_loop(c,thread) 
 { 
  PROP_absorber(c, thread, &DP, &VRC, &IRC, &Kext); 
  F_PROFILE(c,thread,i) = VRC; 
 } 
 end_c_loop(c,thread) 
} 
 
/** Inertial resistance coefficient (IRC) profile*******************************************/ 
DEFINE_PROFILE(PROFILE_IRC, thread, i)  
{ 
 real DP, VRC, IRC, Kext, source; 
 cell_t c; 
 
 begin_c_loop(c,thread) 
 { 
  PROP_absorber(c, thread, &DP, &VRC, &IRC, &Kext); 
  F_PROFILE(c,thread,i) = IRC; 
 } 
 end_c_loop(c,thread) 
} 
 
 
/********************************************************************************/ 
/* Air properties          */ 
/********************************************************************************/ 
  
/** Dynamic viscosity according to the Sutherland law  ************************************/ 
/*    flu_ug.pdf, page 410, eq. 8-18      */ 
DEFINE_PROPERTY(PROP_air_mu, cell, thread) 
{ 
 real mu, T, mu_ref, T_ref, S_const; 
 
 S_const=110.56;    /* [K] Sutherland constant   */ 
 T_ref=273.11;    /* [K] reference temperature  */ 
 mu_ref=1.716e-5;   /* [Pa*s] reference viscosity  */ 
 T=C_T(cell, thread);   /* get cell temperature   */
 mu = mu_ref * pow((T/T_ref), 1.5) * (T_ref+S)/(T+S); 
 return mu; 
} 
 
/** Thermal conductivity of air using the kinetic theory law *********************************/ 
/*   flu_ug.pfd, page 420, eq. 8-41      */ 
DEFINE_PROPERTY(PROP_air_kf, cell, thread) 
{ 
 real R, Mw, mu, cp, kf; 
 R=8314.34;    /* [J/kmol-K] universal gas constant  */ 
 Mw=28.966;    /* [kg/kmol] molecular weight  */ 
 mu = PROP_air_mu(cell, thread);  /* get dynamic viscosity   */ 
 cp = C_CP(cell, thread);   /* get specific heat capacity  */ 
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 kf = 15.0/4.0 * R/Mw * mu * (4.0/15.0*cp*Mw/R+1/3);   
 C_UDSI(cell,thread,UDS_KF) = kf;  
 return kf; 
} 
 
/** Absorption coefficient inside the absorber ********************************************/ 
/* emitted energy by the solid is absorbed by the fluid     */ 
DEFINE_PROPERTY(PROP_air_alpha, cell, thread) 
{ 
 Domain *domain_abs; 
 Thread *c_thread_abs; 
 int c_ID_abs; 
 real DP, VRC, IRC, Kext, alpha, surface; 
 
 PROP_absorber(cell, thread, &DP, &VRC, &IRC, &Kext  
 domain_abs=Get_Domain(1);  /* fluid domain pointer   */ 
 c_ID_abs=FLUID_ABSORBER;  /* cells of absorber    */ 
 c_thread_abs = Lookup_Thread(domain_abs, c_ID_abs);   
 if (thread == c_thread_abs) 
 { 
  /* 1 if cell is adjacent to absorber surface, else 0*/  
  if (C_UDSI(cell,thread,SURFACE_S0) > 0) surface = 1; 
  else surface = 0; 
  Kext = 10e3; 
  alpha=surface*Kext; 
 }  
 else alpha = 0;  /* no absorption of  radiation by air outside the absorber */ 
 return alpha; 
} 
 
/********************************************************************************/ 
/* Light source properties         */ 
/********************************************************************************/ 
 void PROP_light_source(real *I0mean, real *I0peak) 
{ 
 real i0mean, i0peak; 
  
 i0mean = N*FLUX/(pow(DFS,2.0)*M_PI/4); /* calculate mean irradiation */ 
 i0peak = i0mean*log(LDF)/(exp(log(LDF))-1); /* calculate peak irrad. at r=0 */ 
 *I0mean = i0mean; 
 *I0peak = i0peak; 
} 
 
 
/********************************************************************************/ 
/* Heat Transfer          */ 
/********************************************************************************/ 
 
/** Heat transfer coefficient between Solid and Gas within absorber **************************/ 
real HTC_solid_gas(cell_t cell, Thread *thread) 
{ 
 real DP, VRC, IRC, Kext, Us, Re, Pr, Pr0,  

real kf, hsf, hsf1, hsf2, hv, alphasf, dv, porosity; 
 

 porosity = C_UDSI(cell,thread,UDS_POROSITY); 
 /* calculate superficial velocity */ 

Us = sqrt( pow(C_U(cell,thread),2.0) + pow(C_V(cell, thread),2.0) + 
pow(C_W(cell,thread),2.0)); 

     
 /* calculate Reynolds number */ 
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  PROP_absorber(cell, thread, &DP, &VRC, &IRC, &Kext); 
  Re = Us*DP*C_R(cell,thread)/PROP_air_mu(cell,thread);   
 /* calculate Prandtl number */ 
  Pr = C_CP(cell,thread)*PROP_air_mu(cell,thread)/PROP_air_kf(cell,thread); 
 /* calculate HTC */ 
  alphasf = 20.346*(1-porosity)*pow(porosity,2.0)/DP; 
  dv = 4*porosity/alphasf; 
  kf = PROP_air_kf(cell,thread); 
  if (Re <= 75.0) 
   hsf = 0.004 * dv/DP * kf/DP * pow(Pr,0.33) * pow(Re,1.35); 
  else if (Re >= 350.0) 
   hsf = 1.064 * kf/DP * pow(Pr,0.33) * pow(Re,0.59); 
  else 
  { 
   hsf1 = 0.004 * dv/DP * kf/DP * pow(Pr,0.33) * pow(Re,1.35); 
   hsf2 = 1.064 * kf/DP * pow(Pr,0.33) * pow(Re,0.59); 
   hsf = hsf1 + (hsf2-hsf1)/(350.0-75.0)*(Re-75.0); 
  } 
   
  hv = hsf*alphasf; 
 /* UDS for control/debuggin purposes */ 
  /*SOLID_TEMP*/ 
  /*UDS_POROSITY*/ 
  C_UDSI(cell,thread,UDS_PR) = Pr; 
  C_UDSI(cell,thread,UDS_KF) = kf; 
  C_UDSI(cell,thread,UDS_MU) = PROP_air_mu(cell, thread);   
  C_UDSI(cell,thread,UDS_RE) = Re; 
  C_UDSI(cell,thread,UDS_VOL_HTC) = hv; 
 return hv; 
} 
/** Heat transfer coefficient between glass window and ambient *****************************/ 
DEFINE_PROFILE(PROFILE_window_hfree, thread, i) 
{ 
 real L, beta, GrL, g_of_Pr, nu, Pr, kf, Tw, hfree; 
 cell_t c; 
 
 nu = 153.2e-7;  /* [m^2/s] ... kinematic viscosity of air at p=1 bar  */ 
    /* and T=TAMB=273.15K    */ 
 Pr = 0.7081;  /* [-] ... Pr number of air at p=1 bar and T=TAMB */ 
 kf = 25.373e-3;  /* [W/m-K] ...conductivity of air at p=1bar and T=TAMB*/ 
   begin_c_loop(c,thread) 
 { 
   L = RW*2;  /* characteristic length L=D   */ 
   beta = 1/TAMB;  /* expansion coefficient, for ideal gases beta=1/T */ 
  Tw = C_T(c,thread); /* get cell temperature of window  */ 
  GrL = GRAVITY*beta*(Tw-TAMB)*pow(L,3.0)/pow(nu,2.0); /*Grashof n. */ 
  g_of_Pr = 0.75*pow(Pr,0.5)/(0.609+1.221*pow(Pr,0.5)+1.238*pow(Pr,0.25)); 
  hfree = kf/L * 4.0/3.0*pow((GrL/4.0),0.25) * g_of_Pr; /*HTC  */ 
  F_PROFILE(c,thread,i) = hfree; 
 } 
 end_c_loop(c,thread) 
} 
 
/********************************************************************************/ 
/* Heat sources/sinks         */ 
/********************************************************************************/ 
 
/** Solar heat source within absorber  **************************************************/ 
real SRCE_absorber_solar(cell_t cell, Thread *thread) 
{ 
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 real source, DP, VRC, IRC, Kext, I0mean, I0peak,Xc[3], x, y, z, r, s, p; 
 
 PROP_absorber(cell, thread, &DP, &VRC, &IRC, &Kext); / * get extinction coeff.  */ 
 PROP_light_source(&I0mean, &I0peak);   /* get irradiation   */ 
 C_CENTROID(Xc, cell, thread);    /* get cell coordinate Xc  */ 
  x=Xc[0]; 
  y=Xc[1]; 
  z=Xc[2]; 
  r = sqrt(pow(y,2.0)+pow(z,2.0)); 
  s = C_UDSI(cell,thread,ABS_SURFACE); /* get absorber surface  */ 
 p = Xc[0] - s;     /* calculate penetration depth p  */ 
 /* calculate solar radiation heat source dependence of penetration depth p */ 

source = TRANSMISSIVITY * I0peak*Kext*exp(log(LDF)*pow((r/RABS),2.0) - 
Kext*p); 

 return source; 
} 
 
/** Heat source fluid within absorber  **************************************************/ 
DEFINE_SOURCE(SRCE_fluid_heat, cell, thread, dS, eqn) 
{ 
 real V, hv, Ts, T, convection_source, solar_radiation_source, source; 
 
 hv = HTC_solid_gas(cell,thread);   /* get volumetric convective HTC */ 
 Ts = C_UDSI(cell,thread,SOLID_TEMP); / * get cell temperature of solid */ 
 T = C_T(cell,thread);    /* get cell temperature of fluid */ 
 convection_source = hv*(Ts-T);   /* convection heat source  */ 
 solar_radiation_source = 0;   /* solar radiation heat source = 0 */ 
 /* assuming absorption and scattering coefficient of air = 0    */ 
 source = convection_source + solar_radiation_source; 
 dS[eqn] = -hv; 
 return source; 
} 
 
/** Heat source solid within absorber  *************************************************/ 
DEFINE_SOURCE(SRCE_solid_heat, cell, thread, dS, eqn) 
{ 
 real Ts, T, hv, convection_source, solar_radiation_source, radiation_source, source; 
 real n, porosity, DP, VRC, IRC, Kext; 
 Domain *domain; 
 Thread *c_thread_abs; 
 
 domain=Get_Domain(1);    /* fluid domain pointer  */ 
 c_thread_abs = Lookup_Thread(domain, FLUID_ABSORBER);  
 if (thread == c_thread_abs) 
 { 
  porosity = C_UDSI(cell,thread,UDS_POROSITY); /* get porosity  */ 
  PROP_absorber(cell, thread, &DP, &VRC, &IRC, &Kext 
  hv = HTC_solid_gas(cell,thread);  /* get volumetric conv. HTC */ 
  Ts = C_UDSI(cell,thread,SOLID_TEMP);  /* get cell temperature of solid */ 
  T = C_T(cell,thread);   /* get cell temperature of fluid */ 
  convection_source = -hv*(Ts-T);  /* convection heat source */ 

/* solar radiation heat source      */ 
   solar_radiation_source = SRCE_absorber_solar(cell,thread); 

/* radiation heat source (sink)       */ 
   radiation_source = 0; /*-ABS_EMISSIVITY*SIGMA*pow(Ts,4.0); 
  source = convection_source + solar_radiation_source + radiation_source; 
  dS[eqn] = -hv; /*-4*ABS_EMISSIVITY*SIGMA*(pow(Ts,3.0));*/ 
 } 
 else 
 { 
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  dS[eqn] = 0; 
  source = 0; 
 } 
 return source; 
} 
 
/** Heat source 
window***************************************************************************/ 
DEFINE_SOURCE(SRCE_window_heat, cell, thread, dS, eqn) 
{ 
 real source, Xc[3], x, y, z, r, I0mean, I0peak; 
 
 C_CENTROID(Xc, cell, thread);   /* get cell coordinate   */ 
  x=Xc[0]; 
  y=Xc[1]; 
  z=Xc[2]; 
  r = sqrt(pow(y,2.0)+pow(z,2.0)); 
 PROP_light_source(&I0mean, &I0peak);  /* get irradiation   */
 source = I0peak*exp(log(LDF)*pow((r/RABS),2.0))/SW * ABSORPTIVITY;  
 dS[eqn] = 0.0; 
 return source; 
} 
 
 
/********************************************************************************/ 
/* Radiation          */ 
/********************************************************************************/ 
 
/** Discrete Ordinates Model (DOM) Source ********************************************/ 
DEFINE_DOM_SOURCE(SRCE_DOM, cell, thread, ni, nb, emission, in_scattering, abs_coeff, 
scat_coeff) 
{ 
 real porosity, absorption_coeff, Ts, Tf, surface; 
 Domain *domain_abs; 
 Thread *c_thread_abs, *f_thread; 
 int c_ID_abs, f_ID; 
 cell_t C0, C1; 
 
 Tf = C_T(cell,thread);    /* get cell temperature of fluid  */ 
 Ts = C_UDSI(cell,thread,SOLID_TEMP); / * get cell temperature of solid */ 
 /* 1 if cell is adjacent to absorber surface, else 0*/ 

if (C_UDSI(cell,thread,SURFACE_S0) > 0) surface = 1; 
else surface = 0; 

  
 *emission *= surface * 1/pow(Tf,4.0) * pow(Ts,4.0); 
} 
 
/** Definition of the radiative boundary heat source window *******************************/ 
DEFINE_HEAT_FLUX(FLUX_DOM, face, f_thread, c0, t0, cid, cir) 
{ 
 Domain *domain; 
 Thread *f_thread_win; 
 int f_ID; 
 
 domain=Get_Domain(1);    /* fluid domain pointer  */ 
 f_ID=WINDOW;     /* face of window inside  */ 
 f_thread_win = Lookup_Thread(domain, f_ID);  /* get cell thread    */ 
 if (f_thread == f_thread_win) 
 {  
  cir[0] *= (1-TRANSMISSIVITY_UV); 
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 } 
} 
 
/********************************************************************************/ 
/* Outlet temperature         */ 
/********************************************************************************/ 
/** Calculate equivalent outlet temperature **********************************************/ 
void CALC_outlet_temperature()  
 { 
 Domain *domain; 
 Thread *f_thread, *c_thread; 
 face_t f; 
 cell_t c0; 
 int f_ID, c_ID, i; 
 real T, cp, dm, m, Qout, Tout; 
 
 domain=Get_Domain(1);   /* fluid domain pointer   */ 
 f_ID=OUTLET;    /* face ID of outlet   */ 
  f_thread = Lookup_Thread(domain, f_ID);  /* get face thread    */ 
 c_ID=FLUID_OUTFLOW;  /* ID of cell zone inner duct  */ 
 c_thread = Lookup_Thread(domain, c_ID); /* get cell thread    */ 
 Qout = 0;    /* intilizing of Qout   */ 
 m = 0; 
 begin_f_loop(f, f_thread) 
 { 
  c0 = F_C0(f, f_thread);  /* get adjacent cell C0   */ 
  T = C_T(c0, c_thread);  /* get cell temperature of fluid  */ 
  dm = F_FLUX(f, f_thread); /* get mass flux through face  */ 
  m += dm;   /* calculate total mass flux   */ 
  Qout += T*dm;   /* calculate outlet temperature flux  */ 
      /* for mass averaging   */ 
 } 
 end_f_loop(f, f_thread_x) 
 Tout = Qout/m; 
 printf("m: %e\n", m); 
 printf("Tout: %e\n", Tout); 
 } 
 
/** Display inlet and outlet pressure ***************************************************/ 
 { 
  Domain *domain; 
 face_t f; 
 cell_t c; 
 Thread *f_thread_inlet, *f_thread_outlet; 
 real p_in, p_out, p_op; 
 
 domain=Get_Domain(1);  /* fluid domain pointer   */ 
 f_thread_inlet = Lookup_Thread(domain, INLET); /* get face thread */ 
 f_thread_outlet = Lookup_Thread(domain, OUTLET); /* get face thread */ 
  p_op = RP_Get_Float("operating-pressure");  /* get operation pressure*/ 
  begin_f_loop(f, f_thread_inlet) 
 { 
  p_in = F_P(f, f_thread_inlet)+p_op; 
 } 
 end_f_loop(f, f_thread_inlet) 
 begin_f_loop(f, f_thread_outlet) 
 { 
  p_out = F_P(f, f_thread_inlet)+p_op; 
 } 
 end_f_loop(f, f_thread_outlet) 
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 printf("p_in: %e\n", p_in); 
 printf("p_out: %e\n", p_out); 
} 
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8.3 Appendix C: Receiver assembly 
See next page. 
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